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ABSTRACT
The author has studied the origins of the
modern movement in England, which he found
extremely complex. Wells Coates was one of its
leading protagonists: he played a great part in
the various attempts to establish the resistance
movement against "ancestor-worship in design"
out of which modern architecture has grown. He
devoted his powers and passions to the growth
of the movement in England, at a time when there
was a mass of traditionalism and prejudice to be
cleared away.
Wells Coates was an engineer and scientifically
minded; he was also able to express his profound
belief in certain architectural principles. Through
the 20th Century Group, and other groups, he
helped to bring modern ideas in art as well as
architecture to the British scene. His part in
MARS and CIAM was especially directed at exploring
the common ground between architecture and
engineering; at the same time he was fascinated

by the affinity between architecture and the
fine arts and was one of the founders of Unit
One. These ideas occupied his mind to the end
of his life, when he envisaged a new organisation
- "CAUSA" and "OUTLINES" - which would assemble
all the branches of the visual arts against the
central problems confronting contemporary architects, engineers, planners and designers.
The same combination of qualities went into
his architecture, with the addition of an equally
profound habit of enquiry into the social as well
as the technical functioning of his buildings.
Acknowledging Wells Coates is, I think, vital.
This study has been built up mostly from Wells
Coates's own diaries, notes, letters, lectures
and various memoranda; and from correspondence
and meetings with some of his contemporaries and
clients.
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PART ONE
BIOGRAPHICAL

0UTLINE(1)

WELLS WINTEMUTE COATES : 1895 - 1958

BORN:
Wells Wintemute Coates was born on 17th
December, 1895 in Tokio, Japan, of Canadian
parentage. His father was the Rev. Harper Havelock
Coates, Missionary and Professor of Comparative
Religions and Philosophy at the Aoyam Theological
College, Tokio. His mother, Sarah Agnes Wintemute
Coates, was the first woman to train and practise as
an architect. She studied under Louis Sullivan in
his office in Chicago, some time between 1880 and

1886, and

was a contemporary of Frank Lloyd Wright.

She founded, designed and was principal of the first
School for Girls to be erected in Japan in the 1890's.
He was the eldest of six children, two boys and four
girls, Willson, Mary, Lila, Bertha and Carol.
EARLY EDUCATION:
He received his primary education in Japan from

(1) This Biographical Outline was put together from
Wells Coates' own diaries, notes, letters,
lectures and various memoranda.
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English tutors for the usual school subjects and
from a Japanese architect-builder learned the
principles of classic Eastern order and the craft
of building in wood. He learned the art of Japanese
silk-screen painting and went to the Central School
of Jiu-Jitsu in Tokio from 1907-1911.
FIRST JOB:
At the age of sixteen, he secured his first
job as secretary to the general manager of a
European Publishing Company. In February,

1913,

he left Japan on tour, working as a secretary,
on a German tourist boat, visiting China, the
Philippines, Java, Sumatra, Burma, India, Egypt,
Italy, France and England on the way to Canada.
Before leaving Japan his mother gave him her
advice for a possible career. She said:
"If you still think you want to be an architect, I give this advice - don't stay at an
architectural school longer than you can bear
it - study engineering."
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UNIVERSITY EDUCATION:
September, 1913 - September,

1915:

In 1913 he went to Montreal, Canada, where he
took Matriculation. In September, 1914 he attended
McGill University College at Vancouver, British
Columbia, for a double course leading to the B.A.
and B.Sc. in engineering.
September,

1915 -

September, 1919:

He served for four years in the First World War,
fourteen months in the trenches with the Second
Division Field Artillery, went to France and Belgium
and entered the Royal Naval Air Service - later
the Royal Air Force. In February, 1918 he was a
fighter pilot with 66 Squadron B.E.F. in Italy.
September, 1919:

He returned to Canada on a scholarship. He
attended McGill University College at Vancouver,
B.C. to complete his courses B.A. and B.Sc. In
June, 1920, he received the B.A. degree and in
June, 1922 the B.Sc. degree in structural and
mechanical engineering.
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Summer Holidays of 1913-1915 and 1919-1922:
He worked during the May-October holidays in
Canada and the United States in lumber camps,
sawmills, land-surveys, cattle and fruit ranches,
railways, factory and engineering construction
offices and camps.
1922-1924:
In the autumn of 1922 he settled in England.
He worked for two years on a scholarship from the
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research
in London University. He received his Ph.D. in
Engineering in July, 1924, on "The Gas Temperature
of the Diesel Cycle".
PROFESSIONAL CAREER:
1924-1928:
This period was an important one, in which
Wells Coates increased his cultural knowledge and
took various steps towards the final choice of his
career. His first job in England was with the
"Daily Express" in Fleet Street, Saturdays only.
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He continued with his research work and received
his Ph.D. in 1924.
It was difficult to get a job in England at
that time. He continued with the "Daily Express"
and in June took a part-time job translating telephone messages from Paris and Berlin from 5.30 p.m.
to 8.30 p.m. daily. The free time during the day
allowed him to do a tremendous amount of reading.
In the meantime, two people came into Wells Coates's
life and greatly influenced his outlook.
Alfred Borgeaud - his fellow student at London
University since 1922 - was the first really close
friend. Borgeaud was a devotee of D.H.Lawrence and
had a mistress who was a painter. She opened his
eyes to the world of art: Cezanne, Van Gogh, Gauguin,
Matisse and Picasso. About him Wells Coates wrote
in a letter to Jack Pritchard on 15th July, 1930:
"We worked out together a sort of strategy of
living, a framework, a skeleton, a structure,
to combat what we believed to be the evil and
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destructive forces of current civilisation.
Through this mental framework we hoped to
express in some fashion the ambition of our
stout hearts, to implant in the solid earth
some tangible vision of the new world as we
imagined it, that new world, which is to be
born in our time."
The other person was his old Canadian friend
Fred Law, the journalist, who shared a flat with him
in Chelsea for some time in 1924. About him Wells
Coates wrote to one of his friends in December, 1927:
"Fred Law showed me that the crisp, dry channels
of intellectualism, presented a dusty answer
to the soul's eternal question: "what shall I
do with my life?"
Law and Borgeaud had a part in directing his
reading to the study of the history of science, its
philosophical and metaphysical foundations. Along
with Borgeaud, Wells Coates explored the fresh fields
of modern poetry, literature, painting, sculpture
and music. In July, 1925 he went to Paris to act as
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Assistant Correspondent for the "Daily Express",
working on translating foreign cables, for one month,
which was extended to another three months, whilst
the regular Correspondent covered the Washington
Conference. From November, 1925 to February, 1926,
he became the Scientific Correspondent.
These eight months in Paris - in the time of the

1925 Exhibition

of "Art Decoratif" - were his chance

to make contact with many representatives of the new
order in the visual arts, and to come to know the
people who were then leading the general revolt against
ancestor-worship in design". He continued his extensive reading in many subjects. He made a special
study of the origins of the work of azanne, Van Gogh,
Gauguin, Monet and Manet; and of the living painters
in 1925: Picasso, Derain, Matisse, Duncan Grant and
Braque and the sculptors: Epstein, Dobson, Brancusi
and Maillol.
Another important thing happened to Wells Coates
during that period: in February, 1925 he fell in love
with Marion Grove. In the spring of 1926, however,
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she broke off their relationship, and because of this
he resigned from the "Daily Express" and sat down
and wrote thirty thousand words in twelve days.
It was a word-painting of his life, in dialogue,
verse and prose, which is his masterpiece of literature
and fine poetry. He sent it to her "as a picture of
his desolation". Later he wrote to a friend of his,
in December, 1927:
"Losing Marion was like losing one of my eyes:
prodding the cinders of that loss opened the
other and soon the reasons for it came into
view: I saw them in my own impatience and
impetuosity. Everywhere else I had always
conquered. This was my first real loss."
In April, 1926, he decided to go off into the
blue .... on a journey of discovery on which he was
accompanied by his friend, Alfred Borgeaud. They
left for Canada.
1926 : Vancouver, B.C. and 1927 : England:

This trip to Canada contained two sad events in
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Wells Coates's life. First was the tragedy of his
friend Borgeaud, who fell to his death from the
freight train they had "hopped" down the Coquihall
Pass, near Hope, on their journey to Vancouver B.C.
in September,

1926.

There were newspaper articles,

and it was even suggested at first that he was responsible for Borgeaud y s death. The scandal was soon
cleared, but in shock and desolation he abandoned the
trip and left Canada.
At the same time he heard of the death of his
other friend, Fred Law.
He returned to England in December,

1926,

and

the shock put him in bed for three months. After
this he could find no job in Fleet Street, so he
worked as a secretary to his friend Angus Wilson in
the Press Bureau of the Advertising Exhibition and
Convention from March to July

1927.

In August, 1927 he was married to Marion Chamier
Grove and their only child, Laura, was born in 1930.
He found having to provide for his daughter a great
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responsibility. The marriage was not a happy one.
His wife finally parted from him in 1937 and he did
not re-marry.
In the winter of 1927, as he was preparing himself for journalism and play writing, he had to
decorate and furnish a flat for himself and his wife.
He made some of the furniture and fittings (mirrors,
aluminium fireplace) himself. By doing this, his
career was diverted to the architectural scene.
In a letter to a friend in November, 1927 he wrote
about this event:
"The arrangement and decoration of our flat has
afforded us great pleasure. It has furthermore demonstrated the fact that I have some
talent in this field. All our friends say
at once: You ought to go in for this sort of
thing. It may be so. I have already secured
one commission to do a drawing room, and it
may be that more will come, and so, by degrees
I may be able to work up a small business. I
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should like to do this very much. Further: I
am a trained engineer, and I believe that housebuilding is today the business of the engineer
plus the painter. Architects are mostly finished at least in England. In France, Le Corbusier
and Mallet-Stevens (two engineers) have done
wonderful things".
Soon he received other commissions and Wells
Coates started his profession as architect-engineer,
at the end of

1927, when

he was employed by Alec

Walker of "Crysede" to design their shop fittings and
advertisements.

1928 - 1939 London, England:
His work during this period, which pioneered
later developments in many aspects of modern design,
is the main subject of this study.
Exhibitions:

for Venesta (Stands)

1931-1933

Shops: about 15 shops for Crysede and
Cresta

1928-1936, Cresta

Silks

Factory, Welwyn Garden City,

1931.
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Flat Reconstruction:34, Gordon Square, London for
Charles Laughton in 1931.
- 1, Kensington Palace Gardens for
Mr.& Mrs.Strauss in 1931.
- 2, Devonshire Street, London, 1931.
- his own flat at 18 Yeoman's Row,
London, S.W.3., 1935.
Hairdressing Shop: at Canterbury, 1937.
B.B.C. Studios:

in London 1930 and Newcastle 1932.

The "Minimum Flat" exhibited in 1933; built as Lawn
Road Flats (Isokon No.1) for
Jack Pritchard in 1934.
Other Flats:

- Embassy Court, Brighton in 1936.
- 10, Palace Gate, Kensington, London
in 1939.

Houses:

- "Shipwrights", Leigh-on-Sea for
John Wyborn in 1936.
-/ nthe Homewood", Esher, Surrey with
Patrick Gwynne for Commander
Gwynne, in 1938Z
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Houses:

- "Sunspan" house, with D.PleydellBouverie, exhibited in 1934: Sunspan
houses for Mrs.H.M.Hill and others.

Second Feather Club: 1933, with D.Pleydell-Bouverie.
Nursery School:

at Holland Park, 1936.

Radio Research Laboratories: for E.K.Cole, Southend 1936.
Industrial Design: Radio cabinets, tables, office
desks, furniture and building
articles and various inventions,
including an "aerodynamic sail"
for yachts.

1939 - 1945 - War Service:
He entered the Royal Air Force again at the
beginning of 1940, as a pilot officer and served as
a technical staff officer, Air Staff in London, in
charge of fighter aircraft design. In 1944 he was
seconded for three months from the R.A.F. to undertake
consulting work for Aircraft Industries Research
Organisation on Housing. He recommended the "sectional
unit" type of bungalow, which became the "AIROH"
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aluminium house. He was released from the R.A.F.
in 1945 with the rank of Wing Commander and was
awarded the O.B.E. for his consultant work with a
team on the de Havilland Dove light transport aeroplane. He went back to live in his studio flat at
18, Yeoman's Row where he resumed his private practice.

1946 - 1949:
He was a Consultant to Hawkesleys of Gloucester
on development of methods for house construction.
To follow on from the AIROH house, he invented the
method known as "RU?" - "Room Unit Production"
("Rooms into Gardens' "Rooms into Frame"), and
developed a standardised scheme for unit assemblies
and constructions of all kinds. (Programme stopped
by the government action in reducing building
materials and supplies.)
In 1947, he helped in organising the first
CIAM Congress for ten years, held at Bridgwater.
He visited South America as a Consultant for
Hawkesleys on special housing projects (Aluminium
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Pre-fab houses for the Tropics).
Radio and television design for E.K.Cole Ltd.
Two stands at the "Ideal Home Exhibition", Olympia in

1948; one for Thomas French & Sons Ltd. and the
other for James Clark & Eaton.

1949 - 1951:
He was appointed as Architect for the Festival
of Britain, South Bank Exhibition, B.B.C. T.V. Studios
building, but this was abandoned in 1950; instead for
the Festival he built the "Telekinema", the first large
screen T.V. Cinema with three dimensional sound and
stereoscopic films and also the Television Pavilion;
and he was also Consultant for the Royal Pavilion and
designer of a clock presented to the Queen. The
Telekinema was remodelled later to form the National
Film Theatre, South Bank, until it was demolished
(the L.C.C. had sold the site in 1957).

1951 - 1953:
He was appointed Master of the Faculty of Royal
Designers for Industry, Royal Society of Arts, London.
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1952 - 1954:
He was appointed Architect-Planner for the new
town of Iroquois in Ontario (Canada) in connection
with the St. Lawrence Seaway project on behalf of a
group of British Industrialists, but unfortunately
for political reasons the scheme fell through and
the town was designed and built by someone else on
a different site.

1955:
April-June: he was Visiting Critic in Architecture and Urban Design, Graduate School of Design,
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

1955 - 1956:
He was Visiting Professor of Architecture and
Urban Design, Graduate School of Design, Harvard, in
charge of the "Master's Class" in advanced architectural design and Urban design and was a Member of
the Committee on Ph.D. degreesfor teaching studies.

1956 - 1958:
He left Harvard, and without returning to England
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flew to Vancouver. He worked with some other young
architects on a project known as "Project 58" for
the re-development of downtown Vancouver. In 1957
he suffered a severe heart-attack but recovered and
took on a six months consultancy with B.C.Electric
Company Ltd. for studies on the form of Mass Rapid
Transport Systems (MARTS). He drew a sketch plan
for a new type of monorail, and got a provisional
patent. He was trying to find a firm to exploit the
invention at the time of his death.
MEMBERSHIP PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES:

1934: Elected as F.R.I.B.A.
1944: Elected Royal Designer for Industry.
1949: He was appointed President of Commission IV,
on Industrialisation of Building Techniques, CIAM
Congress. He was also appointed a member of the
panel of Consultants on Housing and Community Planning,
United Nations Organisation.
Wells Coates attended CIAM Congresses in 1933, 1934,

1935, 1937, 1947, 1949, 1951 and 1953.
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DEATH:
He died on June 17th, 1958 on a sea picnic at
Vancouver Beach. His old friend Professor Serge
Chermayeff said about his death:
"He died the same way he liked his life to be,
surrounded by beautiful young girls, joy and
fun." (1)

(1) In a conversation with the writer on 19th
March, 1964.
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PART TWO
THE BEGINNING OF THE MODERN MOVEMENT IN ENGLAND

The forces that shaped modern architecture are
many, but the few British sources commonly acknowledged are the structural experiments of Telford and
Brunel, the social theories of William Morris and his
friends, and the subtle spatial harmonies expressed
in the work of Charles Rennie Mackintosh. The
development of the contemporary style was not primarily
an English affair. The most familiar landmarks of the
modern movement all appeared on the Continent. 'Vers
une Architecturewas published in Paris in 1923, and
by the end of 1930 Le Corbusier had built the house
at Garches and the Villa Savoye. By that date too
Mies van der Rohe had already organised the Werkbund
scheme at Stuttgart and put up the German Pavilion
at Barcelona and the Tugendhat house at Brno; Alvar
Aalto had designed the newspaper building at Turku
in Finland and the Paimio Sanatorium; and Walter
Gropius had left the Bauhaus.
England obviously played no part in this activity.
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Apart from a few isolated buildings it was not until
the late 1930's that the effects of the Continental
revolution became visible in Britain. To understand
the reasons for this delay, we must go back to
examine the condition of British architecture in the
1920's. Voysey's domestic style was already being
debased into a second-rate suburban vernacular; the
influence of Mackintosh had stimulated no enthusiasm
for further development in this direction. Architectural education was still directed towards Classical
models, with an emphasis on American Renaissance
architecture, its attitudes deriving largely from
the Beaux Arts tradition.

(1)

Wells Coates's contempt for the period is
summed up in his comment:
"You have debased the great tradition. You have
converted a Greek temple into a Bank and plastered
the already secondhand columns of the ancients
onto Selfridge's, the grocer's shop in Oxford Street.'

(1) E.Maxwell Fry in an interview with the writer on
18th July, 1964.
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Howard Robertson (1888-1962), who was Principal
of the Architectural Association in London after the
First World War, was influential in creating a new
mood which permitted change when it finally came.
(This is true in spite of the fact that he did not
"practise what he preached" and that, as his architectural practice grew, his influence on modern
architecture waned.) While the work at the Association
was quite conventional, the atmosphere was not. This
is clearly shown in many of the Association's general

(1)
meetings and discussions between 1926 and 1938.
Modern architecture did not really come to the
Architectural Association until the end of the

1930's,

but it was seen by the school on many trips abroad
and through the excellent photographs of its
secretary, F.R.Yerbury.
Apart from the Association, only Liverpool had
a reasonably enlightened School of Architecture, under
(1) See, for example, Gilbert H.Jenkins, "Modernism in
Architecture", A.A.Journal, xliii (1927), pp.158-70.
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the direction of Professor Charles Reilly

(1874-1948),

whose attitude to the philosophical battle could
be considered as "in between". English intellectuals
were ineffectual.
On the whole, it was mostly because of the
traditional conservatism of the various government
authorities that there was always slow progress in
Britain. Modern architecture had not the benefit of
official encouragement as it had in Scandinavia and
other European countries.
In early December, 1922, there was an exhibition
of "Contemporary British Architecture" at the R.I.B.A.
This exhibition revealed the extent of the decay of
architecture. H.S.Goodhart-Rendel wrote about it:
"The architecture in this Exhibition suggests
that we have still very much to learn in technique
from the French, (1) but we have plenty of material
of our own to develop when the technique of
(1) A year before, in 1922, a "Franco-British Union of
Architects" had been formed, one of the aims of
which was to promote the advance of the art of
architecture in the two countries.
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handling shall be learnt. It is being learnt at
the present moment; let us only hope that with it
we do not acquire an unnecessary American Accent." (1)
A reaction against the tyranny of Classical
authority soon emerged. Some of the English architects were not content. In 1923 Sir John Burnett had
built Adelaide House at London Bridge, with Egyptian
details on the facades. (2) Arthur J.Penty commented:
"Viewed from one angle, "Adelaide House" is the
influence suggested by Egyptian design. From
another it is a revival of New Art, for in it
Sir John Burnett has thrown overboard all the
conventional trimmings and paraphernalia and
relied for his effect entirely on the use of
(2)
abstract form which has little relation to tradition)
(1) A.Rev. Jan.1923, p.31.
(2) The discovery of Tutankhamen's tomb in 1922 had a
great influence on English architecture in the
decade 1920-30. Many buildings were built in an
"Egyptian style", among them in London Adelaide
House (1923),Carreras Tobacco Factory (1927),
Carlton Cinema, Upton Park (1927) and Britannia
House (1928).
(3) "Authority and Liberty in Architecture",A.J.
10th Nov. 1926, pp.560-62.
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The Gothenburg Exhibition in Sweden in

1923

provided an important impetus to the modern movement
in England. Here were the first outward and visible
signs of Continental developments, and they had a
profound effect on English taste. Those architects
who journeyed to Sweden to see the exhibition were
richly repaid. In that country they found a prosperous architecture, whose rich and orderly details
had a Renaissance vitality. Nearly all that was
interesting appeared to be new or else very old.
The "Stadhus" built by Ragnar Ostberg, Stockholm

(1911-23)

became very popular with conservative-minded

architects. The Congress Hall

(1923),

built by

Ericson and Bjerke, with its dramatic parabola of
great looped ribs and the boldly stepped-back tiers
of clerestories, became a prototype construction
for many buildings in England, such as the Royal
Horticultural Hall, Westminster
Easton and H.Robertson.

(1926),

built by

(1)

(1) See F.Elgohary, "The Development of Modern Architecture in Western Europe and its influence on
Public Architecture in Great Britain",
Liverpool University, 1963.
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At the end of the 1920's and the beginning of
the 1930's new tendencies began to appear in English
architecture, side by side with the traditional architecture (Neo-Georgian and Classical). The new ideas
were partly the result of travel, and also had their
source in books and in articles, photographs and
drawings in the periodicals. The forms of the new
architecture, however, ran counter to the conservative
tastes of the English public, and the new style of
living they proclaimed seemed foreign to their own. (1)
The first manifestation of the new ideas imported
into Britain was in "New Ways", a house built by
Peter Behrens at Northampton in 1926, for BassettLowke. It was of box-like appearance and was something odd and strange for its time, but it had some
influence on some buildings that followed. In 1927
Burnett, Tait and Lorne built some houses with the
same appearance at Silver End Gardens, Essex for Lord
Braintree. But "New Ways" and the Silver End houses
(1) N.Pevsner,"Nine Swallows - No Summer",A.Rev.
May 1942, pp.109-12.
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appear merely tentative and without any real
integrity. (1)
It is interesting to note that Behrend client
was a manufacturer of model trains, and Tait's

client a manufacturer of metal windows; both of whom
might have been expected to have special sympathy
for the new architecture from the Continent.
In the new architecture which was emerging two
distinct attitudes or schools of thought could be
discerned. The first was known as "Romantic Modern".
This attitude owed much to the beliefs of various
pioneers in Europe, as shown in the work of the
"Amsterdam School" and more especially of W.M.Dudok;
and the pioneers of the expressionist movement in
Germany. "Romantic Modern" architecture embodied
merely stylistic revolution, utilising forms and
lines to treat the building as a piece of sculpture,

sometimes with Renaissance details, but with the
proper use of materials. It was an attempt to weld
(1) H.R.Hitchcock, "England and the Outside World",

A.A.J. Nov.1956, pp.96-111.
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fantasy and function into one conception.
Williqm Marinus Dudok

(1884- ) was the

most

admired foreign architect in England, and was awarded
the Royal Gold Medal of the R.I.B.A. in 1934. Dudok
tried to integrate romanticism with the "De Stijl"
approach. His masterly use of brickwork, his horizontal windows, plain masses dominated by towers, and
flat roofs, recalled to many the Morris-Lutyens
tradition. To English architects these seemed
obvious signs of a new order. As his brickwork was
similar to teaditional English brick construction and
his long horizontal windows were like Voysey's, the
cliches of his style were easily established all
over the country,

(1) for example at the Curzon Cinema

and Wembley Town Hall. This type of architecture
was widely employed in the public buildings of the

1930's.,(2)
(1)

R.Furneaux Jordan, "Dudok and the Repercussion of
his European Influence", A.Rev. May 1954,pp.237-41.

(2)

F.Elgohary, "European Influence on Public Architecture in Great Britain",Liverpool University, 1963.
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The second school of thought was that of "Modern
Architecture", by which was meant the integration of
industry, art and the new social needs with architecture. James Burford in 1930 explained the meaning
of the "New Architecture" as follows:
"Architecture is not merely building, not even
building well. It is not so simple as that.
Architecture is building ordered or controlled
to express an idea or an emotion appropriate to
its purpose, its position in time, and, above
all, to its creators."(1)
The modern ideal was inspired by the Bauhaus and
by Le Corbusier, who showed that modern architecture
meant a structural rather than a merely stylistic
revolution. This was not easily accepted and it was
only appreciated by an avant-garde elite, of which
Wells Coates was one of the main figures.
Few people in England had much idea who Le
Corbusier was and even fewer what he was attempting,
(1) James Burford,"Old Wine in New Bottles",A.Rev.
Sept.1930, p.131.
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so it was all the more exciting to find that his
book'Vers une Architecture"(1923) was selling in the
foreign newspaper shops in Charlotte Street, London.
It was in 1927 that John Rodker adventurously published
Frederick Etchell's (2) translation"rowards a New
Architecture',' and as Dr.Reyner Banham has said,
"Although the title misses the whole point of Le
Corbusier's book, it did more than any other literary
work to transmit the emotional content of modern
architecture to the Anglo-Saxon world."(3)
It was at this time that many architects from
abroad gathered in England to join the current- of
the new movement.
Wells Coates started his architectural practice in 1928.

(1)

John Summerson's introduction tol viodern Architecture
in Britain by Trevor Dannatt, London, 1959, pp.11-28.

(2)

F.Etchells, who built Crawfords Advertising Agency,
Holborn (1930), the first modern office block in
London and the first to use external stainless
steel.
R.Banham,"Guide to Modern Architecture", London,
1962, p.19.

(3)
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Amery Douglas Connell (1901(1902-

) and Basil Robert Ward

) were born and educated in New Zealand.

Connell started a practice in 1928 and Ward joined in
partnership in 1930.
Raymond McGrath (1903-

), was born in Sydney,

Australia. He intended to follow journalism and
entered the Faculty of Arts, Sydney University in 1920,
but changed his mind and joined the Faculty of
Architecture; he graduated as B.Arch., gaining the
University Medal and Wentworth Fellowship. He arrived
in London in 1926 and after studying at the Westminster
School of Art, entered Clare College, Cambridge in 1927
as a research student of architecture)
Serge Chermayeff (1900-

), born in the Caucasus, had

seen something of the architecture of the Argentine
and was at first known principally in England for his
furniture design.
Berthold Lubetkin, a Russian who had previously settled
in France, came to England in 1930. He and Chermayeff
(1) From a conversation between Raymond McGrath and the
writer.
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were thus the first foreigners to join the movement
in England, the others having come from the Dominions.
R.Furneaux Jordan wrote about Lubetkin:
"In Paris was the Atelier Perret. Lubetkin,
in the midst of admiration of his master, would
say that he got much from him in the way of
method, in the understainding of scale and proportion, very little in the philosophy of art,
a great deal in the philosophy of reinforced
concrete, and it was that that he brought with him
to London." (1)
The only English architects among all these
pioneers were Maxwell Fry and Colin Lucas. E.Maxwell
F u (1900- ) had been at the Liverpool School of
Architecture under Professor Reilly, and in partnership with Thomas Adams and Longstreath Thompson. He
was connected with the Design and IndustrieS Association
which was in touch with the Continental architects'
(2)
work through industrial design and Continental magazines.
(1)
(2)

R.F.Jordan, "Lubetkin", A.Rev. July 1955,

p.37.

A conversation with Maxwell Fry and the writer.
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Colin Anderson Lucas (1906-

), who joined Connell

and Ward in 1933, was born in London. He studied
at Cambridge University School of Architecture. He
had a remarkable background, his father being an
inventor of motor cars and his mother a composer.
In 1930 the French artist Ozenfant visited England
and very much influenced the young architects whom
he met. One of them was MaXwell Fry, who thought
that "Ozenfant was a brilliant and primary figure
in all things through his connection with Le Corbusier."
Another person influenced by Ozenfant was McGrath, who
said that "his conception of colour forms influenced
all with whom he came into contact, including myself".
Ozenfant later published six articles on "Colour" in
the Architectural Reviews of 1937.
From 1933 onwards, refugees from Nazi Germany
settled in London.
Eric Mendelsohn arrived in September, 1933 and worked
later with Serge Chermayeff.
Moholy-Nagy arrived in November, 1933.
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Walter Gropius came to exhibit his work at the R.I.B.A.
in May

1934

and remained in London at the invitation

of Jack Pritchard, staying at his Lawn Road Flats,
which were designed by Wells Coates.
Marcel Breuer arrived in

1934

and worked with F.R.S.Yorke.

The engineer Felix J.Samuely came at the same time as
the Hungarian architect Erni!. Goldfinger, who had a
Beaux Arts training, and the Russian constructivist
Naum Gabo settled in London in

1934.

All these architects and artists contributed to
the first flowerings of British modern architecture
in the years

1933 to 1938.

During this period modern

architecture also began to take root in most of the
Western world; except in Germany, where it had been
stopped by

1933,

and France, where activity was much

reduced by economic difficulties. In Holland Architectural development was very seriously affected by
a local cultural reaction against the modern ideas.
In England up to
In

1935,

1938

conditions were somewhat better.

Walter Gropius wrote to Wells Coates: (1)

(1) In a letter following a meeting of CIRPAC (International Committee for the Solution of Contemporary
Architectural Problems, the Council of CIAM) in
Amsterdam.
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"In my opinion the modern movement in architecture
is less progressive than some years ago. That
may be due not only to the changed course in
Germany but also to the general political and
economical tension of Europe. The best modern
leading architects in the different countries
feel like being on lonely patrol, compelled to
cut their way through that jungle of public indifference and misunderstanding, therefore our
Industrial Congress is the only international
platform of our modern building movement. Today
more than ever /It? needs badly to be strengthened
in order to increase its public reputation.
Fortunately the general conditions in England and
the U.S.A. are much more favourable to make
modern architecture generally accepted than in
other countries."
By

1930, Sir E.Owen Williams had overwhelmed

Fleet Street with his towering and flashy black glass
Daily Express Building. A much sounder job was his
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Boots' warehouse, built at Beeston at the same time.
What is likely to seem still the most characteristic
example of the new architecture built before

1933

in

England is Joseph Emberton's very light and open
Royal Corinthian Yacht Club at Burnham-on-Brouch
in

1930-31.
From

1933

on, British architecture was dominated

by two partnerships and a movement. The influence of
the partnerships did not survive the Second World
War. The movement gained strength until after the
war it became the establishment.
Berthold Lubetkin, with six A.A. architects, (1)
formed the TECTON partnership, and put English modern
architecture on the international map with the virtuoso
"Penguin Pool", Regents Park Zoo,

1933-35,

I, their block of flats in Highgate, also

and Highpoint

1933-35.

With its rational plan, structure and form, Highpoint I
remains a major achievement of the early

1930's.

The

Connell, Ward and Lucas partnership built a series of
(1) Godfrey Samuel, Michael Dugdale, Antony Chitty,
Valentine Harding,Lindsey Drake . and Russell Skinner.
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1930,

houses - the first, "High-and-Over", Amersham,

and the latest, Bessborough Road, Roehampton, 1939 which are among the best domestic buildings of the
time. (1)
Maxwell Fry had built his first modern house in
Frognal Way, Hampstead, by

1934.

Three years later

Fry entered the field of cheap housing by using
concrete-frame construction: "Kensal House", Ladbroke
Grove

(1937) was

England. By

the first of its kind to be built in

1934,

too, Holford, Stephenson and Yorke

had won a prize for a house built in a Modern Homes
Exnibition outside London. The following year, 1935,
Frederick Gibberd's Pullman Court apartments were
built in London. Wells Coates's Lawn Road Flats

(1930-34) were

a new kind of experiment, architectural

and social, in the field of middle-class housing.
The foreign architects who settled in England
had a stimulating influence directly and indirectly -

(1) For more details see the A.A.J. issue of
on Connell, Ward and Lucas.

Nov.1956,
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through their work and through their social contacts.
Mendelsohn's first work in England with Chermayeff
was the De La War Pavilion at Bexhill-on-Sea (for
whose competition design they won the R.I.B.A. award although there was a protest from British architects
against Mendelsohn winning the first prize). (1) This
building is one of Mendelsohn's best works outside
Germany; it had great solid surfaces very similar
to the "Dudok" style. It was through his lectures,
however, that many young architects were introduced
to his work, although he was a very strong expressionist
and too formalist for the more rationally-minded
architects. (2) One of his lectures given in 1934
was called "The Creative Spirit of Crisis". In another,
given to the Liverpool School of Architecture on 10th
November,

1933, he said:

"I think it is the duty of the younger generation
to be revolutionary, we have found the elements of
a new style, and we must work it out and find the
equilibrium."
(1) See the "Letters to the Editor", A.J. April 1934.
(2) In a conversation between the writer and Serge
Chermayeff.
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Walter Gropius put forward the same theme in
his lectures, for instance in the lecture to the MARS
Group on 16th May,

1934 on

the "Formal and Technical

Problems in Modern Architecture". In his three years'
work with Maxwell Fry, his most important design by
far was that for the Impington Village College in
Cambridgeshire in

1937, which

laid the foundation for

post-war school design in England. The other scheme
which had a great influence on school design after
the war was Denis Clarke-Hall's in
of a News Chronicle competition.

1937,

the winner

embodied the

idea of a classroom as a "teaching space rather than
a formal lecture-room" and abandoned the symmetry of
traditional school design in the

1920's

and

1930's. (2)

Gropius and Fry's scheme for the "Isokon
estate at Leonard's Hill near Windsor in

No.3"

1935 may

be

regarded as one of the first efforts to reconcile
(1)

Coates, Lasdun and Wheeler came fourth.

(2)

For more details see J.A.Godfrey and R.Castle
Cleary, School Design and Construction, Glasgow,

1953.
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the English tradition of good living with the requirements of contemporary town and country life. This
scheme provided the basis for housing schemes designed
after the war. (1)
The main work of Marcel Breuer with F.R.S.Yorke
was the "Exhibition House" at Bristol in

1936.

Their

other important scheme was that for "The Garden City"
in

1936,

in which the integration of structural

potentialities and architectural design was happily
demonstrated.

(1) N.Pevsner, "Roehampton", A.Rev. July

1959.
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The professional magazines played a part in
establishing the growth of the new architecture,
although in the 1920's they only occasionally commented on what was going on outside Britain. The
Journal of the Royal Institute of British Architects
kept closely to its concept of national responsibility.
The Architectural Review only turned modern at the end
of the decade, and it was left to the weekly Architect
and Building News to publish Howard Robertson's
pictorial reviews of contemporary building in Europe
between 1928 and 1930.
In 1933 J.M.Richards joined the Architectural
Press, and both the Architectural Review and the
Architects' Journal set themselves to agitate on
bhhalf of modern architects.
P.Morton Shand (1888-1960) was one of the most
important of those who animated architectural journalism
with discussion of the modern ideas. He was first
invited to write articles on architecture for the
Architectural Association Journal in 1924, and he
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wrote throughout 1926 for the Architects' Journal although his real speciality in the 1920's was food
and wine. His interest in architecture, however,
began to bring him into contact with many European
architects. At the end of the decade his criticism
in the Architectural Review became more perceptive,
and his review of the Stockholm Exhibition (1) was
a turhing point in its policy. Shand wrote for the
Review a series of articles called "Scenario for a
Human Drama", in which he covered a period and
subject about which very little had been written.
Wells Coates knew Morton Shand and admired his work.
The Architectural Review gave men like Raymond
McGrath, Serge Chermayeff, Wells Coates, J.M.Richards,
C.H.Reilly, Viscount Burnham, James Burford, John
Summerson, F.R.Yerbury, Nikolaus Pevsner and Herbert
Read an opportunity to advance their views on the
modern movement. Besides encouraging the new ideas,

(1) P.Morton Shand, "Stockholm, 1950", A.Rev.,Aug.1950,
pp.67-72.
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it showed the English public these ideas in practice.
In November 1933, with the co-operation of Fortnum
and Mason, the Architectural Review organised an
Exhibition at 181 Piccadilly, London. Its aim was
to exhibit the work of Alvar Aalto and Aino MaissoAalto, showing the designs in which they had used
contemporary materials most successfully. They
showed Aalto's famous curved plywood chairs with
curving metal-frame seats for the first time in
England. They also showed what co-operation between
the designer and manufacturer could produce in terms
of mass-production.
The Royal Academy Exhibition of "Art in Industry"
in January 1935 at Burlington House, London coincided
with the publication of a number of books on the
same theme:
Herbert Reeld: "Art and Industry - the Principles of
Industrial Design': London, 1934;
John Gloag:"Industrial Art Explained," London, 1934; and
Geoffrey Holme:"Industrial Desigh and the Future,"
London, 1934.
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In a preliminary circular issued by the organisers
of the Exhibition, the objectives were stated to be:
"To impress upon the British as well as the
foreign public both the importance of beauty in
the articles they purchase and the fact that
British manufacturers in co-operation with
British artists are capable of supplying such
articles in all branches of industry.
"To enable British manufacturers to study the
full extent to which British artists are capable
of supplying original attractive and technically
suitable designs for the production of articles
by mechanical means, and to turn the attention
of artists to design in relation to industry.
"To show that a more frequent association of
the artist's name with the article produced
from his design can be of great advantage in
promoting demand.

"(1)

(1) The Studio: "The Royal Academy Exhibition of Art
in Industry", Jan. 1955.
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Herbert Read criticised the Exhibition in his
article "Novelism at the Royal Academy" in the
Architectural Review of February,

1935, saying that

not one of these objectives had been attained.
Mentioning the glassware gallery for which Maxwell
Fry had been responsible, he wrote:
"It is the only gallery which displays any
specifically modern feeling in its construction
and decoration. Most of the rooms look like
Easter Bazaars, with gilded columns of faintly
Egyptian flavour and tented ceilings of
billowy gauze."
By the end of the thirties many books and articles
had been published popularising modern architecture
in Britain. "The Modern House"by F.R.S.Yorke
published in

(1906-1962),

1934, undoubtedly had considerable in-

fluence on the younger generation of architects.
Maxwell Fry wrote of this book in the Architectural
Review of October

1962:

"The Modern House' was filled with photographs
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and plans of the best modern houses for the brave
sponsors of the movement, our first clients, and
this book showed us where we stood, introduced
us to architects as yet unknown to us, acted
as an open sesame for a new type of Continental
tour, but above all, set standards of excellence
by which we could measure ourselves, an example
that drew our affections and acted as a ferment
for whatever talent God had given us. I find
it hard to over-estimate the value of that book,
especially to someone like myself that had no
money to travel; it was a real eye-opener,
appearing as early as 1934, and it gave us a
conspectus of the movement at the time we most
needed it." (1)
In 1934 he had written about the same book:
"For however much the modern architects appear
to be in advance of their time, their strength

(1) E.Maxwell Fry, "F.R.S.Yorke", A.Rev.,Oct.1962,

pp.278-80.
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as designers arises from a realisation of the
spirit that moves people, however unconsciously,
to prefer a free form of living, combined with
a more logical sense of the uses to which modern
materials should be properly put."

(1)

Raymond McGrath's book"The 20th Century Houses"
also appeared in 1934. Howard Robertson tried to
explain the conception of modern architecture in his
book"Modern Architectural Design; of 1932. In the
preface he wrote:
"No serious attempt is made to define what is
fmodern'. If such an attempt were necessary,
I can think of no better definition than that
which Frank Lloyd Wright has given in the second
of his "Two Lectures on Architecture", delivered
at the Art Institute in Chicago: 'Modern
Architecture is power - that is to say material
resources - directly applied to purpose.'"

(1) E.Maxwell Fry, "The Small House of Today", A.Rev.
July 1934, p.20.
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R.A.Duncan, in The Architecture of a New Era

(1933),

wrote in a humorous way of the condition of British
building and the need of a new architecture. P.Morton
Shand, besides his articles in the Architectural Review,
in 1935 published the first English translation of
Gropius's New Architecture and the Bauhaus. Nikolaus
Pevsner i s Pioneers of the Modern Movement - W.Morris to
W.Gropius, of 1936, was the first book to trace the
origins of the new architecture. Finally at the end
of the decade, in 1940, J.M.Richards published his
Introduction to Modern Architecture, in which he gave
an outline of the struggles and achievements of the
movement.
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Certain individuals outside architecture also
played a part in the growth of the modern movement
in England. The new ideas found friends and supporters
in men such as Frank Pick
Forbes

(1890-1936)

(1878-1941),

and J.C.Pritchard

Mansfield D.

(1899-

).

They threw themselves wholeheartedly into the cause
of architectural reform.
Frank Pick's position as Managing Director of
the London Passenger Transport Board from

1920-41

gave him the opportunity of presenting the new art
and architecture to the British public. He employed
the best available living artists like Jacob Epstein
and McKnight Kauffer, whose poster advertisements
reflected current developments in modern art. With
the co-operation of Charles Holden

(1875-1960),

L.P.T.B. produced an architectural tiller to form in
the Underground Railway stations.

(1)

It was also

under Frank Pick's chairmanship of the Council "For

(1) For more details see N.Pevsner, "Patient Progress",
The Life of Frank Pick", A.Rev. Aug.1942, pp.31-34.
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Art and Industry" (initiated in January 1934 as the
result of a recommendation made by the Gorell Committee,
the Board of Trade), that several reports were issued,
the most important of which was entitled "Design and
the Designer in Industry" (1937). This report, which
dealt generally with the subject of design and industry, with particular reference to the recruitment,
training and position of the designer, had a tremendous influence and helped to reform art school
education in England. (1)
Mansfield Forbes, with his illuminating
personeility, attracted to his "Finella" house in
Cambridge, (2) painters, architects and indeed all those
who were genuinely concerned with contemporary
expression. One thing which came out of this was
the formation of the "20th Century Group", which led
to the formation of the MAPS Group, with which the
(1) For more details see Herbert Read, Art and Industry,
London, 1945, p.183.
(2) Reconstructed by Raymond McGrath in 1928, this
house was the first to use glass on a large scale
in interior design.
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next Part will deal. "Finella" was the centre of
other new movements in the visual arts. It was here
that the modern movement in photography was born in
the formation of the partnership of Dell and
Wainwright, who had a tremendous influence on architectural design in England. It was also where the
publication the "Circle" was conceived in

1935.

The "Circle" idea arose among intellectual artists
who saw the growing influence of the Surrealist movement, as it had reached its peak, at the first
International Surrealism Exhibition held at the
New Burlington Gallery in

1936, where

Salvador Dali

lectured wearing a diver's helmet - as a buffer to
the development of the modern movement in England.
Jack Pritchard - who titildied engineering and
economics at Cambridge - was a powerful exponent of
the new architectural ideas. He was the first
furniture manufacturer to dare to ask Le Corbusier
to design the "Venesta" stand at the Olympia
Exhibition, in early September,

1930.

Jack Pritchard
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encouraged young architects in their creative ideas.
He commissioned Wells Coates, still a young architect
with no previous experience, to design his flats in
Hampstead. Jack Pritchard made these flats a home
and meeting-ground of the architects and other
refugees from Nazi-Germany.
Walter Gropius, Moholy-Nagy, Marcel Breuer and
Jacques and Jacqueline Groag found refuge there.
He engaged Gropius and Breuer in his ISOKON firm to
produce low-price furniture. Probably the best-known
piece resulting from this partnership was the long
chair in pre-formed plywood by Marcel Breuer (now
again in production). Later Moholy-Nagy was asked
to produce some advertisements for ISOKON, most of
which were published in the Architectural Review. It
was Jack Pritchard who introduced Henry Morris to
Walter Gropius, by whom Impington Village College
was built in partnership with Maxwell Fry.
A fundamental feature of the movement in the
thirties was the activity of the various avant-garde
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groups, which put forward the modern creed by means
of manifestos, exhibitions, and other propaganda.
Architects, artists, engineers, critics and
historians - including many of the men mentioned
above - worked together in an attempt to analyse
the contemporary social structure and to draw from
it the proper solutions to design problems. Most
of these groups - the "20th Century Group", UNIT ONE,
and the "Circle" - were short-lived. The MARS Group
(the British branch of CIAM), which lasted from 1933
until 1958, was more successful. To the members of
these groups and to many younger men who came under
their influence, modern architecture was most distinctly a cause. Architects today take for granted
acceptance of the ideals and aspirations of these
early pioneers. Wells Coates was a leading figure
in nearly all these groups; as J.M.Richards has
said, he "devoted all his powers and passions" (1)
to the growth of the movement. In the following pages
we shall examine these groups and the part played by

•

Wells Coates in their activities.
(1). J.M .Richards, "Wells Coates 1893-1958",A.Rev.
1958.
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PART THREE
th CENTURY GROUP
A : THE 20--

(1930 - 1933)
. It was at Mansfield D. Forbes' "Finella" House
in Cambridge that the idea of forming a group was
conceived. The announcement of the organisation for
a proposed exhibition of "Modern British Design"
sponsored by a well-known advertising agency, at the
Daily Mail Ideal Home Exhibition of 1933 encouraged
its formation. It was announced in the Architects
Journal in July

1930 as the "20th Century Group", and

included architects such as Joseph Emberton, Howard
Robertson and Serge Chermayeff as well as Mansfield
Forbes.
The first meeting was held in the Inner Morning
Room at Forbes' London Club, the "Travellers". By
means of exhibitions they aimed to encourage good
design in architecture and in all branches of the
applied industrial arts. Meanwhile, Serge Chermayeff,
Wells Coates, Mansfield Forbes, Jack Pritchard and
Howard Robertson met privately to discuss the proposals
for the above exhibition. They circulated an Agenda
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to all the members of the Group before their next
meeting on 26th February, 1931, giving their
recommendations. These were:
(a) That only the best examples of modern
design should be exhibited.
(b) That for this reason the selection of
exhibits should not be left either to trade
or the organisers, but be controlled by a
Committee selected by the designers themselves.
(c) That its purpose should be to express as
comprehensively as possible the significance
of modern design in the life of the modern
community. It should envisage the needs of
all classes of the community, the municipality
as well as those of commerce and industry.
It would be mainly architectural in nature

and would be concerned with groups of dwellings,
factories, offices, houses, shops and places
of entertainment and units of transport in
common use, as well as with furniture, fabrics
and fittings.
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It was, however, felt that such an exhibition
on a scale similar to the most successful Swedish
Exhibition of 1930, designed by Asplund, would fail
either through lack of finance or if it were left
to the commercial interests. It was therefore proposed that a larger meeting of professional designers
and others should be held in order to canvas opinion
and to formulate practical proposals with the initial
object of furthering common aims by means of exhibitions
and other activities. This enlarged the scope of
the original proposals. So an Executive Council
was formed of three officers and seven members, (1)
with power to co-opt other members. The Council
drew up a list of the Group's aims as follows:
1.

To define the principles to which contem-

porary design should conform.
2. To make known these principles by writing,
lectures and discussions etc. and by contact
(1) Chairman - Col.J.Delahaye; Vice Chairman - Mansfield
Forbes; Secretary - A.Gibbons Grinling; Members Noel Carrington, Jack Pritchard, Raymond McGrath,
C.A.Richter, S.Chermayeff, Wells Coates and
Howard Robertson.
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with Government authorities, manufacturers
and other business enterprises, and with
existing societies interested in design.
3.

To co-ordinate the efforts of modern

British designers with a view to the
achievement of architectural unity.
4.

To promote exhibitions of contemporary

design in relation to architecture and
interior equipment.
The Council put forward some proposals for
Group activities. It was proposed, when the Group
was eventually formed, that within three years a
comprehensive exhibition, comparable in scale to the
Swedish Exhibition, including a complete housing
scheme with mass-produced and standardised equipment,
should be held. It was also proposed that a
Committee of designers should be appointed to present
a report of the Group's constructive proposals for
the revision of building regulations and bye-laws
which were being discussed by the Government and the
L.C.C.
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As with all such Groups, which depend for their
cohesion upon ideas, there was much discursiveness
and argument.
At the first General Meeting of the Group on
26th February, 1931, held in a room at the Savoy
over lunch, the ceaseless endeavours of Mansfield
Forbes had brought together some eighty people of
totally dissimilar minds and intentions (architects,
sculptors and painters).

(1)

At this meeting Wells

Coates, for the first time, clearly expressed his
own convictions about modern architecture.
In his talk, which he called "SKETCH PLAN OF
A NEW AESTHETIC", he explained the arguments, trends,
and the development of the Group. He said:
"What I believe was an advance on the original
intention was made when it was agreed that the
whole character of the new movement in the
applied arts - which we supposedly represented -

(1) Memorandum sent by Wells Coates to Alan Jarvis,
the Director of the National Gallery, Ottawa, Ont.
Canada on 11.11.56.
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was architectural rather than decorative. It
has been even suggested that what has been
loosely called "the modern movement" is concerned merely with new shapes, meant I imagine,
in the purely decorative sense.
It seems to me that there has been a lack of
appreciation of the undeniable fact that if
the character of the new movement is architectural rather than decorative, its basis is
scientific. Scientific, in the sense that
scientific analysis has opened our eyes to
the existence of aesthetic traditions of the
highest order; older and unlike the Greek
and Gothic traditions. As architects,
engineers, allied designers and enlightened
amateurs of today, we possess this knowledge."
Wells Coates explained his philosophy most
expressively as he said, by dramatising himself in
the person of three imaginary characters:
"The first of these three characters plays
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the role of differentiator, and for the sake
of convenience I have imagined him as the
child of an ancient and non-European Culture.
His name is the Artist Samurai.
"The second plays the part of the identifier,
and is essentially a man of our day. His
name is the scientific Mandarin.
"The third character I have imagined as a
mature kind of rebel, a practical man, possessing
the attitude and knowledge of the first two
characters combined."
At the end of his talk he proposed a new constitution for the Group, which, though unsuccessful
on this occasion, served as an inspiration for the
more successful MARS Group which followed. He said:
"I propose that our organisation should form
the nucleus of a new Group, to be called the
"ALPHA" Group, Alpha signifying beginning.
I propose that it be composed of all those
creative individuals within whatever category
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or specialised unit, whether artists, scientists
or technical experts, industrialists, manufacturers or enlightened amateurs, those whose
interest lie all ahead, whose credentials are
in the future, who are united by a common aim,
to perfect and create fashion and compose the
new order in its three dimensional and visual
aspects; all these are, in this sense, truly
the architects of the New Order."
Of course, there were many endless arguments
and discussions, and Mansfield Forbes, who had little
time for more arguwent, was exasperated by it.
"I hear there was no end of time wasted by
absurd disputes re arbitrage of "modernism" as though the whole point of summoning so
select a number of individuals in the first
place was not on the tacit understanding and
premise that the least modernistic thing, the
"dud-est" of the Group could do would pass the
minimum, "pessim um" Criterion for Exhibition."(1)
(1) Raymond McGrath, "Mansfield Forbes", pamphlet reprinted from the A.Rev., April, 1936.
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On 3rd December, 1931, Wells Coates, Serge
Chermayeff and Frederick Etchells met to discuss
the project of the Group Exhibition in conjunction
with the "Daily Mail" Ideal Home Exhibition of 1933.
They were the Committee, under the leadership of
Etchells, responsible for the Exhibition from the
point of view of design generally. It was thought
that a printed catalogue for the Exhibition as a
whole should be, in fact, the real "manifesto" of
the Group.
The Group met privately many times and the
last meeting was on 1st March, 1933 at Godfrey Samuel's
rooms for the discussion of the proposed exhibition.
The thing never got off the ground at all because
its execution had not been thought out.
Then came the end of the Group - coinciding with
the birth of the MARS Group in March, 1933 - without
any display or material evidence of any agreement
among the members. Though it was short-lived, it was
the jumping-off platform for the MARS Group, and the
first forum of the new architectural ideas in England.
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B : THE MARS GROUP and CIAM
(1933 - 1938)

History has taught us that no new movement
is born of itself, but is evolved inevitably from
previous groups and ideas. Great Britain was not
officially (1) represented in CIAM (Les Congres
Internationaux d'Architecture Moderne) till the

fourth meeting of the Congress at Athens in August,
1933. The International Secretariat had tried to

interest English architects in the programme of
work of the Congress. (2)
They succeeded in contacting Howard Robertson - through his cousin
P.Morton Shand (3) - and asked him to join them.
Howard Robertson (1888-1962) became a member of the
organisatioh in 1929. He, S.Rowland Pierce and
Patrick Cutbush were invited and attended the Congress
at Brussels in November, 1931. They completed
questionnaires which Dr. Siegfried Giedion - the
(1) There was a great argument between Wells Coates and
Howard Robertson about the word "officially". See
the A.J. of 10th May, 1933.
(2) See Oscar Newman "CIAM" 59 on Otterlo",Stuttgart,1961.
(3) This was confirmed in a discussion between the
writer and Godfrey Samuel and E.Maxwell Fry.
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Secretary of 1CIAM - had sent, but they did not
represent any work (studies or drawings) to associate
with the CIAM programme. By the end of 1931 Howard
Robertson tried to form an English Group and a meeting
was held at the Architectural Association, London
for this purpose. (1)
After their discussion they decided to leave
the question of adherence to those individual architects who might be considered. Howard Robertson's
belief was that it was hopeless to form an English
Group at that time.
P.Morton Shand - who knew Wells Coates's attitude
from the "20th Century Group" meetings - again
(2) On
recommended Wells Coates to Dr. Giedion.
28th February, 1933, Wells Coates received a report
from Dr. Giedion which authorised him to form a

(1) Attending were: P.Hellberg, F.E.Towndraw, J.Emberton,
C.H.Holden, L.de Soissons, S.R.Pierce, Verner O.Rees,
R.A.Duncan, K.A.H.Bayes, P.Cutbush and Howard
Robertson.
(2) This was confirmed by Godfrey Samuel in a conversation with the writer, and in the circulated
memorandum written to MARS Group members by Wells
Coates on 13th February, 1934.
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British Group of architects and engineers, allied
to the national groups organised in nineteen other
countries to work in collaboration with the International Association. (1) Wells Coates considered
that the formation of the British Group started
from that date. Wells Coates, E.Maxwell Fry,
D.Pleydell-Bouverie, P.Morton Shand, H.de Cronin
Hastings and John Gloag were among the first to
support the formation of the Group. The principles
of the Group were adopted from the statutes of
CIAM which were:
To formulate contemporary architectural problems.
To represent the modern architectural idea.
To cause this idea to penetrate technical,
economic and social circles.
To work towards the solution of the contemporary
problems of architecture.
There were some difficulties facing the young
group before its official announcement. There was
(1) A letter written by Siegfried Giedion to Wells
Coates, A.J., LXXVII, p.623.
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the difficulty of choosing the Group's membership.
Wells Coates excluded some architects who were known
as "modern architects" like Howard Robertson, Grey
Wornum, Oliver Hill, Walmesley Lewis, Oswald Milne, etc.
They excluded Joseph Emberton too from the Group
because of his designs for the new Olympia Exhibition.
Wells Coates knew that the broadcasting of an
idea of this kind would, at the start, dissipate
and diffuse interest. What was needed was a focus,
a "nucleus-in-being", to which the sort of people
he wanted would be not only willing, but anxious,
to get in on; and soon because the central idea
seemed to be wholly acceptable, just a few leading
names would be enough to get people rushing to climb
on the band-wagon. (1)
After meetings, invitations and negotiations,
the first members of the Group were ten architects
and three non-professional:
(1) Later Wells Coates received a letter from Eric
Mendelsohn asking: "Why am I not a member of the
MARS Group?" Coates' answer was: "You are not a
member of the German Group of CIAM - Why?" and that closed it.
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Chairman

: Wells Coates

Vice Chairman

: Maxwell Fry

Members

: D.Pleydell Bouverie
Basil Ward
Colin Lucas
R.T.F.Skinner
John Betjeman
A.D.Connell
Godfrey Samuel

Secretary-Treasurer : F.R.S.Yorke
( P.Morton Shand (with
National and International
Groups)
Liaison
( H.de C.Hastings (with
Secretaries
G.B.Press)
( John Gloag (with British
Trade Organisations and
Professional Societies,
Institutions, etc.)
Another difficulty was the Group's name. There
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were many discussions about it and MARS (Modern
Architectural Research) was Wells Coates' invention. (1)
The Group was called the X Group among the members
themselves. The official announcement of the
formation of the Group came out after their meeting
on 25th April, 1933, in the technical papers, and read:
"At the invitation of the President and
Secretariat of the International Congress of
Modern Architecture, Mr.Wells Coates has formed
the nucleus of a British section of this International Association of Architects, Engineers
and Town-planners. It will be recalled that
the first Congress was held at La Satraz in
June, 1928, the second at Frankfurt in October,
1929 and the last at Brussels in November, 1931,

(1) Coates wanted the name on the lines of the Soviet
system of making up a short-clipped word out of
the initials of the phrase, which explains the
meaning of the Group. He first suggested GBMA
(The Group of British Modern Architecture) but
Maxwell Fry did not approve as there might be
some confusion with the Medical Association.
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when official delegations from nineteen other
countries - not, however, including Great Britain attended. It is hoped that it will be possible
to send a small official British delegation to
the Fourth Congress which is to be held in
Moscow from June 1st to the 10th of this year.
"The British Group will be known as the MARS
Group (Modern Architectural Research)."
The next members who joined to participate with
the Group were:
B.Lubetkin, Cyril Sweet (Quantity Surveyor) and
Geoffrey Boumphrey (Architectural Critic).
Elaborate agenda were circulated for the early
meetings, every member having his allotted share in
the production of some kind of manifesto, which never
quite worked. This was because of the difficulty in
getting people to work together without friction,
co-operatively, collectively and towards some common
end. There were other practical difficulties, such

as the lack of time and funds. There were the
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difficulties which attend the formation phase of any
organisation: a common agreement on the programme
of work or the principles of association.
In spite of these difficulties, the first members
of the Group worked together, putting all their
efforts into establishing the indispensability of
their Group's principles to the architectural profession in England. They divided themselves into
several Committees to cover the aims of the Group:
(a)

Long Term Programme Committee (Coates, Connell

and Samuel). They had surveyed the whole field of
proposed research work and the field of activities
and relationships generally. They drew up a draft
of the proposed MARS Map. (See AppendixIV(2I
(b)

Short-Term Programme Committee composed of Fry,

Hastings and Ward. They produced a scheme of Slum
Clearance activities.
This was all theoretical till the time came to
put the Group into action. Owing to Russia's inefficiency of organisation for the Congress in Moscow
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(June 1st-10th, 1933), an urgent C1RPAC (CIAM Council)
meeting was called in Paris and it was decided that
the Congress would take place on board S.S.Patras II,
cruising for seventeen days in the Mediterranean,
visiting Athens and the Greek Islands and leaving
Marseilles on the 29th July, 1933. On receipt of
this news, Wells Coates, Connell, Samuel and Fry met
on May 8th, 1933 and decided to produce material for
the Congress in the short time available (three months).
The programme of work for the Fourth Congress was
dealing with the Functional Town, i.e.
"Essential functions of town:
1.

Shelter

2. Work
3.

Relaxation united by the element of
circulation are determinants of the
forms of the urban agglomeration."

The Group concentrated on their maps and on
the data of existing conditions in London. They
produced nine maps explaining London's circulation
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on the lines of the indications set down by the Congress
Committee (Underground, tramways and buses). W.Goodesmith provided all the transport maps and he was in
charge of map production. Coates, Pleydell-Bouverie,
Connell, Ward, Yorke, Fry, Lucas and the Tecton Group
produced the maps. As there was no home for the
Group, Maxwell Fry's office at

58, Victoria Street

was the centre of their meetings. In addition to
the maps, descriptive reports were made on geological
data, prevailing winds and climate, the historical
development of roads from Roman times and the tendencies of development. (1)
Now, England was represented in the Fourth Congress
by the delegates: Wells Coates, G.M.Boumphrey,
P.Morton Shand and Godfrey Samuel. The twenty nations
constituting the International Congress contributed
maps and an analysis of existing conditions in thirtythree towns and cities in their representative countries,
(1) In recent years the L.C.C. has used these analyses
in their slum-clearance programmes.
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on which the small publication Resolutions of the
Congress of Athens was based later in 1938.
This was the first success of the MARS Group;
they had made a positive contact with other similar
Groups associated together in C1AM. This trip was
also a success to Wells Coates personally, as he
moved from the national to the international scene.
He became an active member by sharing in many of
the discussion programmes and manifestos that constituted the working papers of CIAM. On their return
from the trip, Wells Coates, working with Sert and
Weissmann, met in Marseilles and drafted the future
programme of work for the next Congress.
By the winter of 1934 the Group had decided to
undertake a long-term investigation into the complicated question of housing and urban replanning.
For reasons of convenience in finding statistical
information, it was though best to take

a London Borough

as a sample area, and Bethnal Green seemed to fulfil
all the conditions of a good sample.
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Work had already started when an invitation came
in June,

1934, from

the "New Homes for Old Exhibition

Group", at the instigation of Miss Elizabeth Denby.
They asked the MARS Group to join them at Olympia
in September,

1934.

There was very little time avail-

able in which to produce any definite findings and
the Group concentrated chiefly on the vivid presentation
of existing conditions, just as a study to illustrate
the main point for such an analysis of the movement
of mass emigration.
Fry, Sise and Kauffmann were proposed by Coates
to be responsible for the organisation and presentation
of the Exhibition material. Arthur Korn, who came
with Gropius to the CIRPAC meeting in London in May,

1934, with

his exhibition experience in Germany, also

assisted in the presentation.
This was the first display of the MARS Group work
and received considerable attention. The editor of
the Architects' Journal in September,

1934,

said:

"The Group has been formed primarily for research,
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which, within the term of the tasks the
members have set themselves, includes not
only technical investigation into purely
architectural matters such as planning and
structures, but also includes rather deep
probings into the whole structure of society."
With the help of this exhibition material, Wells
Coates wanted to establish MARS' ideas throughout the
country. In a letter to Gordon Stevenson in Liverpool
on October 8th,

1934, he said:

"Having finally produced our first public
display of MARS' work, we are hoping to extend
the whole of or system of research and exhibition, on the lines originally discussed
with you, i.e. a nucleus centre of MARS
aCtivities outside of London." (1)
So the Charts of the Slum-Clearance of Bethnal
Green were exhibited at Liverpool School of Architecture

(1) Stevenson and Holford formed a nucleus in Liverpool.
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early in

1935,

and were circulated in many other

places in the country. They were exhibited at the
(1)
City of Hull College of Art and Craft in October,

1935,

and were used as the Group's work at the CIRPAC
meeting in Amsterdam on June 2nd,
On the 20th-21st May,

1934, a

1935.
meeting of CIRPAC

took place in London at the R.I.B.A., at the invitation
of the British Group of CIAM:- Le Corbusier, Gropixis,
Korn, Giedion, Merkelbach, Moser, Sert, Steiger, Syrkus,
Torres and Weissmann attended. The English delegates
were: Coates, Samuel, Fry, Goodesmith, Kauffmann,
Lubetkin, McGrath, Townsend and Shand. Through the
preparation, the careful organisation and the hospitellity of the MARS Group to the delegates, it was
possible to achieve the whole programme of work. In
this meeting Wells Coates was appointed, with Corbusier,
Gropius, Sert, Aalto and Breuer, to the Commission
for the possible participation of CIAM in the

1937

Exhibition in Paris.
(1) Which had arranged, in connection with the Architectural School a series of lectures on "Housing the
People" on 14.10-3.11.1935. Leslie Martin, Maxwell
Fry and Raymond McGrath were MARS representatives
and were involved in the course.
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By the mid-thirties, the members of the MARS
Group had increased to fifty in number, including
engineers, critics, historians and a circle of
ardent well-wishers of various callings. (1) The
Group had lost its conspiratorial defensiveness and
had become an active force. The Group felt that
they were in a position to enter upon an active
policy of propaganda for modern architecture among
the architectural profession and the public. They
put forward a programme which included:

Propaganda:
(a)

Letters and articles etc. in the press.

(b)

Exhibitions.'

(c)

Lectures: inside MARS and for the public.

(d)

Propaganda work in schools.

(e)

Liaison.

Research:
They would concentrate on the problem of HOUSING,
which was divided into:
(1) Wells Coates received many letters from students of
Manchester University (Professor Cardingly), the
A.A. and the Liverpool School of Architecture, who
wanted to be members of the Group.
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(a) Active exposure of the OBSTRUCTIONS to
modern architecture:
i

Legislative (Town-planning, Building,
Art, Byelaw and Administrative).

ii. Social
(b) Analytical and technical research.
This programme of work succeeded partly, but
took longer than the time originally proposed. Many
articles were written in the periodicals. Lectures
were given to the Group:
Gropius

: Statement of the Problem of the
pre-fabricated house.

Goodesmith : The External Wall.
Lubetkin

: Heat Insulation Problems.

Arup

: Reinforced Concrete Structure.
Obstructions in England.

Sweet

: The Technique of Building Cost
Analysis.

It was proposed to have a large Exhibition in
the autumn of 1935, and it was decided that the
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Exhibition should show the combination of MARS
research and propaganda. The intention was framed
as follows:
"That the Exhibition be a presentation explaining
to the public the aesthetic aspect of modern
architecture as it has consciously grown from
social conditions, with special emphasis on
the legislation governing housing." (1)
There was the difficulty of space for the
Exhibition, which the R.I.B.A. first offered to
the Group, but for various reasons Wells Coates
never accepted it. Lubetkin proposed that a catalogue should be issued using advertisements as a
means of raising the financial support necessary.
These programmes and activities of the Group
took place at the beginning of

1935. The three years

that followed were not very active as far as the
cohesive work of the Group was concerned.
For the programme of research, it was felt that
(1) These were A.D.Connell i s words.
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MAPS as a Group would have little time to carry
out active research. It was left to the individual
members of the Group to carry out research in any
subject in which they were interested. The main aim
of the Group was the Exhibition, which fortunately
took place at the end of January,

1938, in spite of

the difficulties which faced the Group. One of
these was the split of some members of the Group.
This Anti-MARS movement, first proposed by Morton
Shand and supported by others in January,

1936,

consisted of censure of the C.E.C. (Central Executive
Committee) in these terms:
"That the C.E.C. had shown inability to fulfil
the purpose laid down in the original programme.
That they allowed what meetings there were to
he wasted on impractical dissertations, as

for example, general statements on aesthetics,
which had been repeatedly and more competently
stated by the more experienced pioneers of the
very movement which MARS professed to represent.
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That they had failed to organise the programme
in the form of practical research, which should
have formed the first part of the MARS programme
as originally announced, e.g.:
The Editorship of Technical Information data.
Building Case Law.
Housing - Research.
Supporting propaganda for other Groups which
have already been formulated, e.g. A.T.O. Housing
Exhibition."
This anti-MARS motion was the result of disagreements between Lubetkin, Ward, Connell and Lucas
and Wells Coates. A division of opinion had arisen
among them about the quality and intentions of one
another's work.
It happened that the Connell, Ward and Lucas
partnership shared third prize in the 1935 Hertford
(County Hall) competition with the traditionalist
who had designed the Royal Institute of British
Architects building. "Astragal" commented in the
Architects' Journal:
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"The combined names for the third premium add
to one's excitement over this competition result.
Mr.Grey Wornum returns magnificently to the
field of competition battle and ties with none
other than Messrs.Connell, Ward and Lucas who
have departed from reinforced concrete to produce a scheme worthy of the most Scandinavian Romantic - Neo-Classic Humanistic virtuoso.
"I must retire for a while and make a major
adjustment to my conception of architectural
standards."

(1)

A year later, in the Newport competition design
for new civic buildings, Connell, Ward and Lucas won
second prize with a deliberately Neo-Classical design.
This their MARS colleagues could not overlook and
the partners were called to a meeting of the Group
to explain their betrayal of modern architecture.
When Connell, Ward and Lucas appeared, however, the
Group discovered that, never having agreed on aims
(1) A.J., 31 Oct.

1935, p.616.
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and methods, it really had no standards by which
it could condemn their actions.
Lubetkin objected to the Group's developing
architectural philosophy. Highpoint I, Tecton's
apartment building of 1934, had been considered a
conclusive statement of MARS Group aspirations. Three
years later came Highpoint II, in which Lubetkin was
accused of formalism (1) when he used what he called
"dynamic order". (2) And while Lubetkin argued that
it was necessary to impose an environment on society,
the English architects wished to let the environment
grow naturally by itself.
Wells Coates, whose buildings expressed his
purely functionalist theories, figured largely in
these disagreements against Lubetkin and Connell,
Ward and Lucas. The upshot was that both sides disappeared from MARS Group meetings in the spring of
1936.
(1) Antony Cox, "Highpoint Two, North Hill, Highgate",
Focus, Nov.1938, p.79.
(2) Thomas Stevens, "Places Laid and Unlaid",A.A.J.,
June 1965, pp.3-6.
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Maxwell Fry played a great part in organising
and preparing for the coming Exhibition of 1938.(1)
He collected the money required, by the same means
recommended by Lubetkin. A catalogue was printed
which included:
"What is modern architecture?
What is the MARS Group?
Why an Exhibition? When and Where?
What will it

contain?

Who will support it?
The time proposed for the Exhibition was June,
1937, at the New Burlington Galleries, Bond Street,

London. To show how wide an appeal the Exhibition
might make, the catalogue had listed a number of
people prominent in public life who supported the
idea of the Group; men like Lord Derby, Lord Wakefield
of Hythe, Lord Border, Sir Michael Sadler and Georl3e
Bernard Shaw (who eventually wrote the introduction
of the catalogue for the MARS Group Exhibition of 1938).
A subscription form was included too by which the money
(1) An interview with Maxwell Fry on 30th Dec.1964.
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was collected with the help of a wide circle of
supporters in the building industry, such as Crawfords.
In the meantime, it was left to the individuals
to work in research under any of the four only active
Committees left which were:
(a)

Planning Committee.

(b)

Obstruction Committee.

(c)

Press Committee.

(d)

Exhibition.

These four vital Committees were abstracted from
the hierarchy of theoretical Committees, the position
in which MARS found itself at the end of 1935. A
"Town Planning Committee" of the MARS Group was set
up in December,

1936.

Members of this Committee were:-

E.Maxwell Fry, Godfrey Samuel, William Tatton Brown,
Arthur Ling and Christopher Tunnard with Arthur Korn
as the Chairman. (1) A sub-committee dealing with
transport and economics was led by F.J.Samuely. They
had worked hard on "A Master-Plan for London" which
(1) Sert, J.L., Can Our Cities Survive, Harvard
University, 1942.
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was a hypothetical town-planning scheme for London
and an application of the Charte d'Athene. (1) It
was represented at the annual meeting of CIAM and
at Paris in 1937. The scheme took up a large space
at the MARS Exhibition of 1938.
Preparing for the Exhibition the C.E.C. of MARS (2)
had planned a studied scenario for MARS propaganda 'for-and-explanation-of-modern' architecture. To
organise the Exhibition the divided it into three
sections:
1.

Planning

2.

Building technique

3.

Aesthetics.

Three Committees were formed to draw the recommendations of each section: these were:
(1) For further details see A.Rev., June, 1942, p.155.
The scheme was an analysis of the growth of London
(1965), based on phenomena such as the migration
of industry and population from the centre of
the town to the periphery. It showed how this
movement could be controlled as part of a scheme for
the future planning of the Metropolis. By draining
London of its built-up elements by means of arterial
roads, the historical centre could be given freedom
to breathe. Parks could be created in the built-up
areas, whence the population had migrated either to
the suburbs or to the towers in the central area.
(Arthur Korn to the writer on 22nd January, 1964).
(2) J.M.Richards, Samuel, Fry, Harding, Tatton Brown,
Kauffmann, Hastings and Sweet.
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Committee I

: Kauffmann, Tatton Brown, Gibberd,
Hastings, Sharp and Fry.

Committee II : Chermayeff, de Peyer, Nicholson
and Skinner.
Committee III : Boumphrey, Chitty, Goldfinger
and Ward.
Gropius helped the Group in preparing the outline
scenario for the Exhibition before leaving for the
U.S.A. in April,

1937.

Moholy-Nagy was responsible

for presenting and organising the Exhibition; he and
Maxwell Fry planned the spaces and the exhibits at
the New Burlington Galleries. (1)
When everything was ready for the Exhibition money, space and the date on which it should take
place - Wells Coates came back to the scene. He
shared in the organisation of the work for the
Exhibition and a space was also provided for him in
which he showed a fully equipped living room-unit
of his design. This space was not originally planned.

(1) Maxwell Fry to the writer on 30th December,

1964.
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The Exhibition had two aims:
1.

To encourage the public and the building
public in particular to take an interest
in contemporary architecture.

2.

To show how much fuller advantage might be
taken of the great advances that had been
made in science and building technique.

The scheme of the Exhibition followed the now
familiar analysis of life in terms of "Habitation,
Work, Relaxation and Communication", drawn from the
"Charte d'Athene". This theme was given a witty
twist by the adoption of Godfrey Samuel's suggestion
to interpret it through the words of Sir Henry Wooton,
paraphrasing Vitruvius, who wrote in

1624: "Well

building hath three conditions - Commoditie, firmeness
and delight".
Commoditie was interpreted in an outline of the

building needs: building needs for habitation, building
needs for work, architecture in the service of the
community, transport and town-planning section.
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Firmeness was interpreted in a survey of the contributions of the scientist, the engineer and the
manufacturer to structural technique.
Delight was interpreted in the work of the architect
set forth in a review of the achievements of the
modern movement.
Those who participated in the design and
organisation of the Exhibition were:
Ove Arup, Marcel Breuer, Hugh Casson, H.T.Cadburyy
Brown, Serge Chermayeff, Wells Coates, A.D.Connell,
Elizabeth Denby, Clive Entwistle, F.Digby Firth,
Makwell Fry, Frederick Gibberd, Ern8 Goldfinger,
Walter Goodesmith, Val Harding, H.de C.Hastings,
Raymond McGrath, L.Moholy-Nagy, Christopher Nicholson,
J.M.Richards, Godfrey Samuel, John Summerson,
William Tatton Brown and F.R.S.Yorke. Artists such
as E.Mcknight Kauffer (design of poster), John Barker,
Jesse Collins, Gordon Cullen, Merlyn Evans, Milner Gray,
Thomas Gray, E.K.Henrion and Walter Landauer had
collaborated with the Group.
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This Exhibition was the chief event and the
visible success of the MARS Group in the thirties
and had been initiated by the efforts of Wells
Coates. It was on the 11th January, 1938 that Le
Corbusier opened the Exhibition at the New Burlington
Galleries, and i± remained open until the 29th January.
This was the first fruit of a st;uggle to introduce into England principles and stylistic language
which had evolved elsewhere. It had led a generation
of young architects to identify themselves with the
movement: with the result that after the 1939-45 War
it was possible for certain major national building
problems to be studied in a spirit of collaboration
and realism from which enormous benefits were aerived.
MARS also had publicity outside Britain. On
19th September, 1935 Wells Coates received a letter
from Dr. S. Koike, the Editor of the Japanese Journal
on Architecture and Town-planning called "KOKUSAI
KENTIKU", asking him to send him information on MARS
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Group activities. On 6th January, 1936, Ernestine
M. Fantal (Curator of Architecture and Industrial
Arts, the Museum of Modern Art, New York) asked
Cyril Sweet - the Secretary of MARS - to send him
photographs of MARS Group work, and the Director of
the Museum of Modern Art asked Kauffmann, Coates
and Sise to exhibit their work as that of modern
English architects.
An Exhibition on "Modern Architecture in England"
was held in the Museum of Modern Art, New York in
1937, in which the work of Wells Coates figured

very largely.
On 21st April, 1938, Tatton Brown, the acting
Secretary of CLAM, received a letter from Pierre
Andre Emery (Algeria) in which he was asked for
documentation of the MARS Exhibition of 1938 to
be published in the North African Press.
It should also be remembered in respect of the
success of MARS that it was the only Group of the
twenty-one national Groups represented at Athens
in 1933 to have kept the same form and constitution
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for its whole life oftWenty-five years - unlike so
many others which had been formed around one
" personality". The Group was dissolved in 1958. (1)

(1) For more details on MARS activities after the War
see: Denys Lasdun:"MARS Group 1953-1957",
Architects Year Book 8, pp.57-61.
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NEW ARCHITECTURE
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C : UNIT ONE

(1932 - 1935)

Wells Coates's part in MARS and CIAM was
especially directed at exploring the common ground
between architecture and engineering.

He was also

concerned with the common ground between architecture
and the fine arts. Together with Paul Nash, he was
one of the founders of UNIT ONE in 1932. Paul Nash
was a young watercolourist with somewhat preRaphaelite tendencies and a predilection for decorous
park-like landscapes, creating image after image of
great originality. (1) He was probably the key figure
in English painting at the beginning of the thirties.
Nash, however, had a questioning imagination and was
aware of what had happened and was happening across
the Channel. He did not find it easy to make in his
own work a satisfactory point of contact with "Modern
Art", but he realised intellectually that such contact
was essential for English artists and for the future of
English art.
(1) Sir John Rothenstein,"British Art since 1900,"
London, 1962.
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Three months before the formation of MARS, Nash's
ideas were realised in the formation of UNIT ONE.
This was the first attempt at a greater collaboration
among those working in the visual arts in England.
It started from a conversation one evening at the
end of 1932, at the Cafe Royal, When Paul Nash, Henry
Moore, Edward Wadsworth and Wells Coates discussed
the possibility of organising a joint exhibition
of the work of painters, sculptors and architects
working in sympathy with each other. By means of this
exhibition and others they would explore and clarify
relationships between the arts, presenting what was
described as a "Vnited Front" of the visual arts.
The formation of UNIT ONE was announced in a
letter from Paul Nash published in The Times on
2nd June, 1933. According to Herbert Read (who was
an eloquent spokesman for the Group) (1) this was the
modern movement in English Architecture, Painting and
Sculpture; and in Nash's words:
(1) He wrote about it A.Rev. Oct.1933, p.125, and,
with Douglas Cooper, in the "UNIT ONE" book of 1934.
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"The UNIT stood for the expression of the
truly contemporary spirit."
The Group had eleven *embers, all of whom were
well-known for their sympathy with the modern movement
in England. They were:
Architects : Wells Coates (1895-1958)
Colin Lucas (1906)
Sculptors
Painters

: Henry Moore (1898)
Barbara Hepworth (1903-

)

: Ben Nicholson (1894)
Frances Hodgkins (1869-1947),
by she resigned from the UNIT
and her place was taken by
Tristram Hillier (1905)
Edward Burra (1905)
John Biggs (1892)
John Armstrong (1893)

These artists had not agreed that any one method
of painting or carving or building was the right method,
they h a d not even agreed that their art should express
a common sentiment or even a conscious direction. The
essential bond in such a UNIT was idealistic: it was
not in any sense technical. (1)
(1) From the Pamphlet on the "Unit One Exhibition" held
at Stoke-on-Trent (Museums and Art Gallery, Hanley)
from 4th August to 8th September, 1934.
106.

Nash expressed its purpose thus:
"The formation of UNIT ONE is a method of
concentrating certain individual faces as a
hard defence, a compact wall against the tide
behind which development can proceed and
experiment continue." (1)
The aims of the Group found success when an
Exhibition prepared by the UNIT was shown, first in

July, 1933 at the Zwemmer Gallery, under the title
"Artists of Today". Wells Coates and Pleydell-Bouverie
had designed its equipment. When the Exhibition was
shown at the Walker Art Gallery in Liverpool in May,
1934, over 30,000 people visited it. (2) The Exhibition
was also shown at Manchester, Derby, Swansea and
Belfast.
Afterwards a book was printed on the UNIT in
which each of the members set out his philosophy or
at least his point of departure. Wells Coates explained
his belief:
(1) Paul Nash I s letter to The Times, 2nd June, 1933.
(2) Circulated notice to the UNIT, January, 1935.
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"The tradition of Architecture is to seek the
order that leads to freedom and fullness of life.
Architecture has to serve the purpose of the
people as well as the purpose of beauty. Thus
will it "serve life". As architects of the
ultimate human and material scenes of a new
order, we are not concerned with the formal
problems of style so much as with an architectural solution of the social and economic
problems of today. The most fundamental change
in our technique is the replacement of natural
materials by scientific ones, and more particularly
the development of steel, steel-concrete and
steel-glass construction. The invention of
steel and the elaboration of systems of construction based on its properties and those of
its satellite materials, has in itself been
responsible for the most spectacular changes in
our social life, creating new social, as well as
a new technical design situation."
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In these few succinct phrases Wells Coates
outlined the twentieth Century approach in architecture:
the gospel according to Gropius and Le Corbusier. In
spite of the fact that modern architecture in 1934
was at least twenty-five years old, it was still
necessary for Coates to spell out the basic tenets of
the twentieth Century architects' faith and "he spent
all his life to achieve these principles.. (1)
Herbert Read's book nArt and Industry;!. (London, 1934),
had a great influence on Paul Nash and relatively on
UNIT ONE. Paul Nash realised that the UNIT had not
concerned themselves with Industrial Art. In a letter
to Wells Coates on 25th November, 1934, he wrote:
"But since reading Herbert's book I must confess
I have seen a glimmer of light. The first
thing I felt sure of was that part of the
UNIT should represent Industrial Art. I
asked Herbert whether he knew positively of
(1) Raymond McGrath's letter to the R.I.B.A. as an
obituary contribution to Wells Coates dated
30th June, 1958.
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any real live industrial artist who could
be incorporated - failing which f imagined
we should have to grow one among ourselves."
Herbert Read's letter to Paul Nash dated
23rd November, 1934 played a great part and had a
great

effect on the constitution of the UNIT. The

letter, too, showed the disagreement between Paul
Nash and some other members at the ballot which
Nash prepared to exclude some of them.

In the

letter Read wrote:
"The UNIT must, if it is to be at 411

real.,

have an architectural basis. I am very loath
to interfere, except to encourage the idea
and at all costs keep it going. You have
done right to get Wells into the new constitution right away: the UNIT must, if it
is to be at all real, have an architectural
basis. Add a "real" industrial artist by all
means, if you can find one, they are mostly
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anonymous. As Henry Moore and I talked the
matter out, it seemed the real future of the
UNIT was a functional one - to so reconstitute
ourselves that you can operate as a practical
unit in the industrial system. The UNIT as
a unit should be perfect to undertake the
designing of a building in every detail architecture, fittings, interior, decoration
and furniture. This is not an impossible
ideal. The Banhaus has already proved in
Germany (Gropius told me the other night that
although he founded the Banhaus on an industrial
basis the first two people he asked to cooperate were a painter and a sculptor) the
trial which you already have. If you did
make that your ideal, it might guide you in
the future reconstitution of the UNIT."
The effect of this letter on Paul Nash could
be traced in his letter to Wells Coates on 25th
November, 1934, as he said:

"You may remember Wells when you and I first
discussed the composition of UNIT ONE, we
seriously thought of making it to include a
kind of industrial design - represented say
by Kauffer. But I feel after reading Herbert's
very clear analysis of the problem of today
that a functional unit has got to face much
more than "equipment when called upon". It
has to face creating new art forms and not
only for architecture, painting and sculpture
but form for industry. It would have to
develop itself into more or less the pattern
organisation of the German Banhaus. The
question is, do we want that, and, if so, can
it be done?"
Coates commented, many years later, on the
result of this proposed reconstruction of the UNIT:
"Paul Nash wanted the whole thing to go in
several directions at once, before one knew
it. UNIT ONE became an unmanageable thing:
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something which had little chance of survival,
because it went beyond the principles of
acceptance - strictly limited as they were agreed upon by its members. Henry Moore and
I took the initiative then to complete its
programme and end it, before it became something it could not have been. This was a
great disappointment to Paul, but so be it."(1)
In the circulated notice signed by Wells Coates,
Henry Moore and Paul Nash in January, 1935 the end
of UNIT ONE came in these words:
"It became obvious that the constitution of
the Group known as UNIT ONE was not desired.
Such an association was felt to be inadequate
to meet present needs, especially in view of
recent developments in regard to industrial
art. It was agreed therefore to end the UNIT
completely in form and name.
"The ideals embodied in UNIT ONE, however, will finc
expression in a new development under another name.'
(1) In Wells Coates's letter to Alan Jarvis, Director of
the National Gallery, Ottawa, Canada, on 11.11.56.
113.

The details of a new constitution were embodied
in a draft statement of May, 1955, prepared by
Herbert Read and Wells Coates of the "ARTISTS' UNIT".
They aimed at:
"1. Complete reorganisation of the educational
system in so far as it affects the relations
of art and industry, with a view to a more
effective liaison between the factory and
the art school.
"2. Co-operation with the State and Industry
to secure better standards of design.
"3. Adequate recognition of the status of the
designer.
"4. Organisation of exhibitions of modern
machine art.
"5. Establishment of a journal devoted to
industrial art."
But these aims were not received enthusiastically
by the individual members of the UNIT because of
the lack of cohesion between them and the UNIT came
to an end.
The influence on English architects of this art
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movement can be traced in Wells Coates himself, in
his words:
"UNIT ONE is, in its most simple form work
in line and space. They have given me great
invention, what complex play of feeling makes
up the values of a walled living place and
what makes that special quality of being at
rest which only buildings seem to have. A
man of art will get whatever more is necessary
by and from himself." (1)

(1) Raymond MdGrath: 20th Century Houses, London,
1934 (Wells Coates), p.104.
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D : CAUSA and OUTLINES

(19 55 - 1958)

At the end of his life, Wells Coates prepared
his most far-reaching scheme for an organisation of
architects, engineers, planners, designers and artists.
It was to be called CAUSA and would sponsor a
publication, OUTLINES.
The idea came when he was at Harvard University
in

1955-56. He had spent a let of time in out-

lining and devising the new constitution which could
combine all branches of the visual arts. He wanted
to put all his great experiences gained, as we have
seen in the last three sections, from his work in
England in the thirties, against the central problems
confronting professionals working the these fields.
It was put in his words as he wrote in his first
memorandum on 1st July,

1956:

"The problem divides itself into two parts:
FIRSTLY: What are the best methods to use in

the dissemination of information and
of opinion on these matters directly
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to the public, as a matter of general
education?" (General Education of
Public).
SECONDLY:By what means and through what type
of agency can thoughts of the Masters
of contemporary architecture and the
leading Pioneers therein, be brought
together into a general pattern of
principles and of techniques of actions?"
(Collected views of the Masters and
Leaders).
In the same memorandum he found the solution
of these problems, in:
"THE IDEA OF 'OUTLINES':
1. Considering the first problem, the writer
devised the form of a new type of publication,
to be called OUTLINES as a systematic alignment
of information and of opinion, in words and
illustrations, on single sheets of thin card,
coupled with a key-system of notation for
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related and inter-related subject matters.
OUTLINES would be associated with such ancillary
material as coloured slides, tape recordings,
film material where appropriate, and general
exhibition material of such a form to be capable
of general distribution and projection to the
widest public through radio, T.V., films, as well
as through initial publication through selected
media.
"THE IDEA OF C.A.U.S.A.:
2. Considering secondly, how best to initiate
OUTLINES on a firm basis, the writer foresaw the
necessity for some new type of organisation around
which the highest minds could congregate and form
the foundation for the advanced and unified
studies which he deems necessary in the present
state of the professions concerned with architecture and engineering (as applied to structure,
planning (city and regional), landscape architecture, technology, industiial techniques),
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together with those individual media of expression: sculpture, painting, graphics, in
their direct application to buildings and to
the general contemporary scene of streets,
squares, towns and cities. Such an organisation
might be called:

CENTRE FOR ADVANCED AND UNIFIED STUDIES
IN THE APPLIED ARTS ("C.A.U.S.A.")
- signifying the "cause", the beginning - which
would be the generating centre for the publication of OUTLINES in the sense described.
In another draft devised by Wells Coates on the
10th February, 1956 to explain his OUTLINES, he wrote:
"Not a book, not a magazine. Not an encyclopaedia,
not a reference. Not a series of articles; but
OUTLINES (each on one card-sheet)
Each OUTLINE would start with:
GENESIS: The beginning, the origin, how it came
about; and follow on with:
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ANALYSIS: The detailed description of items
and wholes; and finally with:
SYNTHESIS: What it means - the future look,
Some OUTLINES would contain sections comprising ' all three: C.A.S."
He also put down the sequence of OUTLINES, as follows:
"1. Most important to ask the Masters;
Frank Lloyd Wright, Gropius, Le Corbusier,
Mies van der Rohe, Bucky Fuller and others;
what is their view of the present position,
trend, direction, goal. Best and most
readable form - dialogue.
2. Preparation for this first series; getting
together a few of the younger and still
active minds not satisfied with the present
position, to outline what the Masters are
going to be asked and suggesting a target
and goal.

/Ile

suggested later Serge Chermayeff,

Eduard Sekler - who backed him at that time and himself.7
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"3. Criticism of specific works; against the
background of such a statement of purpose,
followed by comments by Masters and a
"Synthesis" of their answers in some form;
a true criticism of existing and current
works could be undertaken against suitable
historical analysis, etc. (Sekler) thus
building up a body of criticism and evaluation of some use to students and teachers.
"4. People do not read criticism because
there isn't much of it; still, very conscious of present-day defects, they discuss
all buildings prodigiously.
"5. People don't want histories, or long
accounts of the totality; they want 'comprehensive synoptic views' put into connection and into relation, one with the
other." (1)
To begin the execution of his ideas, the first
members who backed him were:
(1) These are some extracts which are further explained and analysed in Appendix No.
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Wells Coates

) Programme directors and initiators

Serge Chermayeff) of dialogues and of material for
Eduard Sekler

) analysis.

Executives

: Ivan Chermayeff - for layout
G.Kidder Smith - for photokraphy

Publishers

: U.S.A. - Thomas Creighton
Europe - Monica Pidgeon

He also proposed some of the personalities who
ideally would be in charge of CAUSA study divisions:
History

: Eduard Sekler

Aesthetics

: Gyorgy Kepes

Structure

: Jeffrey?Lindsay

Sociology

: Jaqueline Tyrwhitt

Landscape

: Charles William Eliet

Technology

: Wells Coates

Environment
Control, etc.: Serge Chermayeff
But in the summer of

1956, Wells Coates left

Harvard University to go back to his native country,
Canada, where he engaged in a project scheme in
Vancouver.
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He moved to Vancouver full of enthusiasm, as
he thought that his native land was the right place
to establish his ideas and principles. In a letter
to Alan Jarvis, Director of the National Gallery,
Ottawa, Canada, on 11th November, 1956, outlining
his principles, he said:
"1 believe that all creative persons working
in the field of the Visual Arts in Canada
have great need to get together, not only
with each other, but with many persons in
ancillary fields, in order to establish a
foundation of principles and of attitude, of
a specifically Canadian kind. Ours is a new
country, at times it would seem almost a
primitive country, but surely therein lies
some of our great strength, our potential
value? (As Wang Wei said: 'to learn how to
paint one must first cut off both hands.')"
He continued in the same letter:
"It is thought in many circles that the
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battle for the 'contemporary' in the Visual
Arts has been won; that the Past is all
behind us; that the Future presents opportunities for untold advance along stated
lines. I do not believe this is so; I do
not belong to that school of thought; I
believe that the 'Second Industrial Revolution'
which is now taking place all around us
presents entirely new problems to all those
engaged in the Visual Arts."
He thought that CAUSA should have a building centre
at Vancouver:
"Its first buildings would be a meeting place,
a workshop and a hostel; gradually this would
grow into a real 'Centre' for the Visual Arts,
and be the venue for all kinds of meetings of
a special kind. A part of the site would be
occupied by a really de-luxe hotel for its
patrons, etc., other parts would be leased
for studios and separate houses, etc. There
would be a permanent exhibition."
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But he proposed the formation of a nucleus
composed of a Director of Studies, one staff officer
and one executive secretary, which would operate
before CAUSA obtained its own premises. This
core" would be responsible in the first instance
for producing a certain framework of studies,
meetings and seminars through contact with nominated
persons in all the fields of the Visual Arts. Wells
Coates divided the CAUSA STUDIES into fifty-seven
subjects. (See Appendix No.VI

(1)

)

In the letter and memorandum he circulated
to the Director of the National Gallery of Canada
he said:
"I would be prepared personally to become
the first Director of Studies of a Centre
for Advanced and Unified Studies in the
Arts and to take care of its formation and
organisation; its maintenance, until such
time as it would carry itself under its own
momentum."
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The main problem was to find the money required
to start, and Wells Coates estimated that this would
be $25,000 for the formation period, including
capital costs for establishment etc. and covering
his travel costs to interview three Masters, Frank
Lloyd-Wright, Walter Gropius and Le Corbusier, for
the first series of "OUTLINES". He wanted them to
reply to each other and thus make up a dialoguereport. He considered this was the first real "job"
for CAUSA preparation. It was thought that another
$28,000 would be needed to complete the first
year's work.
But unfortunately none of these ambitious aims
were reached. Wells Coates's health had deteriorated
by this time - 1957 - and it seems that it was not
the right time to get the economic support from the
Canadian Government.
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PART FOUR
PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE
(1928 - 1939)

Wells Coates studied philosophy and science
against the background of the meticulous traditional
Japanese art of living. Japanese tradition had
achieved an austere order and dignity by practising
a discipline which rejected the superfluous and
this had coloured his whole outlook. He was an
architect "of today", not because his principles
and practice were up-to-the-minute; they were
of-the-minute, just as his designs of everything
were of that thing, and not merely in it, or vaguely
applied to it. He always wanted to achieve "style",
not to be concerned with architectural "styles" or
to be "in the fashion". As he said:
"The social characteristics of an age determine
the characteristics of its art, and this is
more so in architecture than in any other art.
By "characteristics" we mean the diversity of form
over and above the sameness of general intention."
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When Wells Coates settled in England he found
an appalling contrast between its ugliness and
disorder and the order and discipline he remembered
of the Japanese tradition. Once he said, after a
flight from Paris on a fine summer's day over England:
"My generation was born to expect to see
England as a land of beauty - it has left
it as a land of 'beauty spots'."
Once again he talked about it when he addressed
the students of the Graduate School of Design at
Harvard University on 12th May, 1955:
"When I came to the countries of my race to Canada to go to University, to the United
States where my mother's family originally
belonged, and to England and the European
countries of our Western heritage - when I
came to the West, I could hardly believe that
the people of my own race and blood could be
quite so barbarous and savage as all that.
I remember writing down then so sweeping a
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generalisation as this:
(A man whose eyes have been born in the East
will only rarely wish to open them in the West) ...
... and so I just had to find out the reasons
that underlie this lack of order and significance, the abuse of integration, the
presence of great diversity of form within a
framework of conflicting intentions."
When he had settled in England and begun to
work there, he was able to state some of the reasons
for the prevailing architectural situation. Addressing
the Architectural Society at Cambridge University on
6th November, 1934, he gave a lecture which he
called "Rackets over Architecture". He said:
"Society today is in a real state of transition
and reformation and therefore we are living in
an age when a new architecture is not only
possible, but necessary. For architects this

is a very bright conclusion, for it places
upon the architects an enormous responsibility.
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"Now it is a curious thing that although human
conditions and possibilities have altered more
in the last hundred years than they had in the
previous ten thousand, customs and habits of
life change more slowly than conditions. You
have a state in which the technical power to
do new things is almost everywhere in advance
of creative technique to control that technical
power for the freedom and happiness of mankind. The timelag is most pronounced in those
countries which were the first to invent that
technical power. Such a country is England,
and indeed it is in England that we have the
modern dilemma in its most acute form."
He put down an outline of principles for a
new approach in his article "Response to Tradition"
in the Architectural Review of November, 1932:
"To place ourselves within the true channels
of Tradition in Architecture, we must perceive
the true intent of buildings in their own age.
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Fortunately for all of us today, the "effects"
in us of all the functions and qualities of
all the old architectures can be imagined,
experienced, remembered or reconstructed.
Never has knowledge of these effects been so
all-inclusive of world-culture....
"It is for us to know the difference between
a merely surprising trick and a noble invention - to know what subtle combinations and
resolutions of human impulse make up the
values of an enclosed and habitable space to know the ingredients which will create the
further response of simplicity, grandeur; of
practical usage, or of quiet splendour - to
know the qualities which reside within a
complex of spaces - closed and open, lit
and unlit.
"Or, at closer range, to don blinkers and to
see your design as one thing marked off from
the rest of the immediate world of experience,
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of events around you; then to see it as a
thing, complex, multiple, divisible, separable,
made up of its parts, the result of its parts
and their sum - harmonious - and then to see
it as that thing which it is and no other
thing, so that if you removed a single part
of it, it would not be that thing, but become
another, lesser thing, or become nothing."
In the same article he summed up his creed:
"As architects of the human and material scenes
of the new order, we are not so much concerned
with the formal problem of "style" as with an
architectural solution of the social and economic
problems of today. Evidence of necessity of a
new order reveals itself every other day in some
new social or economic crisis. As creative
artists we are concerned with a Future which
must be planned, rather than a Past which must
be patched up at all costs."
He explained in further detail the dynamics of
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twentieth-Century architecture in his article
"Materials for Architecture".

(1)

"20th Century architecture begins from the
plan as a generator, and makes explicit
externally the processes, functions and

qualities included in it." (2)
In the same article he wrote:
"Among the new materials for architecture
(affecting its form) must be included the
machines, engines and processes incorporated
into the modern building. Such are heating,
lighting, ventilating, refrigerating and
sanitary processes, and the machines for
vertical circulation. Instead of being
added on to the completed building, they are,
or ought to be, integral with it, a part of
its construction, and therefore of its form.
The same principle of integration can be

(1)

A.J., 4th Nov.1931. pp.586-589.

(2)

These words were Le Corbusier's in"Vers Une
Architecture 1923.
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extended to include furniture designed into
the house as part of architecture. Here
again, a modern need precedes and reinforces
the innovator.
"In this sense, the materials which the 20th
century architect handles are many times
increased. To order them, that

is,

to design

them into place, is the very raison d'etre
of his art."
He was one of the earliest exponents of
"Functionalism",

writing in 1931:

"In the strict sense of the word, our world that is what the world is to us - is a
functional world, the word "function" being
used to denote the quality of activity-in-existence.
(1) In A.Rev.,March,1959,p.155, in the "Correspondence ti
JART0

the Editor", Dr.Reyner Banham asked if the word
"Functionalism" was used in England before 1932, vihei
--Corbusier used it in his book Gli Elementi dell'
Architettura Funzionale, Milan,1932. James Burford
used the word "Functionalism" in his article "Old
Wine in New Bottles",A.Rev.,Sept.,1930,p.131. Wells
Coates, too, used it in his talk to the 20th Century
Group on 26th February,1931, from which this
quotation is taken.
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To take an analogy from mathematics, we can
express ourselves algebraically, but not
arithmetically. This should not be interpreted
to mean that design is determined by consideration
of efficiency only. In Architecture there
are usually many equally efficient solutions
of the mere problem of efficiency, including
economy. The architect's aesthetic sense
is exercised in the discrimination between
various equally efficient solutions. The word
"functional" as applied to the new architecture
is capable of misinterpretation and even abuse,
for all architecture has to a greater or less
extent been "Functional".
He emphasised the necessity of the integration
of art and science with architecture:
"For architecture - the surest and most complete
art is both science and art. It is between
these two, Science and Art, that architects
must find a way for the reconstruction of the
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Modern World. And it will be between these,
also, that architects may lose themselves for
ever." (1)
,Again in "Response to Tradition" he wrote:
"There are requisite Science - the science of
the inside of things; science the identifier,
measurer and calculator; and also Art - the
science of the outside things, art the
differentiator, selector and maker." (2)
It is clear that Wells Coates brought to architecture the training and knowledge of an engineer, an
aesthetic sense, and a reforming idealism. His
writings show his powers of analysis and his
functionalist approach - as well as a certain
tendency to rhetoric. His designs, however, are far
from rhetorical: they are functional, demonstrate
(1) A letter from Wells Coates to Larry Frank on
30th June, 1956.
(2) Wells Coates: "Response to Tradition", A.Rev.,
November, 1932, pp.165-68.
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an acute understanding of form and space, and use
materials correctly. The next part of this study
discusses Wells Coates's theories put into practice his buildings, interiors and industrial designs.
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I - SHOP DESIGN
CRYSEDE AND CRESTA SHOPS :

(1928 - 1936) (1)

Alec Walker, the textile designer, was the key
figure in launching Wells Coates's architectural
career. He first knew Wells Coates in Paris in 1925
and later, in the summer of 1927, found him out of
work. Alec Walker and T.M.Heron were then partners
(Managing Directors) in the silk firm "Crysede",
formed in 1924. Their shops numbered forty and were
sited all over the country, with a centre of sixteen
shops in Cornwall.
Alec Walker employed Wells Coates in the firm
to design their shop fittings and advertisements.
Wells Coates moved with his wife to Cornwall where
he lived for nearly nine months, working on trials
to make standardised shop fittings with the use of
plywood.
The first success was shown in his first completed
commission, the Crysede shop in Cambridge in 1928.
(1) The history of Crysede and Cresta was told to the
writer in a conversation with Mr.T.M.Heron (1890on 24.2.1965.
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This was a significant experiment and had many
important results. Using plywood in interior design
was quite new to the profession, and Coates had
succeeded in using it logically. Since there were
so few doing functional design, it was inevitable
that the resulting publicity would bring more work.
It did.
It was Wells Coates's ideas in producing
standardised and cheap fittings using plywood that
were admired by T.M.Heron and later by Jack Pritchard. (1)
On the other hand, these ideas did not please Alec
Walker, although Alec Walker's name appeared as part
of the design in the interior of the Crysede silk
shop at Cambridge. Walker at that time admired
McKnight Kauffer's design more than Wells Coates'.
So Alec Walker discharged him and Wells Coates left
with his family for London in 1928. But it so
happened that T.M.Heron had broken his partnership
with Alec Walker and founded his own firm, "Cresta",
in 1928. Heron always admired Wells Coates and his
(1) See Appendix
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ideas, so six months after Wells Coates's departure,
Heron asked him to come to Welwyn Garden City, in
1929, to design the Cresta model factory, with
showrooms, and other Cresta shops in the country.
Welwyn Garden City, as a centre for Cresta,
was chosen for many reasons; one of these was it
was thought that it might be easier to develop and
accept new ideas far from the stream of traditionalism.
It was also easier for Wells Coates to find the firms
who could erect his designs.
In shop design Wells Coates laid down principles in his article "Modern Shops and Modern
Materials",

which he divided shops into three

categories:
"The large shop, where a large variety of
goods of every kind, or of one general class,
are displayed and offered for sale, is distinguished today by surroundings as pompous
as gold and labour can make them.
(1) Building, , Dec.1932,

pp.564-5.
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"The small shop, on the other hand, tends
to become increasingly "individual" in its
appeal. It takes the place of the tradesmen
who used to go from one house to another, to
display their wares in the very surroundings
in which they would eventually be used and
seen by the buyer.
"A third category of shops is a more recent
development of modern commerce. The "multiple
shop" or "Chain store", as it is called in
America, is an extension in the retail dimension
of the ever-growing principle of rationalisation
and centralisation of industrial organisation."
On the materials and design used for each
category he said:
"For the promotion of bigger and better sales
in the large shop, the best psychological
technique is assumed in most cases to be the
exploitation of the desire to ape the rich, or
the habits of a bygone era, and this technique is
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responsible for the choice of grandiose
"styles" of decoration, and luxurious materials
of construction and equipment.
"The choice of materials for the design of the
small shop is largely determined by the desire
to create an "individual" atmosphere which
the large shop cannot provide, and which will
distinguish it from other small shops of
similar class.
"The choice of materials and the design of the
"multiple shop" presents important problems, both
social and architectural. The shop-owner will
prefer uniformity of design and therefore of
materials, for the sake of economy, and for
the sake of uniformity of appeal. "Scale" and
good manners", in relation to other buildings
and to the street, and in relation to the
character of the city or town itself, are not
oftened considered at all.
"Thus, the pompous exteriors and interiors of
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the large shops, the more and more blatantly
"individual" small shops, and the monotonous
and often ugly uniformity of the multiple shops,
combine to make the streets of our commercial
centres of population - one can hardly call them
ft cities" in the architectural sense any more a nightmare of 'design with a meaningless
confusion of disharmonious materials.
"The time will soon come when the financial and
industrial machine will be forced to decide,
in the interests of self-survival, on a fundamental and drastic re-planning and reconstruction
of the material scenes in which the daily routine
and drama of life take place.
"The first principle of effective display
technique might be said to be "interruption
without irritation"."
For the question of the Name, and the place for
the Name, he answered it by saying:

"7.

"In a large shop, this should obviously be
incorporated into the general unity of the
design of the building. The name should be
part of the building rather than a series of
letters stuck on to it or as is more often the
case, all over it.
"In a small shop which is part of a row of
shops in the same building, the place of the
name as well as the type and size of lettering
had better be uniform. Each shop may then be
distinguished by its real name and distinctive
display, or by the sheer quantity of lettering
plus a rather uniformly encyclopaedic type of
semi-petmanent display.
"The design of the shop exterior is thus reduced
to its simplest elements; there is the place
for the name and the desigh of lettering;
there is the display area in one or more shopwindows and there is the entrance door."
These principles were put into practice when
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Cresta Silks Ltd. was founded in 1928 with the
object of controlling every process in the production
of its silk materials, "from the first thread to
the last stitch". Wells Coates first built the
model factory and the showrooms at Welwyn Garden
City, to train the assistants for the service of
their new shops. He did some other shops between
1929 and 1936. They were in Brompton Road, London,
Bournemouth, Bath, Bristol, Brighton, Bromley, Baker
Street and Bond Street, London.

The components of

the design used uniform standards of measurement
and were arranged in perfect ratio. This was a
sign of classicism rather than the functionalism
characteristic of his other works. These shops could
be described as "organic" lines, (1) as Wells Coates
had succeeded in regulating their proportions according
to the site, to the material used and to their
specific purpose. In his arti61e "Materials for
(1) This was written by Wheatley, D.C., in "Economy
in Bhop Fitting",The Shoe and Leather Record,
13th Feb.,1931, p.35.
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Architecture", in the Architects' Journal of
4th November, 1931, he wrote:
"New materials and new structure, craftsmanship,
with intellect and action added, and all allied
to art, these became the new forms, inherent
in the new materials. (The new forms were of
'the thing itself, never on it', as my Japanese
tutor first taught me). And the new forms
made it possible to cater more perfectly for
human needs. Conversely, new human needs were
created, new habits, new activities were made
possible by the new forms."
In the same article he continued:
"The forms of the 20th Century architecture
are not concerned with "pencil-forms" but with
shapes. A shape is achieved by clean lines,
clean surface, clean purposes, "Clean" does not
mean plain, but it does mean significant."
Wells Coates' conviction about the design of the
shop front, irrespective of the trade for which it was
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intended, was that it should be a combination of
beauty and economy. Economy by the simplest,
standardised fittings and equipment; and their
smooth and aseptic shapes were machine-made beauty.
This was very clearly demonstrated in Cresta shops.
With their cheerful simplicity everything was
clearly seen and T.M.Heron said:
"There was an order in making, integrity in
selling and pleasure in buying which finds
mutual expression."
Wells Coates used big Cresta lettering with
external pinkish buff colour, which emphasised Cresta
silk shops and expressed a certain "individuality"
which was a necessity in a small shop front.
Purpose-Designed Fittings for Ckesta Shops:
Specialised wall fittings of standard mainstructural design to take a large variety of
special fittings for all silk goods manufactured
by the firm: Ditto counter and wardrobe fittings:
Dressing room equipment; mirrors; Lighting fittings;
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Chairs; Stools; Standard lettering for internal
and external shop front; Gown stands and display
fittings; Door handles (notably the patented
secret-fixing door handle long-bow design, marketed
by Taylor Pearce & Co. as "Tayloroid Handles");
Other metal furniture: Electric radiators (circular
tube and streamlined tube later became standard
commercial articles); Factory and workroom fittings;
Cutting tables; Display tables, etc.
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II - INTERIOR

DESIGN

i B.B.C. STUDIOS (London (1930-32) and
Newcastle 1933)

In 1928 1 as the B.B.C. was increasing in size
and output, a new and a large building was necessary;
this was designed and built in Portland Place in
London by G. Val Meyer. The new building was
heavy and built in a traditional way, so that one
need say little about it. Really outstanding, however,
were its studio interiors, which represented the
outcome of a struggle between moribund traditionalism
and inventive modernism. Broadcasting House was
the first example of this type of work on an extensive scale, providing a great opportunity for the
young designers engaged to experiment with their
new ideas.
"To see a great public Corporation making some
effort, however belated, to use the real talent
available in this country was a rare spectacle
and one for which, however irritating the
procedures of that Corporation in other spheres,
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it is impossible not to be greiteful. Owing
to the conscious antagonism between traditionalism
and modernism which prevails at the present
time, and to the issue of false but none the
less influential morality which by some obscure
English means has become involved in it, the
action of the B.B.C. in employing specially
modernist decorators was a courageous one." (1)
Mansfield Forbes'"Finella" house in Cambridge
designed by Raymond McGrath in 1928, was the origin
of the B.B.C. studio interiors. (2) This building
had important repercussions. Many people flocked
to see it, including in 1929, some of the B.B.C.
Directors. There they met Raymond McGrath, who had
decided to return home to Sydney just at that time.
However, he was appointed as a Decoration Consultant
to the British Broadcasting Corporation. Two other
architects were chosen - in fact they were introduced
(1) Robert Byron, "Broadcasting House", A.Rev.,
Aug.1932, pp.47-50.
(2) An interview with Raymond McGrath (Dublin).
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by Raymond McGrath - Serge Chermayeff, the most
admired exponent of interior design, and Wells Coates,
who was known for his functional design of the
Cresta shops. These three architects formed a group
working in close harmony in an office in the Old
Pantheon in Oxford Street.

(1)

They produced twenty-

two studios for the Company. All were animated by
the same desires and ideals. Raymond McGrath remakred
with obvious pleasure that:
"The team spirit that produced these studios
was something new in post-war English architecture."
The three architects studied their problem,
started with the acoustical requirements, organised
the materials, and so by virtue of this organisation
created a beautiful interior. By such a procedure,
the functional became decorative as well and there
was no confusion as to the essential character of
the room. The original practice had been to take a
(1) In a conversation between R.McGrath and the writer.
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room and instal the necessary acoustical materials,
relying entirely on extraneous matter for the
I hrchitectural effect". A very important and
noticeably successful outcome of the work of these
architects was the standardisation of fittings
throughout. Technical furniture, house telephones,
signal lights, orchestral chairs, microphone stands,
door lettering and signposting were all of good
design and uniform type. The Manchester Guardian
described the studios as "The New Architecture of
Scientific Humanism".
Wells Coates had produced the finest and the
most significant industrial interiors of them all.
He was concerned with problems of a purely technical
nature which needed functional design of space and
equipment. He was responsible for designing two
kinds of studio: the News Studio and the "Noises
Off" or the Dramatic Effects Studio. Different as
their purpose was, each was rightly designed on
severely functional lines.
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These designs suggested that the designer had
assisted the engineer toward greater efficiency as
the engineer had assisted him toward greater beauty.
So there was no need for him to comment or to
lay down principles, as his work expressed them
quite clearly.
His work in these studios brought in a large
number of articles of "industrial design", notably
door furniture (by James Gibbons, Wolverhampton),
lighting fittings (various firms), specialised radio
fittings; standard loudspeakers and control tables;
microphone fittings., including a twin-balanced arm
fitting which became a B.B.C. standard in a variety
of forms (made in Electron and Bronze); noiseless
door-latches (James Gibbons); first use in England
of anodised aluminium frames for windows; electric
light fittings and some other steel furniture.
After the great success of the London B.B.C.
studio interiors, the Corporation improved its
other studios; so in 1933, Raymond McGrath designed
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the studios in Manchester; Wells Coates did the
reconstruction of the Newcastle studios and Serge
Chermayeff the Birmingham studios.
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ii VENESTA STANDS
(1931 - 1933)

Wells Coates's Venesta stand design was placed
first out of 175 competitors in the competition
that was organised at the end of 1930. He took
the place of Le Corbusier, who had designed the
previous Venesta stand at the Olympia Exhibition
of September, 1930.
Wells Coates presented to the competition
isometric drawings of the stand, the first time
that this particular type of presentation had been
used. The stand was built later on at the Building
Trade Exhibition, Manchester in April, 1933. During
that time he designed other stands which all showed
Venesta products in use and the potentialities of
plywood in action. These were at the British Empire
Trade Exhibition of January, 1931, The Brewers
Exhibition of November, 1931 (, 1) The Olympia Commercial
Motor Show (2) and the Building Trade Exhibition,
Olympia, September, 1932.
(1) A.B.N., 6th November, 1931.
(2) A.J., 18th November, 1931, p.673.
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iii) OTHER INDUSTRIAL DESIGNS

The positive philosophy which lives in al
Wells Coates's work is a complete acceptance of the
requirements of the age in which he lived. Most of
the industrial design that Wells Coates did was incidental to his architectural practice. To escape
from the inadequacy of "standard lines", he had to
design almost everything that could be required:
radiators, door-handles, latches, stools, stoves,
light and display fittings, radios, chairs, and even
cigarette-holders. Usually his design was then
marketed for general use, and thus by a slow process
of infiltration he shared in rationalising the
apparatus of British life:
"In his work Wells Coates is quite clearly
the sensitive engineer. Of the many variations
of a design which will achieve its purpose as
completely as may be, he chooses that one
which looks best. His preliminary analysis
of the conditions is singularly complete and
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acute; his solution is often refreshingly
original; he adds nothing for effect - and
he gives us from time to time veritable
glimpses of what I have called the New
Beauty." (1)
Apart from the designs already mentioned
(pp.1 5BLit-cd pp.18 &9 ), his most important work was
with the following firms:
1930-1932: Isokon Ltd.: Plywood Furniture:
Standard bookcases and other articles in plywood. (These items were first used in Lawn Road Flats.)
1932-1938: Humor Ltd. and P.E.L. Ltd.:
Standard range of tubular steel furniture; chairs,
tables, office desks, nesting tables, beds, dressingroom curtain surrounds, stands, etc.
1934-1937: E.K.Cole Ltd.:
It has been said that the radio industry grew
(1) Geoffrey Boumphrey, "The Designers, 6. Wells
Coates", A.Rev., Jan.1936, pp.45-46.
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up with plastic, for bakelite and ebonite had been
used from the start.

(1)

In 1930 W.S.Verrells and

Eric K.Cole, Managing Directors of EKCO, built the
first large moulding plant for plastic in Britain,
at the EKCO Factory at Southend-on-Sea. As the
process of moulding was very expensive the manufacturers could not afford to speculate with illconsidered designs.

(2)

To achieve new ideas a

competition was held for the design of EKCO radio
cabinets in 1934, in which Wells Coates won one of
the awards. Wells Coates, Serge Chermayeff, Raymond
McGrath, Jesse Collins, Misha Black and F.C.Ashford
had all designed cabinets for EKCO.
Wells Coates, by using a circular shape in his
ingenious winning design, showed a complete understanding of the functional use of a radio set. (3)
(1)

For more details see Malcolm Mackenzie,

Art and Industry, Dec.1937, pp.217-28.
(2)

In a conversation with J.K.White (EKCO industrial
designer) on 1st November, 1965.

(3)

In a conversation with Denys Lasdun . on 25th Oct.1965,
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The shape was made to fit the circular loudspeaker;
by rejecting sharp corners it exploited one of the
potentialities of the new material for an aesthetic
purpose; and at the same time it reduced the number
of moulding tools. (1) The result was a simple design
at a reduced cost. This made the radio set one of
the most popular in Britain in the 1930's. To the
firm, too, it proved that good design meant good
business.
This introduced Wells Coates to EKCO and other
commissions followed. He adapted the design of his
first set (AD 65) to produce a second model (AD 76),
making alterations in the band of station names and
putting a straight line in front of the loudspeaker.
In

1937 he designed the plastic "Thermovent" .

fires, desks and kitchen trays. In 1936 he built
the new EKCO Research Laboratory and,designed all
its specialised equipment. This building was
(1) In a, conversation with J.K.White (EKCO industrial
designer).
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set

illustrated in the first post-war edition of the
Encyclopaedia Britannica as an example of good
industrial design.
After the war, Wells Coates designed other radio
cabinets. Making use of the new shapes of loudspeaker and new processes of manufacturing which had
been developed by then, he designed his "Radio Time"
set in

1946, with a rectangular shape, and the

"Princess" handbag set in

1947, the last he did for
1946.

EKCO. He designed a television set (TSC 113) in

1936-1939: P.E.Gane Ltd.:
Standard furniture in wood: wardrobes, dressingtables, small tables, chairs and beds.
Apart from these and other industrial articles
for building use, Wells Coates designed a revolutionary
Wingsail Catamaran". The "Wingsail" was an
"aerodynamic" sail stiffened with battens, fitted
to a revolving mast and held in a curve by a leech
,
rope and articulated boom. This rigging was given
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the stability of the catamaran hull with its twin
floats. A prototype model of the "Wingsail Catamaran"
WAS shown at the Britain Can Make It Exhibition in

1947. Later he built a 16-foot version and tried
it out on the Norfolk Broads. Eventually he built
his 30-foot Wingsail Yawl Fey Loong, the hull of which
he designed with J.Laurent Giles. This boat, with
its two Wingsails and its twin keels, was given
trials in the Solent in the summer of 1954. But
after that Wells Coates returned to America, and
the "Wingsail" design was never marketed. It shows
the diversity of his interests and abilities. He
spent an enormous amount of time in working on the
Wingsail designs, and the designs for Fey Loons,
which changed from year to year. This was partly
through his conviction that the Wingsail rig would
bring financial rewards, but partly also because he
loved boats and sailing and was fascinated by the
theoretical and practical problems of yacht design. (1)
(1) From correspondence with Mrs.Laura Cohn and
confirmed by Mr.J.C.Pritchard.
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III - ARCHITECTURAL

DESIGN

BUILDINGS, INTERIORS AND FURNITURE

(1930 - 1939

The quality which seemed to mark Wells Coates
so strongly among his contemporaries was his clear
perception of the tendencies of modern life. He
saw how the architect by accepting the challenges

of his century could help to transform society
itself. In a letter he sent to the Editor of the
Week-End Review, 4th February,

1933, he

sqid:

"20th Century economics creates not only the
possibility but the necessity for a new
dimension of plan and order in the arrangement
and aspect of life. The function of integrating,
unifying and synthesising a multitude of new
material details, processes and conditions, and
of new human desires, needs, and appetencies
and of giving to the whole a formal aspect of
significance, presents itself to creative
architects today." (1)
(1) This letter was sent to complete an article of
Joseph Emberton: "Our Obsolete Housing".
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In his article "Furniture Today - Furniture
Tomorrow" in the Architectural Review of July, 1932,
he wrote:
"It is not for us to assume the survival of
a society already dead in order to excuse
"fine architecture", or indeed to try to
educate a "better society" to destroy the
vulgar, the foolish and the repellent. For
the people get what they deserve, or what
they allow, or what is not completely beyond
them to appreciate. It is for architects
to invent, and to exhibit, a better architecture which will quite naturally be accepted
anddemanded by the people, for the people
and of itself produce a finer society."
In the field of interior design, Wells Coates
always believed in the integration of furniture
as a part of architecture. He saw modern living
as essentially dynamic: changing our homes with
increasing frequency, spending less time in them -
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and expecting to do just as much, if not more, in
them than before, with greater comfort. To achieve
this, the modern house must be designed to fit the
habit of the user. Everything that could reasonably
be built in, was built-in in all his buildings. In
"Furniture Today - Furniture Tomorrow" he wrote:
"The requirements of the society in which we
live must determine the things we make and
live with. Our society is above all determined
to be free. The love of travel and change,
the mobility of the worker himself, grows
with every opportunity to indulge it. The
"home" is no longer a permanent place from
one generation to another.
"A new freedom which demands a greater comfort
and a more perfect order and repose, and also
a new type of intricacy in the equipment of the
dwelling-scene."
About furniture, he said:
"Furniture' in the dictionary sense will take
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its place in the logic of construction,
becoming an integral part of architecture.
For the rest, clothing, bedding, crockery,
utensils, books, pictures and sculpture will
have the select value of a personal environment; will be, in fact, the only 'furniture'
(personal belongings) in use."
This principle had a Japanese inspiration.
Wells Coates once described a typical domestic
scene:
"There is no furniture, properly speaking.
Trays for food are usually provided with short
legs, so that the tray forms the individual
table for the squatting diner. Beds are
simply mattresses and coverlets, pulled out
of structural cupboard spaces. The Structure
and internal organisation of the scene permits
any room to be a bedroom .... and so forth."
There was, too, some other Japanese influence
in his early work, as it is obviously seen inits
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reconstruction of flats at No.1, Kensington Palace
Gardens, No.2, Devonshire Street and Charles
Laughton's flat at 34, Gordon Square, London all in

1931 - in the use of sliding doors of

shantung silk on cedar frames. Later in his flat
at

18, Yeoman's Row, Brompton Road in 1935, rubber

cushions were scattered over Japanese matting in
the living room area.
Wells Coates's flat reconstructions and his
blocks of flats were probably his most widely-known
designs. In a combined Harvard-M.I.T. report on
"Design Precedents", he was the only architect
in the world mentioned five times under "apartment
design". (1)

(1) In a letter from Wells Coates to Peter Thornton,
his partner in Vancouver, B.C., on 13th May, 1958.
Wells Coates had been told about the report by
John C.Parkins of Toronto. There is no trace of
this report in any of the University libraries
and the report may possibly have been a statement
in a school problem.
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a)
LAWN ROAD FLATS, HAMPSTEAD, LONDON
(ISOKON FLATS No.1)
1929 - 1934

This building has an important significance to
the history of the Modern Movement in England. It
stands as a pioneer experiment and sign-post to the
new order in the English architecture of the thirties.
The building symbolised the economic and social
liberty which was provided by severe functional
design. Modern construction had made it possible
to plan in a way which offered increased comfort
and mechanical well-being, solving the housing problem
of the educated class of people who had the ideas
of the twentieth century and wanted to live up to them.
The history of these flats -started when Jack
Pritchard (the Managing Director of Venesta and
later ISOKON Ltd. - the word ISOKON being portmanteau
for "Isometric Unit Construction"), bought an
expensive site on the fringes of Hampstead with the
intention of building himself a house and nursery,
fully equipped with ISOKON furniture. He had even
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JCPPIIR.
14th March. 1929.

32, Doughty Street,
Dear Sir,
We understand you did an
interesting job at Cambridge for Messrs.
Crysede Ltd., in rtich you used Venesta
Birch stained, we think, by Drytone Ltd.
The ';:riter woula be very
interested to see this job as we are
trying to make a collection of photographs where Venesta Plywood has been
used in various ways. Could you,
therefore, let us have the address of
the job in cuestion at Cambridge,
et us kno • !hether we might be
c:
to tz.- 7<e photographs?
Full
c?..c.-,,iedgement, of course, would be
-henev . _ 7. such photographs were

Yours faithfully,
VENESTA LILUTED..
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commissioned a design for it, which had been hung
in the Royal Academy. But somehow the design did
not satisfy the Pritchards. So, when Jack Pritchard
discovered such an architect as Wells Coates, who
had used his plywood, Venesta plywood, logically in
the "Crysede" silk shop at Cambridge in 1928, he
asked him to design a layout for the site. This
was in 1929. Wells Coates did so,

(1)

but pointed

out that one "ought not" to build a house on
a London site, one "ought" to build flats. Later
there was a great argument about whose idea this
was, between Wells Coates and Mrs. Rosemary Pritchard,
but it seems the idea came out of discussion,
although it was mentioned in every article or note
in the newspapers and magazines on the ceremony
of the opening of the flats in July 1934 that the
scheme was inspired and instigated by Dr.Rosemary
Pritchard.
The object of the design was:
"Comfortable living for young professional
(1) See R.I.B.A Journal, Feb.1965, p.87 where
"ISOKON" house is published.
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people who would otherwise be condemned to
living in digs."
Briefly, the aim had been to simplify the
mechanics of living and to end the irritation of
ill-design - an irritation which might be due to
aesthetic or practical consideration or both.
Wells Coates and Jack Pritchard exhibited
one "cell" which Wells Coates called the "Minimum
Flat" at the British Industrial Art Exhibition at
Dorland Hall in September, 1933. This type of
exhibition proved a useful method in these earlier
days of the Modern Movement of revealing new architecutral styles to the public, and in this instance
public enthusiasm was sufficient to obtain enough
forward deposits for the erection of the flats.
*The block was a four storey building, comprising
thirty flats: 22 of the "minimum" one room flats,
4 "double" flats at the south, with rooms divided

by sliding plywood panels; at the north end, over
the general kitchen on the ground floor, there were
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three studio flats with large north windows, but
also balconied windows to the south-west. On the
flat roof of the block was one large apartment with
accommodation for children, and adjoining the kitchen
and staff quarters there was a garage for ten cars.
At each end of the building were stairs, one enclosed
at the north end, and lit by a vertically continuous
window in a tower-like feature. The other led to
the covered balconies which were normally the access
to the flats, giving a robustly horizontal character
to the Lawn Road elevation. Wells Coates showed his
artistic sense in his treatment of the open staircase as a piece of sculpture - a treatment which Le
Corbusier later used in the Unit( d'Habitation,
Marseilles, after the war.
Wells Coates had studied his problem socially
and technically and provided a "Castle" for the
Englishman without wasting space and with functional
equipment. His principles in architecture, which
include furniture, are clearly demonstrated in his
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design of these flats. He had done everything that
could be done to eliminate worry, labour and
expense, to avoid "clutter" and restraint, and to
make the business of living easy and pleasant.
The "minimum flat" signifies a flat containing the
minimum space and equipment. Furniture problems
were largely eliminated because all essential
furniture was built-in in a strictly functional
and unobstrusive manner and could not offend the
individual taste. Furniture supplied was a
structural part of the original design.
The "minimum flats" each had a bed-sitting
room which contained: "Dining Space" of a sliding
table and "Living Space" which was a divan and
built-in bookcase with a radiator and a small
cocktail bar. The Dressing Room had a wash-basin
with mirror, over-hanging cupboard and other cupboards
and drawer. The kitchen was a veritable "machine
for cooking in" which contained a small refrigerator,
electric cooker, sink, draining board, refuse
bucket, cupboard for crockery, etc.
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The equipment was made up of simple units of
plywood and laminated board, sometimes painted,
sometimes left in a dull polished wood finish.
The flats were ingeniously planned so that bathrooms and kitchenettes intervene between the bedsitting room, and thus reduce disturbance of one
tenant by another.
Constructionally, the flats were worked out
to a minimum cost. On the principle, now commonplace, that a building stands on its own legs, the
main stanchions bear the floors and roof, which
provides a terrace, and support the cantilevered
galleries. The external walls are of

4" R.C.,

finished externally with a rough texture plaster
and insulated within with cork slabs, plasterfinished for colouring to taste. Party walls
have pumice stone insertion for sound insulation.
The only criticism made about these flats
was that there was no "Cat-Swinging Space" provided.
Wells Coates wrote about this later in his article
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"Planning in Section", in the Architectural Review
of August,

1937:

"I had provided a communal room and a roof
terrace for the service of the "minimum flat"
dwellers. Compactness of planning in the
apartments of group-dwelling must be matched
by the provision of space in another, I
thought. In this (and in other ways) "if
you removed a single part of it, it would not
be that thing, but become another lesser thing ...."
Such are the penalties of building to an
inadequate financial programme."
Almost the only criticism ever madeof the
concrete building occurred after the war, when, as
a result of/repair, the Lawn Road Flats won the
second prize for the "Ugliest Building" in a competition organised by the now defunct magazine
Horizon in December,

1946. This result was a

great disappointment to many, including Walter
Gropius and Siegfried Giedion. In Correspondence
to the Editor of Horizon on 4th April,

1947,
229.

Walter Gropius wrote:
"To the Editor of Horizon
READING the December issue of Horizon I was
baffled to find the Lawn Road Flats near
Belsize Park, London brandished under the
caption "Ugly Building Competition."
"I lived in these from 1934 to 1937 and
remember the building, which I know very
well, to be a cheerful study of contemporary
living. If the colour of the building should
be unattractive at present, this cannot veil
the basic soundness of this handsome building,
of which I thought London could be proud.
"I fail to understand the point of view of
the jury making this derogative award.
Very truly yours,
WALTER GROPIUS"
Siegfried Giedion wrote in similar terms on
behalf of CIAM to express its disagreement.
No such observation could be made today on the

23 0

flats, the exterior of which looks remarkably
up-to-date, and justifies the architect's original
brief "to provide a building which should not be
obsolete in 1950". (1) The directness and simplicity of its planning shows that architecture had
found an exponent not content to be merely influenced
by modern forms and systems of construction, but
using the logic of plan and order as a straight
path to design. And Wells Coates, the architect,
was able to give comfortable living accommodation
to a number of artists and intellectuals. (2)

(1) A.Rev., Aug.1934, pp.77-82.
(2) See names in Appendix VII (These names were
supplied by Mr.Jack Pritchard on the understanding
that they are not reproduced by any unauthorised
person.)
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b)
SUNSPAN HOUSES

(1934)
with David Pleydell-Bouverie

Wells Coates's ideas on home living developed
in his ingenious planning of the "Sunspan" House
which was exhibited at Olympia in April, 1934, for
E. & L. Berg Ltd. P.Morton Shand wrote of it:
"The "Sunspari l House, now on exhibition at
Olympia, is perhaps the first serious English
contribution to domestic planning forms since
that famous discovery of the "free, open
planning" of the English country house took
the Continent by storm at the beginning of
this century." (1)
The Sunspan house was the only complete example
on show at Olympia of a house furnished and equipped
throughout to the architiect's designs. The plan is
completely flexible, enabling the shapes of rooms
(1) P.Morton Shand, "Sunspan House, Olympia", A.J.,
26th April, 1934, pp.607-610.
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to be altered by taking space from some of them and
adding it to others. It is therefore equally
adaptable for several different kinds and sizes of
house: seaside or riverside bungalows, suburban
villas, small country houses, etc. Moreover, it
enables an entire estate to be laid out in the true
community sense, dominated by ideals of unity, order
and neighbourliness.
The basis of the plan is a plain square. Part
of its design is its position: it stands not parallel
to the road but at an angle to it, so that two sides
instead of one get all the sunshine that comes with
a southern aspect. The large reception-room, with
its two outer walls spanning the southern horizon,
gives the house its name.
Other "Sunspan" houses were built all over the
country; three at Coombe Estate, two at Hinchley
Wood Estate and one each at Burnham, Southsea, York,
Three Bridges in Sussex, West Kingston and Inverness.
The most important one was the "Sunspan" house built
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as a bungalow at Welwyn for Mrs.H.N.Hill. It was
one of the first truly prefabricated houses in
England; the floors, walls and roof were preframed
from "LEWIS" dovetail steel sheeting in a hollow
construction erected on concrete foundations,
plastered internally and rendered externally on
site. Wells Coates, however, would be the first to
admit the limitations of this method - the amount of
site-work and the rigidity of plan. Later after the
war, when he was doing consulting work for the
Aircraft Industries Research Organisation on Housing,
he recommended a "sectional unit", a method which
became the "AIROH" aluminium house. For it he was
asked to design the AIROH houses, but he did not
proceed as he did not believe in the emergency housing
programme. (1)

(1) Wells Coates: Memorandum, "R.U.P. : Room Unit
Production", project submitted to the special
Industrial Design section of the "Britain Can
Make It" Exhibition, September, 1946.
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c)
"THREE-TWO" PLANNING IN SECTION SYSTEM:
10, PALACE GATE, LONDON

After the Lawn Road Flats design was finished in
1932, a design for larger unit dwellings in multistorey buildings occupied Wells Coates's thoughts
for the next five or six years. During that time
he built Embassy Court, the twelve-storey block of
luxury flats on the sea-front at Brighton (1934-1936),
designing its furniture and equipment. Although the
design of these flats contained no innovations, it
was a triumph for Wells Coates to get Brighton
Council to approve his modern block, surrounded by
Regency buildings along the sea-front. In 1936 he
built "Shipwrights", a week-end house at Leigh-on-Sea
for John Wyborn (the EKCO engineer). This house,
which stands on a few slim columns and has continuous
horizontal windows, shows the influence of Le
Corbusier's Villa Savoie. (1)
(1) "The Homewood", a house at Esher, Surrey, appeared
in the A.Rev.of Sept.1939, pp.103-116, under the
names of Wells Coates and Pattick Gwynne. Ian Nairn
(footnote continued on following page ...)
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But at the same time Wells Coates developed his
ideas of flat design by introducing a new system
which he called "Planning in Section".

(1)

To get

people to understand and accept the idea of his
design he had to build a single unit with himself
as client, showing the technical problems involved
and his solutions to them. This was his flat at
18 Yeoman's Row, Brompton Road, London, which showed
Wells Coates's three-dimensional imagination. This
capacity was further demonstrated in his block of
flats at 10, Palace Gate, Kensington, which R.M.Bell
commissioned him to build in 1936.
(continued from previous page...) in his book Modern
Buildings in London attributed the house to Patrick
Gwynne alone; and it seems not to have Wells Coates
character. The real story was told to the writer by
Patrick Gwynne and confirmed by Denys Lasdun, both
of whom were working in Wells Coates's office betwe
1934 and 1936. They said that when the job was firsi
in Wells Coates's office he proposed a plan based o/
that of the Sunspan house. Gwynne rejected this
design and he, Denys Lasdun and Eric Neel developed
their own ideas; the resulting analysis of a countr3
house is shown in the AlRev. article of Sept.1939.
The job was taken out of the office in 1936, and th(
house was completely detailed and built by Patrick
Gwynne. But both Patriuk Gwynne and Denys Lasdun
acknowledge the debt to Wells Coates, since, if the3
had not worked in his office, "The Homewood" as it
now is would never have been erected.
(1) This system was invented in Russia. SeeE.L.Lissitzky
Russland, Germany,1930, p.19.
2 69.
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The feature which distinguished this building was
the introduction of the "three-two" system of planning
for the first time in England.
As with Lawn Road Flats, to finance the block

a full-size apartment was built and "advance leases"
were offered: this "Three-Two" type unit was shown at
Bristol in 1936, completely furnished for P.E.Gane
of Bristol.
The system yields extraordinary flexibility in
interior layout. It consists of using one-and-a-half
storey living rooms with single storey rooms elsewhere, so designed as to yield two interlocking but
completely separate duplexes in each multiple of
three floors. Entrances and circulation are in the
interlocking units at the middle of these three levels.
By this arrangement, which gave the name of
two" to
to the system, for every three storeys of normal
height, containing entrance halls, bedrooms and
service rooms, there are but two storeys containing
living-rooms.
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It is a complicated system which is best left
for plans and diagrams to explain, but what should
be mentioned are the economic possibilities of the
system. The restriction of approach to one floor
in every three means that lifts can be installed with
the minimum number of stops. Approach corridors
are similarly dispensed with on two out of every
three floors, thus leaving extra space for the provision of rooms and enabling units to be arranged
with external walls on both sides of such floors.
The system has the further advantage of permitting a
wide variety of accommodation, i.e. - without
structural alterations, while still retaining the
minimum corridor approach.
A somewhat similar sbheme was devised at High
Point II, Highgate, by Tecton in 1936-38. There the
system was based on a "two-one" principle, making the
living-rooms twice the normal height, which was very
expensive.
When Wells Coates used the "three-two" planning
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in a large block of flats, he found a legitimate
relief to monotonous fenestration in his treatment
of the elevation. The western front of the main
block expresses the "three-two" plan by the use of
full length approach galleries in every third storey,
the storeys above and below each gallery storey
being occupied by fenestration. This effective
expression is lost behind the presence of the central
block - economically necessary to the site shape which surmounts the projecting main entrance feature.
For aesthetic reasons the front wall of this block,
above the entrance, is curved throughout its height.
Dr. Reyner Banham considered these flats to be
clearly influenced by Le Corbusier's "Pavilion Suisse".
The rear (eastern) elevation is most satisfactory
aesthetically, for there the tempo of the design was
maintained, the large windows of the living-rooms
contrasting rhythmically with the windows of the
smaller rooms between them.
Structurally, the building is also of great
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interest. A reinforced concrete skeleton, employing
the principle of continuous design, has an exterior
wall system of precast concrete units. Elaborate
precautions against sound and temperature were
included in both exterior walls and interior
partitions.
Later, when Wells Coates was in Canada,

1956-57,

he tried to improve his "three-two" system by producing a Y shape plan. He wrote about it to Dr.
Otto Lampel (Advisor on Foreign Affairs of the
Coseley Group of Companies) in April,

1957:

"You know that Ten Palace Gate was only a
partial expression of my "Three-two" planning
ideas for apartments: I had to torture the
design into the dimensions of site: but it
was a successful building. I have since then
vastly improved the basic design and have
reached a stage of ultimate expression of
principles, which I want to build right here
in Canada, in four cities: Vancouver, Edmonton,
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Toronto and Montreal. The general idea is not
to design a building for the site; but to find
a site to fit the ultimate economic expression
of a building design: with about 260 units of
apartments, mostly of the "Three-two" type
and going for the market in this field; making
each building the place to live in, in each of
these cities."
But as with most of his projects in Canada, these
ideas did not find enough support to move away from
the drawing-board. The principles of 10, Palace Gate,
however, were applied again in ngland in the 1960's,
when Denys Lasdun built his luxury flats in St.
James's Place.
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Plot plan, showing entrance (right) and exit (left) to the garage.
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FIATS IN PALACE GATE, KENSINGTON

DOUBLE
BEDROOM

LIVING
ROOM

UPPER LEVEL, typical "three-two" unit.
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MIDDLE LEVEL, typical "three-two" unit.
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LOWER LEVEL, typical "three-two" unit.
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EPILOGUE

Wells Coates's professional life includes
periods of success and failure. The body of this
study has been concerned with his group activities,
design work and writing in the decade 1929-1939,
which saw his greatest achievements and success.
There were various disappointments and setbacks;
nevertheless he established himself as an important
pioneer of the modern movement in England.
After the 1939-1945 war, British architecture
in general adopted a sentimental and picturesque
attitude which was a source of continuous complaint
for Wells Coates. The rise of Swedish and "Empiricist"
attitudes among those who might be expected to be his
direct followers left him out of touch with the
generation who set the style of post-war architecture, (1)
and made it difficult for him to participate in the
architectural life of London in that period. However,
(1) The result offered to Lawn Road Flats by the
Horizon competition (December 1946) attracted
little disapproval from English architects at
the time.
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the next generation, those whose training had not
been completed until the beginning of the Nineteen
Fifties shared his suspicion of the Picturesque
tendencies, and for them he became an important
link with the International Style and Le Corbusier.
This popularity came too late to bring him work,
perhaps because it was not sufficiently influential
to overcome his reputation for an excessively dogmatic
approach to architecture and for very high fees. The
total number of his buildings is small - less than a
dozen (only one after the war) and he did not find,
or get, the chance to express his talents fully.
This was due to many factors, among which his
character and temperament were perhaps the most
important. His old friend Jack Pritchard has said:
"Wells Coates was alwqys destroying himself, he
was a total architect but not a total person,
as he made life difficult for himself. But
it was obvious that Wells Coates was as something

(1)
across the river, he was a great innovator."
(1) In a conversation with the writer.
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Denys Lasdun put it this way:
"Wells Coates, as many others, was a prophet,
and prophets can't build. His ideas took a
long time to be appreciated by society and
the time lag is nearly thirty years." (1)
At various times he entered into partnership
with other architects, but there was not one such
union which was both long-lived and productive.
Idealism, pride and hatred of compromise may have
been some of the characteristics which made it
difficult for him to work with colleagues and
clients. (2) With his employees and partners he
could be egotistical and arrogant. Patrick Gwynne
said:
"I always had the feeling that I was small
beside Wells. He made you feel that he was
the master and you, the young boy." (3)
(1) In a conversation with the writer on 19th Oct.1965.
(2) Correspondence with Mrs.Laura Cohn, October,1965.
(3) In a conversation with the writer on 19th Sept.1965
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In 1950 Coates formed an association with
Jaqueline Tyrwhitt, to carry out large scale architectural and planning work if a commission were
received. The association was a happy one, and
they talked of several schemes; but under the conditions in Britain at that time, they were not able
to get any work and their aims did not materialise.
The association was ended when Jaqueline Tyrwhitt
took up a teaching position at Yale University
in 1951.

(1)

Apparently other partnerships ended

in quarrels or a cul-de-sac where projects were
abandoned.
Wells Coates had the apirit of the real artist
and he lived like one. The understanding of every
question was a challenge, because he maintained a
spirit of inquiry and saw complex problems that
needed solution. For this reason he had a tendency
to go beyond the stated requirement of the client,
(1) From correspondence with Professor Jaqueline
Tyrwhitt, 15th April, 1965
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producing plans that were more ambitious than the
client's and naturally more expensive. R.M.Bell
(for whom Wells Coates built 10 Palace Gate) wrote:
"Wells was a person who had to have behind
him a sponsor versed in the technique of
building if he was to succeed. Meaning,
that unless the financing client knew his
subject, Wells would run away and would be
improving and altering and so on, and this
was an extremely expensive matter." (1)
No doubt there were many good ideas in such
schemes, but perhaps they were not feasible at the
time or for the job in hand. He drew plans for
Television Studios for the Festival of Britain of
1951, a permanent building at the cost of some
£150,000. This abandoned project was replaced by
the "Telekinema" and the Television Pavilion.
But in many other cases when large scale projects
(1) In a letter to Mrs. Laura Cohn on Oct. 1965.
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fell through nothing was built in their place.
His plan for the new town of Iroquois is the prime
example of a very ambitious scheme originated and
developed by Wells Coates - on his own - which he
then tried to "sell" to someone who would finance
it. Another was his post-war scheme for the "St.
Lawrence Cliffs Hotel", using a strucutral scheme
(Rooms into Frame) which had not even been tried
in any form at that date.
The same lonely spirit and questing mind were
responsible for Wells Coates's successes.
He became a close friend of Le Corbusier; both
showed imaginative insight and an ingenious approach
to architecture. Therefore for the young architects
of the thirties and fifties, Wells Coates like Le
Corbusier seemed a vital force in the modern movement.
I hope this study will make a later generation
conscious of the inspiration that Wells Coates gave
to modern architecture in England.
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• I have often wondered why I really went to the war.
This is a thought which has troubled many men, I suppose.
I was nineteen when I joined up. I wanted to go earlier,
but my family said no. I had lived in tho east until the
ate of seventeen. I had not been brought up with a "British"
bias. -- or even a "white" one. So then I did not go because
of "patriotic" motives. No, I must have thought (subcon.;ciously,
perhaps)..."something im?ortant is happening on thc othor side
of•the
world ...I want to be where imrortant things are
Some such thought, I presume. I had no idea
haopening."
what it meant for the world. But I kned it meant coaething
to me. I had completed two years at tho University uhen I
joined up. Life there did not seam to be very important.
Life at home was tight and hard...I could not do what I wanted.
So I was very happy when the train pulled out of Vancouver,
bound for "overseas."
Fourteen months in the artillery trenches t%.ught me a
great deal about myself -- and of my fellow men. I felt I
was losing myself. So I twist cast about for means to loose
myself frIn the threads entangling me. I diccovered that
what I was really afraid of was responsibility. Re32on3ibility
for things that happened to other men. Orders had to bo given,
parties sent out. I transferred to the Flying Corps. When
I wont to see the General colmandiat the Division to have my
papers signed he.as%ed me why I wanted to leave...adding some
flattery, such as "We need men like you here." I said, in the
flying game one is responsible for oneself alone. He nodded
his understanding and let me go.
It was while flying that I found myself again, or rather
for the first time. I began also to eoe what this game of
war meant to the external world. . My fear was transferred to
groups of men, nations, the world. I woe becaaing self-conscious.
The exhilarating game of flying kept me going. And then
suddenly the war, ended.
One day in June 1919 I received a cable from one of my*
• old professors. He told me to interviow.a certain man. Out of
this interview I received a scholarship to carry on my university
work. • Had this impetus to carry on with uhat I had started
not come at that time, I might have been engulfed in the
post-war feeling of "getting on" in the world. I had had
tempting offers of employ.ent. I had not•taken them really
seriously, but they were there. And then my family had not
seen me for nearly four years. ,So I went back to Canada. I
arrived in Vancouver on the last day of September, 1919. I
registered the same day, and the next morning attended my first
lecture
in uniform.
•
•
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I found myself surrounded by a new set. They plc-sod
me superficially. They flattered me. I did no work, until
suddenly I realised that examinations were upon me. I worked
hard for a month, and got my B.A. degree with first honours.
Two years after I received my B.Sc.
During these three years I enjoyed myself. I felt, like
many other men, that I deserved to enjoy myself. It was an
attempt to blot ott the memory of those war years, which every
. one assured me had been horrible. They told me so, therefore
: I remembered only the horror, and enjoyed myself. Superficially,
I knew, my real enjoyment was in my work, science. I felt I
must master thta approach to reality, an approach which had not
. presented itself to me by the life of the east.
I discovered
that with no apparent effort . on my part I was superior to most
of my classmates, my professors, and my friends outside university
circles, in understanding. This seemed quite natural to me. I
therefore made few real friends. That is to say I did not feel
compelled towards them in a real way. That was until one night
Josephine Battle introduced me to you. You were the first
person I had ever met who seemed to be in touch with reality
in the way.I too, felt kkx reality. You understood what was
. going on. You also happened to be a woman, and that made a
great deal of difference.- I did not think an intelligent •
..woman . existed, except my mother, . That was a great discovery
for.me, finding you, Mark. And ever since then you have stood
.for something quite unique in my life. Something constant, in
a world of ever.changing values.'
I got another scholarship, and came back to England. To

Europe, the centre, where important things happened. I was
romantically .eager to get on, in science. I had chosen my
research subject after the moot careful consideration, lasting
• several months. When I got here, they said: This is something
which has not been tried before.. It is more difficult than you
think. Why not try something easier...surer of succeas?" I said
no. If I can't.try this and succeed, then I'm not much good in
science. So .they agreed after many-weeks,.and the first year
was spent in discovering the method. Once the method was
found to work, the research would succeed. •
. Towards the end of July 1925 I had not yet discovered that
method. There remained but one week in xakk which to do so.
• The labs closed, on Friday. On Wednesday I had failed in my
latest technique. .Thursday I spent wandering about the streets
.•of London. About five o'clock, while passing a shop in Cheapside
where electrical apparatus was shown in the window, I noticed
printed on a showcard this word: "Waterglass" It &two me an
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idea. The next morning I rushed to the lab and tried it. I had

only that day, until six o'clock, to try it. By throe I had
left my thermojunction in the electric furnace long enough.
By six I had completed a full test. I had diecovered the
method. The same day 2 a truth was revealed to me, a truth
which I did not fully apprehend until many months later.
The next pley you came to London, end we talked. It was
strange seeing you again. Although you did not know it, you
brought me back to reality more directly than did my bank
balance of five pounds -- the last of that year's research
grant, overspent in lowing equipment -- with nothing further
in prospect until October. How you did it, I don't know, but
somehow you spaced out those things for me: love, science, and
understanding. In two years you had outstripped me in that
last: understanding; and for the first time I suffered an
inferiority complex. I did not like you for that, Mark, but
how thankful I am that you came just thenl
I was at my lowest in August.. Perhaps you

will

• remember. I cannot visualise very much of what took place
during those weeks. I know that instead or spending the proceeds
of the pawnshop on food, I bought Aristotle and Plato, and
-Berkeley and Shaw.
. And then things came my way. I took a job in Fleet
. Street.. From two p.m. to eight p..q. every Saturday. I worked
on the report which would bring me another year's reaearch grant.
I got it, andcontinued the Fleet Street work. I was behind
in my payments. Again you came just in time, with a substantial
investment in my stook. Why are you always there when I most
need you, Mark?
. And then you were ill, and wont back to America, with
the Sonnets I gave you for Christmas.. Of course that ribbon was
placed there intentionally!
One day in November I met Alfred Borgeaud. It was at
the College, where my tests were making astonishingly fast
progress. Six years my 'junior, Borgeaud towered above the heads
of all the other students there in intelligence and understanding.
Be was the firut male friend to come into my life. A few days
after we met we were walking up Regent Stroet, after going to
an exhibition or French Impressionist paintings
a new world
for me. . I said "What are you going to do when you get your
degree?" . He said: "Oh, I dunno....Do this and that...live to
thefUll
maixth=txxammapv.strInr=txxxfor about ten years
and then toss myself over a cliff,. I suppose." Borgeaud was
twenty—one, and full of life, romantic. He had been brought up
on D.H. Lawrence and a mistress who was a painter. She opened
his eyes to the world Oezunne, Van Gogh, Gauguin, Matisse and
Picasso have discovered for all eyes.
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From that time on Borgeaud and I saw a great deal of
each other. It was imroesible for us not to. we worked and
studied together, e-ch bringing to the other's knowledge
news of specialist fields, but each naturally sympathetic
and egreed on the fundamental unknowns. In order not to
spoil our friendship with sax sentimental or bitter elements,
we built up a . marvellously acute and accurate unspoken
language, which we used (indeed could only use) between ourselves.
We only spoke on conviction and reflection, careful never to
repeat arguments we had previously gone over. This was a
very Precious relationship, which wo both treasured above all
others * Borgeaud lived in St.Leonard's-on-Sea but was in town
during the week in term time.
continued my research ., and in due course sent in my Thesis. .
This who June 1924. One day towards the end of May(1924) I went
to dine with a Canadian friend who had just arrived in town from
Vancouver. We went to the Canadian Club. On entering the doors
we saw a figure wham we recognised at once as that of Fred Law,
an old Vancouverite, journalist. "Where hive you come from?" we
asked, looking at the trunks end bags. "I have been conducting
pilgrims to Palestine" he replied, " I landed at Liverpool this
morning * I have six pounds in my puree, and the ..-mbition to
tackle Fleet Street in my heart. Let's have some dinner."
We soon decided to take a flat together.-- Don King, Fred Law end
I. I had had to leave St John's Wood two weeks before -- the hour")
having been sold over my head -- and lived in temporary lodgings.
We found an admirable place in Chelsea and set up.
Fred Law soon entered into my- life in a way few others have,
or had, until then. .I had known him in Vancouver only as a
youngster, who left University in his second year to go into
journalism.' He had since been all over tho United States, and
during a nine months sojourn in California with some people called
the Hydee had received a new vision. Not an intellectual, but a
lazd man of sensibility and humour, Fred was a good example of
the naif artist, besides being a very good companion. He taught
me a groat deal. He showed me above all that the crisp, dry
channels of intellectualism presented a dusty answer to the
soul's eternal question, 'what shall I do with my life?"
In July I got my Doctor's degree. Strangely enough, it
)ne ,, nt absolutely nothing to mo. In fact, my actual scientific
work was dull -and uninteresting to me from the moment I had solved
the particular'problem . I had set . MySelf.
It stirred my interest
in -other ways,- however. I took up the study of the history of
science, ite philosoOhical and metaphysical foundations, and,
along with Borggaud, explored the fresh fields of modern poetry,
literature and painting. I Continued my work at the "Daily Exprese
-- from June on taking a half-time job which kept me at the office,,,
from 5.30 to 8.30 p.m. every day, allowing ma sufficient time to
do *hat I wanted with the beat eart of the day, and a subsistence

-7wage. I read-an enormous number of booke, and generally, life
was quite plcaoant, though uneventfUl. I kxt explored all the
poesibilities of further ochol-lrships for research work, and
was interviewed by a great many grand professors and 'scientists,
but no further work materialised. The only possible openings
wore with large firms, with whom ole was required to sign longterm contracts at a wage never more than Five Pounds a week -- and
live out of London as well. I earned that ouch money by working
(mechanically) for three hours a day in Fleet Street, with time
to read and study and exnlore on my own,. to see plays, hear
music and teet people. I wanted to continue the researches I
had made in fuels, but no one seemed to be interested, although
I pointed out -the importance or this . sort of work. No, thoy would
dictatelthe sort of tor% I should do. I thoughts "I shall try for
a "pure science" job at Cambridge, perhare" and to this end
enlarged my knowledge of the eseential mathematics. And so the
months wore on. At the end of Algust Fred Law went to Africa as
the "Express" correspondent with the Cape to Cairo Viotor expedition,
expecting to be away nine months. Our little menage broke up
at the end of October, when King left for Vancouver.

I

' The arrangelent with the "Express" seemed to suit me more
and more. I read and studied all the books and subjccto which
the pressure of routine acadcaie studies had withheld from me, and •
saw only a few people, ,
I found myself writing poems.

• I as staggered durin c, these months at the breadth of my
ignorance. I palsied through periods of the lowest depression, and
theca embittered me. I began to hate people, the world, and
civilisation. • Borgeaud and I talked of quitting it all, and
striding forth into the new world, stripping ouroelwes of all
the advantages of education and self—culture, end living simply
just as other people. In-other words, we-touched the borders of
roaantio abnegation, and to countcr this, Je built up, slowly and
surely, a framework, a barrier, from ,Ihich we could laugh at the
world without hurting ourselves. To amuse-ourselves wi started
to compoee a book of dialogues. de oven became-communists, and
joined the 1917 Club'. These were our distractions. We had not
yet found Aaraelves. Then, one evening at a studio party, I met
Marion. ' That was in February, 1925, so she would be nearly
twent; years old, then.
Marion was a revelation to me. I had entered the large
studio, and as one does, looked round to see who was there -- about
thirty people. I saw her sitting alone by-the fireside, and in
two minutes illy hostess had introduced us and we wore dancing.
Her beauty was -that of some rare bird unheard of, unearthly,
• like a polished bronze by Brancusi. Tho "I of e.-,ch to the I of
each a kind of fretful speech," we became devoted to each othor
at once. Just as Fred had done in another . wayishe brought me
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8
blc fro mv brittle abstractieno to the reality of a
auts n , Ilan
HW'allata aldte words are! How can I uxy show that
for trio first time in my life I was in love?
x yi)s5( xXxxx TxxxA.Pulaing, tarobaing rernonal life.

I muot race on. Marion and I saw each other constantly,
and then at the Easter recesa we went away together, to a
little in in the Chiltern Hills, "The Pink and Lily".
Marion ciao born in China a- the daughter or a rn-lway
engineer. Leaving the East at the age of six wita her
brother one year her senior, she had event ten years at
a co-educational school in En land, and at the tiac I
met her was attending the London School of Fconoaica for
Her mother, a prominent theosothe B.Sc. (Econ.) degree.
phist, had influenced her idees more than she then imagined.
With me she learned of the existence of a new world, ahich
slowly changed her ideas, and consequently, her actions.
I Goon discovered that she had not yet found herself -- even
with me, I xmick thought vainly;xx she was young, very young.
I began to withdraw into my barrier; and she did not understand.
In June she went away with her faddy to s:, end the summer in
Geraany. We wrote long letters to each other every day.
During theoo months I had given no thought to mysflftylaich
vas not in coae way connected with hcr. All the aaaky decialone
one makes every day -- to do this, or that? -- were conditioned
by her. And then, late in June, there ca,e an op . ortanity for
me to take over the assistant corres aondonce for the "Daily
Express" in Paris, for a malth, and I leaced at the chance of
a change from London. I returned withkxxxxxx to London for
a week in August, and my tenancy of the pout in Paris aeeting
with their approval, I was asked to go back and ta' , e charge
ehile the regular corresp'ondent covered the Washingtin O nference
--- a "tour" of another three months. I went to Paris
' I kept strictly to myself and my job there. I must have read
one book per day. I kept up my scientific and matheuatical
studies. Life was full, and it seened there was a yurrose once
more. At the beginning of Septelber she paosed through Paris
Somehow the quiet vegetative
(alone) on her ray back to England.
life she had spent in Garnany --.a far cry from London, and
studio parties and crowds of people -- had numbed her, and she
could not respond. The old feeling, the old vibrations --- where
had the; gone? She left me desolated, alone, more secluded than
I had 6110s been. The weeks dragged on. Josephine Rattle's
presence in Paris lightened my burdens a bit, but by the time
I left for England I had twice written to Borgeaud, suggesting
that noa the time had come to clear this "civilised" life away,
and march out on a journey of discovery. But at Victoria
Station one day towards the end of October she was there to meet
me.
The old vibrations, the old feeling, was there. My sweet
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A NEW AESTHETIC.
FOTES FOR THE SKETCH PLAN Or
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A number of members of the Group have expressed to me their surpise
that, although one of the signatories of the original memorandum and
invitation which called together the Group and -a member of its
Executive Committee, I have not expressed at any of the meetings
my personal views onto aims and objects.
The

discussion which arose at the last Executive Committee meeting

which, more than any other, appears to Lie to have touched on the
essential difficulties, has decided me to state my own convictions _
convictions which, as several of the members know, have not remained
unexpressed in private discussion.
91

The idea of the formation of a Group of contemporary designers
arose in the first place out of private discussions following upon
the announcement of the organisation of an exhibition of contemporary
"decoration" sponsored by a well-known :dvertising agency. It was
felt that such an exhibition wol..11 fail - not necessarily financially if it

,%ereleft to the dieoretion 'of

what

were believed to he purely

commercial interests to select, order and organise it. It was
therefore proposed that unofficial meetings of professional designers
and others should be held in order to canvas opinion and to formulate
practical proposals with the initial object of furthering common
aLa by means of exhibitions and other activities.
I think it must now be apparent to all who have taken part in tae
discussions that the aims of the Group have, at times, been enlarged
beyond the scope of tae original intention, but it must be agreed
that at no time have the aims and objects of the Group been clear.
What I believe was an advance on the original intention was made
when it was agreed that the whole character of the new movement in
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the applied arts - which we, supposedly, represented - was architectural
rather than decorative. This agreement naturally affected our views
regareing the holding of an exhibition or exhibitions. It was with
some surprise that I heard a number of members express0 their indecision
in regard to, or perhaps even ignorance of, the canons of what has been
loosely called "the modern movement." It has even been suggested that
the movement is concerned merely with new shapes: meant, I imagine,
in the purely decorative sense.
:t seems to me that there has been a lack of appreciation of the
undeniable fc.ct that, if the character of the new movement is architectural
rather than decorative, its basis is scientific.

Scientific, in the

sense that science has discovered new laws which have changed the very
conditions of daily life. Scientific, in the sense that scientific
analysis has opened our eyes to the existence of aesthetic traditions of
the highest order, older, and unlike the Greek and Gothic traditions.
As architects, engineers, allied deeivere, and enliOtened amateur+) of
to-day, we possess this knowledge. I take it that we all wish to make
use of it: for the possession of knowledge is not for ornament but for
practical use: indeed, the posseesion of knowledge without putting it
into practice is the same as not possessing it.
Eh the development by our Group of a practical strategy for putting our

cnowledge into action, we must, I think, take note of the strategies
aready in action against us, even those of - shall I say - the
unconscious enemy within our midst.
: would suggest to you that our Group can never be effective until it is
mited by a common aim. A statement of this aim would seem to be
ssential at this juncture.
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9 Paul Nash has pointed out: "A knowledge of the basic value of modern
aesthetic must be as necessary to English designers to-day as
200 years ago when Robert Adam wrote : "The detail of our profession
comes naturally to the man who understands its great principles
the architect who begins with minutiae will never rise above the
race of those reptile artisan d who have crawled about and infested
this country for many years."
T At the very commencement of my task I am faced with a very real
difficulty. The higher up in the scale of intelligence and vitality
people are found, the less do they care, or are they able, to
associate with each other and lend each other help. The inherent
weakness of this natural isolation, as Wyndham Lewis has remarked, is
the cause of all human misfortune, since the inventive individual is
constantly exposed to destruction in a way that the uninventive,
mechanical, associational man is not. Had the best intelligences at
any time in the world been able to combine, the result would have been
a prodigy of power, and the result for men at large of the happiest.
Again, the inherent weakness of an individual statement, or manifesto,
or personal confession, as it might be called, is that it is
invariably ascribed to egotism or self-seeking of some sort.
fishing to avoid these tacit accusations on the part of my audience,
l ishing also to make my statement a pnrcis of the influences that have
,haped my attitude, I am taking a way out of my initial difficulty.
7 dramatising myself in the persons of three imaginary characters,
ho will act for you against the scenery that I shall describe.
t may be that by this means I shad create an atmosphere in which
he reception of practical and detailed proposals will be made easier.
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The first of these three characters plays the role of differentiator,
and for the sake of convenience I have imagined him as the child of an
ancient andnon-European culture. The second plays the part of
identifier, and is essentially a man of our day. The third character
I have imagined as a mature kind of rebel, a practical :Lan, possessing
the attitude and the knowledge of the first two characters combined,
with, at the same time, the will to put his knowledge into action.
This last character will present to you certain practical proposals.

4 These characters will speak in the name of a number of persons, dead
and living, who have expressed clearly a point of view which seems to me
to have remained unchanged throughout the a,ies. For the sake of
effectiveness and also of convenience, their statements will be presented
to you unsigned, as it were. The names commence with Confucius,
Kawng Tee and other ancient Chinese sages and passing swiftly down the
centuries include Shakespeare, Sir Henry Wotton, Samuel Butler, Henry Ford,
Wyndham Lewis, Frank Lloyd Wright, W. K. Lethaby, Lewis Mumford,
James Burford and other writers. Some of the statements are made 1:) ,,• the
three characters themselves, searching, perhaps for an Author.

I shall ask you then to project your senses in order to imagine the
irst character, a stranger to the West: one born and brought up
ccording to the inflexible customs of the ancient civilisation of Japan.
he "inheritance of culture" by the children of our epoch is a glib
hrase inaptly applied to the study of, say, the novel writers of a
ertain era, coupled with a brief visit or two to the more important
rt galleries of Europe. In the East it is not so. The cultured man
s one who is himself an artist, who has been trained sensually - above all
isually - to the aesthetic apprehension; who inherits a culture
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perpetually resurrected in his own eyes, voice, hands and movements.
This character I shall call the Artist-Samurai.
9, The Samurai has travelled to Europe. His prepara:tions are simple.
He has been told that a man whose eyes have been trained in the East
will only rarely want to open them in the West. He has provided himself
therefore with a temporary substitute for sight, of a kind of aestaetic
X-ray. Indifferent to the confusion of appearances and re-appearances,
the careless accretion of layer upon convoluted layer of architectural
growth, he is able to track down its underlying shape, the sources of
its traditions.

Gradually there becomes perceptible a basic pattern.

Its grandeur calla forth his admiration. This and this only of
European traditions is the one comparable to his own. He describes it
as at once rich and severe. It is the tradition of Greece • Here and there
a fully-rounded and complete pattern makes its appearance - the true
derivatives of Greek traditions; one or two whole streets and squares,
one

gr

two churches, a few houses - each din differentiated according

to proper function. But the pattern, blotted and marred, and finally
debased, disappears behind the monstrous banality of a commercial city.
i The Samurai speaks. "How barbaric is your habit of overloading! How
leldom does an object stand in the place which correlation appoints to it!
[ow obtrusive your pictures are And how rarely is a European aware
' hat a room exists for the man, and not vice versa, that he, and not the
urtain or the picture is to be given the best possible setting!
hat is the meaning of this ugliness, banality and squalor which meets
he eye as it travels up practically any street in London, or wanders
round any Hotel lounge or Restaurant, or delects itself along the wall
f the official galleries at Burlington House? Exactly what set of
. • 338.
ircumstancea l, what lassitude or eilLnli_af_ml.ad_workitErnnan millions__
•

of channels and multitudes of people, make the designs on match-boxes
(or the jokes on the back of some), the ornamental metal-work on the
lamp-posts, gates, knife - handles, sepulchral enclosures, serviette-rings,
most posE're, ornamented Menu cards, the scenery in the Musical spectacles,
chapter-headings and tail-pieces, brooches, bangles, embossments on
watches, clocks, carving-knives, cruets, pendants in Aspray s, in Dobson's,
in Hancock i s windows in Bond Ttreet; in fact, every stitch end scrap of
art-work that indefatigably spreads its blight all over a modern city,
invading every nook, befouling the loveliest necks, waists, ears, and
bosoms; defiling even the doormat - climbing up, even, and making absurd
avid vapid the chimney-pot, which you would have thought was inaccessible
and out of sight enough for Art not to reach?
(1 You Englishmen are naturally averse to asking these questions. But there
is a point in your anti - intellectual armoury that has been severely pricked.
Your sense of order, of comfort - of practical life, that is.

The

disagreeable litter of the countryside, the posters, the excrementa of
undigested form-content and colour-content, all the objectionable bits
and pieces and their alarmingly rapid increase by new methods of
reproduction - have begun to be nuisances, and you have formed Societies
for the mitigation of nuisances. A great deal of influential patronage
has cordescended to give its name to these Societies, a great many
remarks have been made, money has been raised.
Your Societies for the Preservation of Rural England, for thebeautification
of industry, your highbrows, your art - snobs, Om take up a merely negative
attitude, for the presevation or the conservation of this, that and the
otaer; aho say to the commoners aho, after all, kno, no better:
"You must not erect your sham Tudor tea-shop, oridour sham Greek details
all over your petrol station...." all this is breed on a completely
wrong psychology.
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Il You have debased the great traditions. You have converted a Greek te.aple
into a tank, nnd plastered the alre p e.y second-.and sedum:no of the ancients
onto Seffridge l s the grocer's shop in 0:. P ord trect. The petrol station
is Llefely the logicrl conclusion. To cbuse these petty tradermien; si—ple
and ignorant as they are, anxious to .1al,:e an honest iiving and noviir.g.
no other necessity, is the Tost foolish of all possible proceedings.
If you m;uot treat thc rubiic co • nni.mnlo in o vast Zoo, you should at
least observe the usual rule of such places : Do not irritate the ani.usls.

The futility of ni--ling highbrow interference is only too patent. The
whole standard of art in your comaicrcial, cheap rnd .musical-cauedy
civilisation is of the basest and . .aoot vitiated kind. Practically nothing
can be done, no public fonued, until these false standards cre destroyed
and the place sanified. Hov,,then,must it be done? The ..,ethod proper
to the West end the great age of scientific invention gradually will
accaaplish this.
i brows, but e..iong others, inarticulate Its
K or I see • not nlong the 1,i n
yet, the silent practical 1cn, the technicians and scientists - the
beginning of a neuorder. The surfaces of cheap ..lanufactured goods, woods,
steel, glass etc., the fonas of machinery, factories, new and vaster
buildings, bridges and works - all these are pregnant with significance.
In mechanical inventiveness you Englishmen are the leaders. You are the
inventors of this bareness and hardness - the Rowance people are its
defenders. The lAtIns are at present, for instance, in their discovery of
sport, their futuristic gush over 1.achines, aeroplanes etc., the most
romantic and sentimental moderns to be found. It is only.the second_rate
people of France and Italy who are thorough revolutionaries.
In England, on the other hand, there is no vulgarity in revolt. Or rather
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there is no revolt. It is the normal,state of the right-minded Englishman
removed from the influence of his wrong-minded superiors. Once a conscious
sense of the new possibilities of expression in present life has
more
developed it will be isthe legitimnte property of you Englishmen than of
any ot,er people in Europe.

It should also, as it is by origin yours,

inspire you more forcibly and directly. Incidentally, it will sweep
away a narrow and pedantic realism at one stroke - that realism Which is
the final debasement of the great tradition of Greece. •S`
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If The second of my imaginary characters now takes the stage. He is
described as the n identifier" -- a scholar, and a man of today.
I shall name him the scientific-Mandarin.
cif Adopting the technique which the cinema has made it easy for us to
follow, he will project on to the screen of our problem a series of
close-ups and sub-titles, definitions and precisions, attracting our
minds now this way and now that. He does not expect each close-up
to be completely seen: it is the composite picture, and the composite
attitude, which he desires to present by this "montage" technique.

T To those whose talents are above mediocrity, the highest subjects
may be announced.
To those who are below mediocrity, the highest
subjects may not be announced. To the mediocre, one extends,. with
a few well-chosen words, the courtesies that are their due.
T The Chinese term for truth is tee li, meaning supreme reason.
It was defined by Tsu Tse as somposed of two elements, one the
one hand "why is it so" and on the other, "it is as such."
Truth is indeed as strange a bird as ever flew in a Chinese forest.
T A man is made, not born, and he is made, of course, with very great
difficulty. He does not want, if he can possibly help it, to be a
man, not, at least, if it is so difficult.
q A man is an entirely Prtificial thing, then, like everything else
that is the subject of our grudging l adairation. 1 Or if there is
an exception to this rule, it is the abnormallorr_exeeptional man,
whom we worship as a 'hero' and whose unnatural erectness arouses
almost more hatred than surprise. Prostration is our natural
position. A worm_like movement from a spot of sunlight to a spot of
shade, and back, is the type of movement that is natural to men.
T

Not that Adam that kept the paradise, but that Adam that keeps the
prison
he that came behind you sir, like an evil angel, and bid
you forsake your liberty.

T We must honour what Heaven has conferred upon us. Let us ask ourselves,
' "do we want to be men?" If so, we must be independent and honour •
that "self" of ours, and not follow the footsteps of others. The
superior man enslaves things, the inferior is enslaved by them.
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There are only the wise of the highest class, and the stupid of the
lowest class, who cannot be changed.

gi Let men therefore study those arts whereby the opinions of a minority
my be made to seem those of a majority.
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irContinuity, in the individual, as in the race, is the diagnostic
of a civilised condition. If you can break this personal
continuity in an individual, you can break him. For he is that
continuity. It is against these i oInte of the perscnality that
an able attack will always be directed.
%The multitude wants a fine myth for its money or its life: 'nd it
is not critical of the technique that produced it.

iThis is the age of the diatribe and nothing is thought to have
been stated until it has been stated in words.
T The way to say it, is to say it.
;;hat can be stated, can be stated clearly
What can be shewn, cannot be stated
.;hat can be imagined, can be imagined clearly, and so, will some day come tru
91 What can be stated about architecture, the greatest of the visual
arts, can be stated clearly. For the rest, architecture must be
shewn, seen, and used. In England, now, architecture is only heard of.
T In the strict sense of the word, our world -- that is tnat the world ie—
is a functional world, the word "function" bein used to
to us
denote the quality of activity-in_existence. To take an analogy from
mathematics, we can express ourselves dgebraically, but not arithmetically.
This should not be interpreted to mean that design is determined by
conoideretione of efficiency only. In architecture there cre
usurlly many equally efficient solutions of the mere problem of
The architect's aesthetic sense
efficiency, including economy.
is exercised in the discrimination between various equally efficient
solutions.
Y•41-44
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The word "functional" as applied to A architecture is capable of
misinterpretation and even abuse, for all architecture has to a
greater or a less extent been "functional."

91 Architecture is the scientific_art of making structure express ideas:
An idea: that is, a forcible emotion, wrapped up in an ideologic
covering, fixed, and, as it were, embalmed in the intellect.
91 ArchitecLure is not merely building, not even building well. It is
not so simple as that. Architecture is building ordered awl controlled
to express an idea or an emotion appropriate to its purpose, its
position in Time, and above all, to its creators.
T Architecture is the triumph of human imagination over materials and

methods and men, it is man's sense of himself embodied in a word of his own
91 Surface is to architecture the light_reflecting element of mass. Mass
10 the bulk of construction. Both are products of structural causes.
Neither ais more than superficial. They are results.
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T The new sense of depth that characterises architecture is
integrald,rather than sculptura; is a spiritual sense of the
third dimension.
T The new sense of form that characterises architecture is organic.
T Form is organic only when it is natural to materials and natural
to function. An organic form grown its structure out of conditions
as a plant grows out of soil, both unfold similarly from within.
Good_form is good-sense, put into some effective shape appropriate
to some material.
T Simplicity when organic is spontaneous inevitable result.
i Simplicity and style are both consequences never causes.
I Buildings are like trees, when both are allowed to be themselves.
Who would say the oak is greater than the elm, the willow superior
to the birch, the beech more noble than the pine, the apple_tree
superior to them all, except for specific-purposes.
T Specific_purpose is the qualifying aim of all creation.
Nature is nothing unless specific. Organic buildings are likewise.
T

Buildings like trees are brother to the man. Buildings, trees and
man are all "out of the ground into the light."

,T Monotony is impossible to the working of this principle, because
all then . lives. Standardization could live similarly.

T A matter of taste the usually a matter of ignorance.
T Creation never imitates, creation assimilates
imitates and simulates.
91

the creature

In organic architecture decoration is desecration, because to
decorate is to apply. "Of the thing itself...never on it" applies
to every feature of an organic building. "from the ground upflis
good sense in building: beware of"from the top down".

IT Solemnity, sincerity, sobriety, gaiety __ all may characterise
architecture, but humanity will best love creative work characterised
by joy.
T Shibui is a japaneee word for deep quiet in architecture, quiet
requiring studious acquaintance before realised. A more subtle
evidence or profound feeling than repose itself. Therein lies the
highest fruit of the human soul in architecture, belonging especially
to organic architecture.
T The Chinese sought qualities in colours and materials, with greater
sense of depth than any other race. Their glazes produced in little
all great qualities seen at large in external nature. Their textures
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were as soft skin to the touch, as flowers in sun or mosses in rain,
for colour, their sense of form found joy in the pendant. Only a very
old civilisation, subtle and profound could have reached the last
word in refinement of form. Such are the sensibilities of organic
architecture.
af All art must be a political expression to some extent, and science
exists iwing to its usefulness. All art today is more involved with
science than at any former period. I
/e'T Science is the science of the inside of things: art is the science
their outside. Art is the differentiator: science the identifier.

or

r 91Science, in making us regard our life as a machine, has also forced
U8, to be dissatisfied with its sloth, untidiness, and lack of
definition, and given us in our capacity of mechanics or scientists
,-. the itch to improve it.
cif We should remember what we owe to our machines, which are our creatures.
"Remember the machines!" would be a good watchword or catchword. We are
imbuing them with out own soullessness.
91 To tell the impyerished english labourer today th keep at all costs
his home-and-castle-in-one and continue to cling to this phantom of
authority, is to urge the continuance of a stupid torture. The poor
become poorer every day; you cannot, unless you are a heartless fool,
do nothing.
Si "Quality"
the word as much as the thing -- is probably a greater
fetich in England than in any other country.... The Englishman refuses

to realise that whole ela p ses of goods have come into existence
recently which it would be almost physically impossible to make by
hand, and in which hand finish could not hope to be so satisfactory
as machine finida He will have to accustom himself to the idea'
that handmade and machine made goods are essentially diff6rent in
their nature, and that the era of unbridled individualism with its
concomitant handmade goods has gone for ever.
SE

If a machine requires no judgment at all tocrerate, then it is better
to make it automatic than bother a man to attend it.

cff Whatever the politics of a country may be, the machine is always a communist.
9T The earlier machines had such a limited field of work that the designers
of products were also limited to crude essentials. Today machines
are so much more capable than they used to be that the designers
are not limited. The tradition of handwork is a serious hiwarance . to the
minds of designers. Designs which will take more advantage of the
power of machines to go beyond what handwork can do, will give us a whole new zit
91 Modern industry demands more highly skilled men and more of them than
are in the world today. The situation is exactly the reverse of what
it is coalonly supposed to be for instead of industry requiring a
345.
constantly lessening proportion of skilled men, it is requiring a
constantly growing proportion. These men require not only skill birt
versatility, and it is harder to get versatility than it is to Let skill. •

91 The machine is the greatest and most versatile of all
broadening powers. That soon will be grasped.

cl

One may say that the canons of machine design have been
established....the success of any particular design now
rests with the skill and personality of the designer:
a tradition is already in existence.

if Modern design is based on the principle of conspicuous
The old-fsshioned house was a species, of private
economy
museum, and one of the chief occupations of the housewife was
that of curator.
5 We can enjoy these new forms to the full only when we no
longer ask them to satisfy irrelevant interests: the impulse
to display onself, the impulse to dominate one's fellows, the
impulse to demand homage, not for what one is, but for what one has. •
armoured concrete is only a higher power of the Roman
system of construction. If we could sweep awry our fear that
it is an inartistic material, and boldly build *E a railway
station, a museum, or a cathedral, wide and ample, amply
6 hted, and call in our painters to finish the wall,s we
might be interested in building againzt almost at once.

iliW.odern

li

5 We cannot forget our historical knowledge, nor would we 1,f we
might. The important question is, can it be organised and
directed., or must we continue to be betrayed by it? The'only*
agreement that seems possible is agrZement on a scientific
basis, on an endeavour ilfter perfect structural efficiency.
' If we could agree on this we need not trouble about beauty,
for that would take care of itself.

'
1

91

Experience must be brought back once more as the centre of
architecture, and architects, must be trained as engineers are trained.

cll

The modern way of building must be flexible and vigorous, even
smart and hard. We must give up designing the broken-down
picturesque which is part of the ideal of make-believe. The
enemy is not science, but vulgarity', a pretence to beauty at
second hand.

•

cia;Ransi.trivp The great line, the creative line; the fine
exultant mass; the gaiety that snaps and clacks like a fine
gut string; the sweep of great tragedy; the immense, the
simple satisfaction of the surest, the completest art: you
could not get if you succeeded in eliminating passion.
Well-building hath three conditions: Commodity, Firmness and Delight.
------
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thin l cherrcter nw, takes the st-ge. He is descried as •
- actor° kind of rebel. rnd above P11, ohe rh0.209-,cosint.;
cer + ain knowledge, desire:: to sarvoc 1-ut it into action.

T

cre at the beginnin gr ne. epoch, "rcnh to it, the
%rot babes of a nel, and c_r'cial:, '-,ett e r day. The advocates
the order that we su:,r-ede Pr, -till in - ,Lreat
oscquic. o' the dead 7erio,1 will bc ;rotractcd anc
ex--nsiv,. :It that neriod in nev o rth,1 33 ‘,v,iltd
eo4n, cold, but zith none of tac cal.. id dignity of dLath.
The :)ost.aorte4a hrs cho;.n it to be su' P ering fro...: every
conceivable ‘a 1.dy.

T ' T o tie has ever been .ore carefully de_1,..rcated fro_l the one it
saccecde than the tLic ze have enter,L: on hs been by the
Crec.t •:ar of 1914 18. It i„ built solidly behind us. All the
conflicts and chan ges of the last ten years, int,llectual and
otaer, p re terribly s spabolised by it. To as, in its Lailiense
.1eaningleze shadow, the .;c.r appears like n .liountain range
that hes suddenly risen PO a barrier, which should be
interpreted es an indication of our nth.

1 91 There is no passage back to the lands of yesterday. :hone for
who thp t yesterday haeans rnytaing, whose interests rnd
credentids 're on the other side o f thrt berrier, exhort us
dully, or frrnticcily to scale thrt oblt n cle (lergely
thcir blunders anC egotis_m) end return to the Past.

9TOn the other hand, those -hos ,- intcrests17Lc all chead, rhos°
credenti p ls -, re in the ruture, .nove in thin p 'orot sh-doa
satisfaction, forward end -day fro.,, the sealtd and obstructed pot.

T We know that all our efforts indicate a desire to perfect
and continue to create; to order, regulate, disinfect and
stabilise our life
at I s.i. proposin c- 13 activity, more deliberate end -lore
intense, on the arteri-1 we know, and on our present very
1 T'alli l-sic ctock.
cfr

oh,n ,,at forward t'lis opinion __ that the as,ect of life,
Lad the fors that nIrroand us, -1i-ht, perchance -_ zith0,4t
too gret.t s'crifice or too g:cat a disturbance .:Plxx for
dk,,r conserv'tiss and d—liccte o'Jstrictionic,s
—ight, be
.:Iodified, I start frcill n uddha rather than froLl Lipton,
.Laiiian Harden or :'adaia, Tassaud. But I start freu
Buddha with so „loch of the Fashion end spirit of our ti.4e
as he would hrve debeloped living in our .41dst today: fa.iliar
;ith Pnd delightin g in the ple'sant inventions a-, c1 local
colour of our age; drinking Buchman's Scotch .aisky
relish, sioking Taree Nuns;kabxamafarniliar wita the c.16111
of Harris tweeds, Zothylaol nnd the hot pestiferous Tube zind.
I do not reco_Lacnd any abstraction of our 1.,ental structure,
or lore definite unclothing than to strip till we cane to the

enerc-etic lines required.
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1:Lodorn hi.a..anity has destroyed t.le form whose developuent
uade our ancestors profound, end while we ere inventing
the new for to replace the old, uen cre beoouin,s more
superficial and more evil fro a ycar to year.
If

Every nossibility which has been exhausted, creates,
phoenix_like, new possibilities from within itself.

5 So we then, are the creatures of a new state of human life,
as different frou 7ineteenth Century England as say
the Renaicsance was from the Middle Ages. We are, however,
weak in numbers es yet, and, to some extent, uncertain and
untried. What steps are being taken for our welfare, how
are we provided for?

I

91

There is no mature authority, outside of creative and active
individual men, to support the new and delicate forces
bursting forth everywhere today.

clf I think we should begin to regard ourselves as drawing
\ near to a remote future, rather than receding from an
historic past. The time has perhaps arrived to do that
Have not a few of us been preparing?

,

,, Our transformation comes in the incandescence of some endeavour.
i

f T All any true scientist or true artist asks is to be given
the opportunity, without interference, indifferent to glory,
to work.
1 ----

5 If the creative minds of the world are indeed for ever
cancelled and rendered ineffective by the agency of the
'unprogressive' mass of men, then they should be protected
End rescued.... Left at the mercy of this vast average, its
'creative hatred' and conspiratorial habits where 'the new'
is concerned -- v,e shall alweys checkmate ourselves. The
more we l Edvance l the more we shall lose ground.
cif Instead of the vast organisation to exploit the weaknesses
of the Many. should ze not possess one for the exploitation
of the intelligence of the Few?

'T Gentlemen: I propose that our organisation should form the
nucleus of a new Group, to be called the Alpha Group,
"alpha:" signifying beginning.
91

I propose that it be composed of all those creative individuals
within whatever category or specialised unit, whether artists
scientists, or technical experts, industrialists manaractuerevs
or enlightened amateurs, viumaxexuaiteixbyxmxmmximanxmix whose
interests lie all ahead, whose credentials are in the future,
who are united by a common aim: to perfect and create, fashion
and compose the new order in its three-dimentional and visual
aspects: all those who are, in this sense, truly the architects
of the new order.
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if Remembering that there are many people who would be
eligible under these categories, who are highly
intelligent, well-informed, possessing excellent taste
and who are yet nothing, who are quite ineffectual,
I propose that a condition be Laposed: that our Group
should include only those who can produce material evidence
of their agreemtnt with out great aims, in the form of
actual work done.
91

Among men enlightened and intelligent, there is no difficulty
or assessing this condition.

91

Further to safeguard our organisation from the diseases
of stagnation and decay wnich characterise nearly every
society in England, I propose that we should require
further evidence of this kind to be deposited eacn year
by every member.

91

Remembering that practicability depends on the urgency
with which an object is desired, and upon the inconveniences
which men are prepared to undergo in its pursuit, I propose
that every member should perform a definite function,
preferably of his own choice, to the attainment of our
common aims,

91

Remembering the old saying, that when laws and regulations
multiply, the world will be full of robbers and thieves,
I propose that our Grou p be constituted with simple and
effective rules, directed towards practical action.

cf Remembering that when we want to put anything into practice,
the only road to success is to practice it, I propose that
individuals be at once asked to produce their credentials,
and to be asked to play their xactical functions, as they
may choose themselves, or choose to be directed.
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•

n;xr.11).

eru Cherveff,
The Clroup was formed in July, 1(:)3(i.
1-rit:cLurd
Coates, 7ansfield porbes, 4,
orivLteli, to discus ..,roposals
rkoward LDIxrtson
for a specific exhibition of !':.odera
In the course of their discusidaa they fouht thec,svlves
.
in close LLgrt-,e:acat on the followik: points
That only the beA exw:Tles of nodern
(a)
should be exhi:Ated.
(b) That for this ro q i;on the selection of ex:dbits
should n..:t be left either to Lhe trAx or the
orcanicers, but bc ciatralled by 4!.
the.ls(Aves.
selected by Lhe

(c)

That its purpasu should be to express as

comprehensively as lossii./10 the siific nee
or modern dosil2 ia lite life of the L.odern
It shoulf enviswe the necdo'of
caziunity.
all classes o the co;:.nunity,the
It
r.s well as those of con:,,eng: ant industry.
would be D.f.dnly archiLecturtil in anture an), would
be concerned lith rroups of d1ellin:75, factories,
offices, houses, shops nnd places of enteLftlint
at units of transport in cal:on use, as
with furniture, Lrics and littinc:s.

A the next step t=arts achievement of .7,h purpos:Ist
invitations were extended to*other designers to join in
further discussions, and to certain LIdividuals who
were believed to be spapathetic towards the :his of the
'troup to join in further discussions.
These n.:,neI; are set in in List A.
In the course of subseqUent lacctingS of this larger
group,.ceneral if not unald:.,ous a:yeenent with rccard
to the iollowin:7, ,p oints wero roc.clied.

(a)

Laid
wix.ther this specific c;.0-Aiti.)4
not
othr.00portitie.
or
o,rer
nuees:;arily i;3
thci...,st:lves or ..:ould ae
That tlicre

LItt;;:t1;
:7,%.4c11

!: a

-ro j t,ct:, to
t,t /roup.

wvre
vidcr
ke) clat Ancc
co..1..aility, it w,.o;
the ilitcro:
objcct o, the T.roup to pror.ote
of i.IiviLaJ. :borz,J.
(a)

roup wt...s to ::rotect
Mat si:vcc •;.,;
and :,,laintLia tLe 1,1%.rit/ of :;o1,:r;L
2cIrso;I:11
elc:t1; G.
2:,(3,716rs was of
oi
eccoutriri 4 c.kruful
Ilrsu i orrcc.
co.ntrol of a::,y
selection
(.--%Lers nai
,xLrticipato.
exhibition Li . Licr. the 7fcrap
4t

(0)

Lrther
to

2

A 4-1.

•

That to thi3 end a Council c,ora')use,1
elc,cte:i. to
aul non-pros:dolial ni=ors
act who necs6ity arose as final auLiL)rity L both
thuse respccts.

such . 7_ date the :,roup (;lecA4.-d
.7xecutiva CauAcil of three oficers Ltni scvcil
;ith po:ler to co-opt othcr tthru.
hio
caripost4 or :Chaiman
1ce Chaiman

ecrotary
embom

AL..porary
;as

Col.

:s . ,

• . 11
14

•

t4b

:toe!
umvi.1:1 JriteLzi.rd.
;ICir4t ; .. •
Cher,:17eff.
k,oates,
,' 13wurd ::obertsou.

The Council w:ls rc;:aesL.1 to dr:: up a
stateL,eat of aims L:11,i dr.lit the outlino .of a .
constitution.
'Alms the Council no.:: present or the

consider:Aim:1 of i:,:e:abers.
1.

J.
4.

07 77 -k (11-;(!tri-,.
(B• 1.)
'7o define the prin f.Aples to .!hich 4.onte::nor%ry design
shoula coorr..
rai
kaown thonl princinles b y s..:riti;
incussio...s, etc.
by cont4ct
authorities, with 1fiul::et.:rers an 4, A:1;:r
enterprises, :Ind 4th exisLin;-; 7)ooiati,:s
in desig..
To co-ordinate the efforts of.z,00rn Tritish
cith a view to Lhe r:chieve::ient of architeeturd uiaty.
pronote exhibitions 6: eo,..ta:apox . ary dcin
relation to ttrehitocture nnd intLrior e,uipr:;ent.
/7'1 12
t:TflT
(2.2.)
;Ion the occasion de:lands the qroup will seek the
co-operatien of Societies tvith
purposos•

si•

1.
2.

.n

T-

C,
%;

ri!'; T y:
.

v

4

,

•.A•

(C.)

The title of the Iroun shall be the n 21h. Century
Group"
The Group shall at nresent be limited to l ner,bers
of equal status of- :inieh 9C shall be 2.rchitect:s,
practisinr structural enc;inears a14,1 allicd desi.7ners,
anl 6u other limbers.
A record of th:: profession
of ez , ch member will be kept by the ::ecrutury.
The
proportion of 60 - 40 shall be maintainai.
honorary memberships shall bo open to )oninion and
foreirn desiriers or distinction who are noridnatel and
socondod by at 1e:1st five hembers and awn:wed by the
full Council.
There shall be no other honor4ry
mmbers and no patrons.

•

i nk, foundation nerlbers of the qroup will consist

4.

of all those
Lave attended any of the cencral
m,;etinrsof the provisio:Jil qroup who
in
writing their as:-icat of
i..c anti

5.

The.subseription shall be one gin:::ra er
to oe
or 0:;.ch year.
in

G.

:(rJ iqc:lbers hll -oe adidtted oa no;•liai:.tio;-i and
seconilic.gby at least 5 1.4embers 1 su
l.; .iLet ti
to
approval :iv. a three-guarters
*f the :.xgcutive
Council volin
sc.cret
:ovAnIs.tion :oms
havin 0,- bean exipieted should be sent in to the
ccrcar Athout loss of

7.

(a)

Me eo.Auet of affairs of the ';roup 4all
be in A-he hands of an ::xecutive.,ou:xil
responsible for kcc.pin ,; 411 ;:io..lbers of the
lroup inforacd of ev(nls and _proposed Leticas
relevant to its object.
It will be co.lposd 1,; follows :-

Vice-ChLdm.a.a, Tre:tsurer

a.:ila A;cretufy

six :::cr.iimrs.

• the C, ouneil 6 sall b praetising and
iion-practisiar menoers.
ouorum shall co:isist
amt 2 practisinj
bcr i.

non-practisini.

The Chairr.,.an Lcncccrvy shall have
vote at any
o the ;:ouncii
The Council shall hArt .: po ,afx to eo-opt other
members for temporarysoceific.purposes .n:t
to call upon noa-;..embers for spoci:.:lised advice.
.Two non-practisins; aelabers and three przotising,
r4e;abers shall retire e:;.ch year and be eli L
for re-election.
;i1-4-le •

(C)

Those fi lie places, vi%. thre r: ctiein
two noa-pr. ctisin ::, shall be 'filled by a,..ajority
vote of thoseorcont
_
-L. at tne annual generill
.10.:.14:1410a3 suPported by three
umeers being sent to the t;Ocretary fourteen days
before the meeting.

353.

(h)

It should be a Latter of strict couventio.:
that the ralaC of thi. C-roun shall in no.casc
be ::sed by individual aciabcrs to furth-cx
their inAividual intcrests.

111 the uvrnt of any :embers i:oatriLvqninz the rlde of
the ;3roap or in the opinion of...a mjoriLv of af.-1_.6.,:s
contn4ry
resent 4t the ;;;Inual General ,ectini:
norabor
shall
be
cxclud
to its purpose or spirit, that
fron further mectini:s /Ina 4etivities and his raLabers;lip
shall lapse fortk,:ith.

-C-

Z123-V,J,";
1.

• I VITY.

It is inportunt that the (=routs Aould be constituted
us Goon ac possible in order at .:re may be able to
utilise any Oportunity that preF.ents itself.
Thou.7,h the Group holds itself ready to co-o perate in
or or'anise relevant:..edbitions, the CoLncil believe
that the first un,t zlost iaportant snecific activity of
the GrouP is tho holdin,; withia thx4:o years' ti.-„e of
a coLorchenaitre cxhibitloa, ea:parable in scale to the
includins; a coilnlote noa$in scheme
.with
nroduced and st:'::..4.ardised c‘luipmefit.
propose that this --:xhibition be snoken ol :Is actually
projected, on a ";three years plan', with the r:roup as
oranisers and adjudicators.
It is or000sed that 4 special meetiN7 be called to
consider the nature and size of this exhiLitioa, and
thereafter thr,t actual plans and projects be drawn
up in sufficient detail to indicate its scope to .111
concerned..
The Council trust that all menbers of the'froup will
be willinP; to perform a definie :unction during th,3
• various stages of this 'three years' plan", either ia
the drawing up of plans or by serving on such coitLees
are necessary or inapproaching the Government and
other bodies, or by cstnelishing contact with various
nanufacturers and trades concerned.
Further, that as soon as conveLiont after the coillpletion
of thse plans for the large exhibitieu, a small
exhibition be ors-Inised at whici:
plans and cort-in
models whuld be Shown privately to a selected list of
p ersons; as a comnlete and aetailed project which the
tIroup has originatod and intends to carry out.

4.

The Council also propose that a Comnittee of desiners

be appointed to presunt a rePort of the Group's
constructive proposals for the revision of building
regulations ani bye-laws no; boing discussed by thepresent Government and the L. C. O.
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APPENDIX' IV

Private & Confidential

VIBUT143 of Looting betwoon Wells Coat**
• 3azne11 Fry
D Pleydell-Doureerie
P gorton Blend
held at 25 stitherlemt Terrice. V.1 L'Bth rebrix ..r7 1733.
soistive to the formeg lon of a British group of the*. assoCiation of

The =NATIONAL Carr= 0?

2:2.zat; Arcarrzcri=

SM. letters oxchanged between :itn Ciedion. the :Cocretery
Coates, autherrIning
the International Association. cal
the latter to form a British group of nrchitocts and enchoors
&melt to the national groups organised La ninotoon Other
countries to work La collaboration with the International
A.ssociation, wore formally road to the mooting.
Tv/ells Coates the:km:mourned the forsrl constitution of the
group as from this dato, 28th February 1733. The -following
had boon informed prior to the meeting, of the proposed
formation of 'the group. Sal had consented to oupport its
RealleZ71•0 femsi ork-i I Mhoront s
Arol:Itinotet

• 'wells Coates

Lorton :Zona

de Cronin Basting*
Lowell Pry
John Cloo
• D Pleydoll-Douverier
litzialat: out or s ilisOusoion or the formatiou of the Inter.
national Association, end of the various • enquiries which have
in the past been mode by the Lecretariat at ;lark& 112 regard
to the possibility of representation in Croat Britain, and
finally or the recent ;wan/ authority given to 7.ells Coates
to form a group in Croat Britain, rortontoshrual was salted to
propare a short siestas:int of the genesis of the Association*

This etetestent to be used in commtosting with prospootive
members.
on the Agenda rera.(2) propsred by cells
fira• various it
Comte* Were then discussed, and the following outlinesof
principles and policy of group micro agrecis
si) That the British Group does not (moots or coincides
with thz.oless sod objects of any ezieting association
society-lnetitute of architects or enginaers national/1
organised in C.B.
b) That the group (Wm ts primarily to correlate /Lees eni
principles with the groups- in other countrios. and at
the International Congresses.
•
followisv Abstract& frogs the Ctatatss at the Inter. 359!
—AL

.11

•

'444S1
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• *principies of the Croups Thelssociation exists
1. To formulate contemporary architectural problems
2. To represent the modern architectural idea
3. To cause this Idea to penetrate technical, econoMic
.anci social circles
4. To work towards the °anti-Dix of tho contempOrary
problems of architecture
not

,

d) That the group saust,,allow the prospect of a journey
to the forthcoming Congress at goecow (June 1.10 1933)
to attract members who are not lua/ified to carry out
the ideals et the assecirtien.
e) That the membership of the group most therefore be kept
select and smell, and be restricted to these who are
willing and able to carry out effective work for the
424All.
group and for the association, according to their..
qualifications and functions, "without personal interests."
f) That the direction of the group must in some sense he
recognised as dictatorial duringthe period of its
formation and organisation. by all its asabers•
g). That the group must steer clear of all tendencies,
both in principles and policy. Inherent In most Dritiehaj
organisations, to develop into happy hunting grounds
for personal interests, or 'prayer-meetings' for
Adviletli:-• •
impersonal ones.
•
b) In the discussion of qualirications tor membership the
exclusions
even in a list of e poesibles tsmut
necessarily be more numerous . than inclusions.
i) The technical organisation of methods of recruiting
coMbership from schools, both architectural and etgineering,
be carefully elaborated.
1) The following classes of mere was suggested.en&
approved In principle,
s) architects. engineers, town gamier*, and also
allioa technicians and experts. - w110 are able to
present suitable credontialseamd are furthermore
• able to present proofs from time to time, in the
.
form of actuel work dorwee-o f . thai V:wagimero* tOs the
principles of the group and of the association.
Wonmprotessional adherents to the Ideate or the (1.6:04.4•14,1.
. professional moMbers, prepared to collaborate and
work actively towards the aims end objects of the
.360.
igroUP .
.
c)Petttli el l!al "ainttto tosan49.1 timOb e namille .of tho
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3
Imo aoadaoa not to mention the forsmtion of the
Group at the informal meeting of architects tal-Ang place
on Unrch tot /933. at Godfrey SaMeelt rooms, relative to a

lit

proposed (Imbibition or international architecture in London.

1The possibility of transferring the exhibition at the

forthcoming congress in Loscow, to 1.:rig1arsi In the autumn.
or at some other convenient time, ens discussed. and
approved in principle.

IA list or oor000 of prospective umbers was diccussed at
some length. anci a short list tentatively ap proval. A

statement outlining the epecific sualificetiona for the
three clerics or reembtrrship wilt be prepnred ond lesued

shertly by 'Fens Costes: To_ illustrate the discussion.
it might be added that on the evidence of the publishod
designs for the riew Olympia 'Exhibition Building. it WWI
decided to exclude Joseph robot-ton from the group.
iThe question of the first public announcoment of the
formation of the Croup was then discussed. 4orton Shand
pointed out that further detailed informtien relative
to the forthcoming congress at !Zoscow would soon be pub.:
lished Internationally and that the existence of a British,
group. officially constituted, would bare to be node lakown
in Ani case some time before the date or the Congress.

It was therefore decided to Silke a public)

6.110101131COMOTIt

shortly. but not before an opportunity bail occurred to sound
certain prospective members privately. :he terms of the
1111310WICIMT3ti to be as follows,

••

"At the invitation of the President rag Secretariat
of the International Congress of KOaOrZI Architecture.
14 Pens Coates has formed the ! I,t icsli if n of a British
or
section of this Internntiona.1
architects* engineers and toymplannors.
• It wilt be recalled that the fire.Coneross was held
at Le Souris in June 1928. the secondat Trankfurt
in Cctobor 10290 sod the last at Brussels in November
1931. when official delegations frost 19 other countries-.
not bowevere &minding Great Britnin attended.
It is hoped that it Will be possible to send a small
official British delegation to the neurth Congress which
is to be held at itosoow June 1 to lOth of this year.
The British Croup will be knows as the •
36A
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•

was decided that this announcement shou/d be sent out

en p/ain notepaper to the followings
A
Sournals (Technical)
Societies etc.
RIBA
.
. irchitects Journal
A A'
.ArcLitoctural Review
Surveyors Inst.,
Archa Building News
Builders Inst.
Builder
Town Planners Inst.
Building
Struct.Vng. Inst.
Laster Builder'.
D IL
Brick Builder
Royal Soo. .of Arts
Aroh.Zesign& Constr.
• British Steelwork Ass.
The Sngineer.
Reinforced Conàrete Ass.
Architectural Schools'
Ahroushout C.B.

Bnginecring
The Studio
The Parthonow

.
.
. Other Journa/s

The Timus
tlanchester Cuard1311
•

Torksars Post
The Scotssom
The r.eekend Review

Rem Statesman and.Ration
Spectator
Listeaer
Zveryman
Time& Tide
Nem 2ng1i.71.
The Twentieth Century
ciTlells Coates proposed Viorton Shand as • Corresoonding, Secretary°
of the British Croup, to be'responsibl• for all communications
between the Croup nna other national groups, and the internationai
association headvarztors at Zurich, Switzerland. Accepted

Valle Coates proposed to Cronin Sastings as General :.'ress
Representative, to be responsible for . nil announcements, eta.
Accepted..
in British Press, technical or otherwise.
Mho meeting adjourned at 12.30 sou. 1st !Mach 1933

.

•

.

.

Vel/s Coates

• DI

PPIVNTI. COV/DENTIAL
121010BA2DUM TO Maxwell Fry
Morton Oland

de Cronin Basstings
John Gloat

re British, Group, International Congross of :,..Sodorn Architecture.

let earch 1933

from ';:ells Coates

The following notes arising out of last night's meeting,
minutes of Which are enalosed herewith, are Communicated for
our comments, approval or nectesspry nation.. netts.- confirm.receipt.
Irlesse refer to para. NaMbers, in any comt,Lunications relative
to these notes.
11.To mofabers present at last night's meetings Please note that
slight additions -and alterations to last night's agenda
•
have been made, in the tranocription to the enclosed minutes.
The form of the proposed announceent has been slightly
a/tetrad. , The wordst "of architects, engineers and townplanners"
has been added at the end of the first paragraph, and the
"with headquarters at Zurich" phrase /oft out. The dates and
places of the former gongresses have been included, instead
of mentioning-only *LA last one. It may be that before the
announcement is made further details may be 'Deluded in the
announcement, e.g.Dr Gloater& May communicate some important
information. This will be circulated before tile actual
kt4,--44
announcement is made.
cza have also added, at the bottom of the proposed announcement,
blank.*
' , the phrases "The British Group will he known as the
I do not propose to include any address, ',Jut you are asked to
nay whether you think, this would he a suitable names
" G.B.M.A."
The Group of British Modern Architects
"Gee Pee Em Eh" roils off the tongue easily enough. "Gee Bee"
also aurally associates "Great Britain" with the name.
Any other suggestions welcomed. I _think that "constructed"
words, such as the CIBPAC (Le Comite International pour la
realisation des problemes architecturauk wantemporains")
-- the committee which is pleated by the International Congress a.
are not suitable for consumption in G.B.
Compare RIBA AA FBI : ELLA Z** 3A. BIa.etc. and SPCX
1Z.MeMbershio of Executive Council
tolT propose that the Executive Council be composed of nine

members, six professional and three nen-professional adherents,
the tatter to have voting powers. The professional meaherthip
to include atleast onttengineer- qtennher.
• ;
t)Tho non-professional Executive Council amtabers-to be ai'followe'
•
P Morton Shen&
. 'lunettes& 7i41150A with national and
Luternattonal groups

Private & Confidential Memo
2 .'
Function. Liaison with Oa. Press
Liaison with British Trade Organism
tiOAS an professional societies,
institutions. ettit.
These offices might be called *Liaison becretary
c) I propose Maxwell Try as Vies-President or Vice-Chairman
I.
$1) Other offices (if eny):please make suggestionss I suggest
that the Secretary.Preasurer, who will bo technically 1'
for Minutes, local correspondence, etc. be a professional nomber,

*. N. de C. Dastincs
John Oloag

and although attending meetings of Executive, not necessarily
a member of the Zracutives and in any case not possessing

Executive vote. That suggests the type of man. I propose
P.R.S.Torke for this position. .Please comment, or eiggest other
names.
•

IR. Group Membershi p . .

It is obvious that the initial selection of architect and
engineer members will bVeztremely difficult and delicate
affair. It Is difficult to lay down any hard and fast
rules. Certain people who are popularly and notoriously
known as *modern* architects obviously ao not qualify in
our sense e.g. Howard Robertson, Grey Vornum, Oliver mu,
Walmesley Lewis, Oswald Milne, etc. Others working in
the =adorn idiom, and professing what have been called
*functional* principles, are really professional`emsemblier.
practitioners, or decorative...T*0410e, or oolourietf. Sta.

As suggested last night, I think the worl *structure* best
expresses the accent in design, and lu personal character.
required. Does he think in terns of structure/
As far as possible I should like to s:27thgffirst members
of the group represent, in soma specifio sense, ono
particular aspect of structural design ('design' incinclen

also concepts such as purpose, function, and intention)

e.g. atleast one for 'town-planning' (i.e. USX Fry), one
for design in steel (a 'pure* engineer) etc. In this Issy
it may be possible to include certain individuals in a
specifie sense, even though they do • not fully qualify in
other senses, I.e. *doubtful* people who might better he
asked in than continually *kept out.*

Non-professional sdherents In other professions, 1.60,
doctors, psychologists, etc. co.opted as exports, to give
advice, etc. Names would be welcomed, please.

c115. 'Finance Suggestions as to subscriptions, cud methods of
raising contributions for specific exhibitions or meetings,
travelling expenses etc.
„,,,3 6
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.UNIT ONE.,,

Dear

With the close of the Provinoial travelling exhibition
this month Unit One will came to an end.
The events which led up to this are as. follows. At a
meeting held, at the Mayor Gallery :on October 5th, 1934, a
proposal was carried that in future a unanimous vote only
should insure membership. The majority of the Unit supported
the suggestion and a private :ballot was arranged. The result
of the ballot was that Henry Moorei.and Paul Nash were elected.
As a first step in reoonstruction,Wells Coates was invited to

complete the representation

of the, three arts constituting

the Vat. Owing to the enforced absence of Paul Nash from

London several weeks Passed

befoiv . a meeting could be held. •

In the meantime discussion was carried on by

correspondence.

Edward Wadsworth acdopted an invitation to rejoin but later

withdrew. As a result of this and the opinions expressed at .
• it became obvious that the
a meeting held on
continuation of the group known as Unit One was not desired.
Such an association was felt to be inadequate to meet present
needs, especially in view . of recent developments in regard.to
industrial art. It was agreed therefore to end the Unit •
•

6'i371-

completely in form and name. The ideals embodied in Unit One,
however, will find expression In a new development under
another name. Details will be announced later.
Notes.

Exhibits from the Provincial Towns will be returned to
the artists by the Arts Exhibition Bureau at the end of
April. The Exhibition opened at the Walker Art Gallery,
Liverpool, last Mays over 30,000 people visited the Gallery.
It has since been shown at Manchester, Derby, Swansea,
and Belfast.
'

Subscriptions all due.

John Armstrong, Tristam Hillier, Edward Burra.
Will the above kindly send. their subscriptions to
Douglas Cooper, C/o The Mayor Gallery, so that accounts can
be finally settled.

Signed:
Henry Moore.
Paul Nash.
Wells Coates.

'APPENDIX VI

7.0BEWOBD
to Memoranduas dated 23rd January, 1957, attached.
This Memorandum contains proposals for the formation of a now
organisation concerned with the study of problems
in intar-relatod fields of the Visual Arts, with
special reference to the Canadian. scene.
Those proposals aro addressed to persons in the followirg categories*
Painters, sculptors, architoots, industrial designers,
Urban dosignors & planners, & allied technicians.
Artists in related visual fioldss grephics,T7,films.
Writers, critics, historians, gallery & musoum
directors & others primarily concerned with those Arts.
lay parsons, po.trors of' the Visual Arts, whothor
individuals or firms, companios or associations.
An association of the kind. horo proposed. should. ossontially be flexiblo
in naturo, anti organic in forms it should. start from a
small firm nuolcus and contain within itself the principles
ant aims of its futu.ro growths it should. also be capablo
of attaining strictly limited objectives at each stage of
its dovolopment.
The Mornorandure izscludos a detailod ant spociiia program at advarcanont
towards Ms* erectus; goals of the proposed association.

A first objectivePthe preparation of a series of presentations in a somewhat novel form, of 'background. material'
in the inter-related fields of the Visual Arts, against
which the association's future studies of the Canadian
scene would be seen in the proper perspective. From these
initial publications, the association would, derive its
first income.
A provisional Budget of Expenditures ant Dtimate of Income for the formative stage of development is sot out in Appendix I to the
Memorandum. A further statement, prepared with the assistance
of a firm of chartered accountants, is being prepared for the
subsequent stages of development and will be available shortly.
Margiral natations are provided as a running summary of the detailed
proposals sot out in each paragraph.
Propared & subaittod by ICU COS, OBE RDI 7BIBlt NUM PhD
•• Chartered Architect, Industrial & Urban Designer.
2090 Comm Street,
Vancouver, B.C.
he)" f4-,
23rd January, 1957.

MEMORANDUM
on the formation of a new kizxl of association in the field of
the Visual Arts, togothor with proposals for a new form of
publication arising therefrom.
prepared and. submitted by WELLS COAT, ME RDI FRIBA MRLIC Fh D BA. BSc
Chart erect Architect, Industrial & Urban Designer
FD OF THESE
PRORISALS

1.0 Tag PBOPOSALS outlined in this Itemorandum are concerned with
the Field of work broadly described, by the term "Visual Arts"
and are addressed to persons in the following categories:
1.1 Fainters, sculptors, architects, industrial designers,
urban designers & planners, and ancillary technicians.
1.2 Artists in ancillary visual fields: graphics, TV,films &c.
1.3 Writers, critics, historians, gallery & museum directors
and others primarily concerned, with tho Visual Arts.
1.4 lay persons, patrons of the Visual Arts, whether individuals
or firms, companies or associations.
2.0 ESE CL"ML THEM of those proposals aro outlined as follows:

TEGEM
2.1 The need for all parsons engaged in the practioo and advancement of the Visual arts to got together, and
2.2 To work along closely allied principles of action, in the
shaping of our devoloping Canadian culture,_ and
2.3 To sot up standards, to crce.to the appropriate tclimato
of aoceptanco l for, and advanco in ovory way, now croativo
work in the inter-related fioldsof the Visual Arts.
2.4 To devise such instruments of porsuasion as may promote
the aims of the association horo proposed.
BACKGROUND

3.0 Tirg

Radical
Mangos
in our
lbw:Iron:nor&

3.1 During the past thirty years Canada has boon growing up:
radical changes hero taken place in our 000110WV and, in our
standing in the world of nations.
3.2 The pace at which changes havo takon place, particularly
during the last ton yoars, is unoxampled in the history of
• any country, as is, indeed, the vory nature of thdso changes.
3.3 Wo have modified our =iron:scat so radically that we most
modify oursalvos in order to exist in this environment. %To
need to bocomo MATO of the now mods this now onviroraront
• imposes, as woll as the now moons at our disposal for mooting,
shaRize, and controlling those needs.
3.4 The most significant &ergo in our environment is the advanco
of technical and economic power: almost everywhere this power
progresses beyond the creative power to use it and to control it
for the freedom and happiness of mankind.
3041 Every event is controlled by a large number of specialised
technical elements which, thoup,h closely inter-related, are at
the same time disconnected in their import and impact upon
ordinary people living in communities.
3.5 Educational trends are more and more directed towatds minute
speoialisations even within a given field of learning or
endeavour: thus the green/ disconnectednoss of events, the
lack of a clearly apprehensiblo pattern of understanding, is
Increasingly obvious to the younger generation and leads to
the promotion of many frustrations.
3.6 In no field of endeavour is this lack of connection betwean
events and principles of action more easily soon than in the
physical exprossion of our doveloping oulturo: in the shape
and form of towns end cities, and in the wide divergence
batmen theory aud practice in dosign, in the visual scone 374.
of our environment.

Now noods
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BACKIROUND to thoso proposals may bo sketched, in as follows:

Educated
lAy Public

3.7 The exporienco ant knowledge of oven the educated lay public

iamattors of visual design is skotcby and lisitato an
association with or approciation of, a certain taste.
Control of
3.01 Yaw of those persons aro placed in positions of importanco
and authority in the procoduros for accoptanco of projects
. projects
In which the visual aapoct is least, or last, considorod: it
Beauty and
is the technical or economic aspoct which is of primal importform not
_anco: beauty, significance and appropriatonoss of form, is
'consideroi
baroly considorod.
3.8 Such a situation demands, in our advancing culturo, the getting
together of the best minds is the field. of the Visual Arts,
Situation
domands now
and with the sciences and professions most olosolyalliod to
them, in a consolidatod and comprohonsivo offort to form and
Association
to promoto
publicise standards of criticism and of performance tool].
standards
questions of visual significance.
3.9 The proposals sot forth heroin attempt to presoribo the form,
Content of
content and purpose of a. now kind of association through which
those proposals
all tho olanonts of information, knowlodgo, emporia= and
opinion in the Arts and. Sciences of the proscribed fiold will bo
Plato's •
Proposition

"...put into connoction, in a. comprohansivo synoptic view of
their relation one with anothor and with what truly is..."
as Plato urged when speaking of tha necessity for man and. women
to be trained and fit to guide and gw-rd the State.(Popublic 537) .

P.
ASSOCIATION

Moans of
persuasion

4.0 THE F0M4 OF.ANASSOCIATICN of persons engaged in the field of
the Visual Arts must necessarily be organic in nature: that is
to day, it must start from a small nucleus with a. precise and
immediately attainable first-target, and thereafter procoed
through an orderly progression to alma, subject matters and
expressions of a more complex character.
4.01 Thus, it should be so designed as to be complote in itself
at every phase of its development and growth, and at the same
time contain within its structural form all the necessary
ingredients for its future expansion.
4.1 Such an association would thoroforo begin with the common
agreement of a few persons on principles and on the necessity
and purpose of associating together, and
4.2 Through discussion and agroemont attain the adherence to its
aims and objects& seloctod list of persons in the field of
the Visual Arts and of patrons of those arts, for
4.3 The furtherance of its ultimato purposes and the advancement
through specific and detailod moans of persuasion, argument,and
presentation, of its specific and itomisod goals.

PURPOMS

5.0 THE PURPOSES of the proposed association may be summarisod:

Exchange of
Ideas,

5.1 The exchange of ideas and exporience between persons activoly
engaged in the creation of works of art in the proscribed fields.
5.2 The development of new concepts in the inter-relation of tho
Visual Arts and their significance in our rapidly developing
tochnical.-economic Canadian society.
5.3 The promotion of spocifio studios within this intor-rolated
field, towards the devolopmcat and expression of thoso new
concepts, as aunification and not meroly an Integration, of
visual and tochnical scenes.
5.4 The promotion of moans of expression and prosentation of the
results of such mina studios in a form easily apprehensible
by the lay public, as an intorprotativo objective of the
association.
5.5 The advancement of the Visual Arts in Sociaybywhatovor moans
of comnuaicationand presentation as may ho available.
5.6 The carrying out of specific research projects within the
375.
prescribed field, sponsored. by individuals, firms or associations
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6.0 AN ASSOCIATIOX of tho kind hero proposed is somewhat novol
in form and purposo and thoroforo it lies outsid.o the normal
dmominations. Tho first necessity is the soloct ion of a nom
to &not° its aims and dosaribo its purposo.
6.1 Tho gonoral aims of such an association could ho doscribod =dor
tho term I oducatioml l — but the proposals bore discusscd go
include it.
far beyond this, although they moy
6.2 It should. indood bp stated. that such a formation as is hero
proposed could not be suitably locatod, within the confines of
an educational institution, an univorsity. b row of tho persons
it would attract as adhoronts and vvrkors say not haw the usual
qualifications for graduato work, nor ho attached. to tho formulao
and formality of such an institution.
6.21 Thoro would not ho any intention of granting diplomas or other
rewards for tho unified studios intondod within tho basic framework, the frooly-orgonisod structural form, of this association:
tho basic intontions are far romovod from thoso objoctivos.
6.3 It would soca therefor° advi-sablo to find, a noon which would ho
• plainly doscriptivo of the purposo and intaation of the =sock.tion and at tho same timo bo capablo of assuming a short-doscriptivo and easily raaemborod form. It is proposod !that the associmi
tion. bo called
STUD5 IN 233
and for short: "C. A. U. S. A." obliquoly signifying I tho causol
-- or the boginning.

MECEICENEND of the formation "C. A. U. S. A."
IN=
7.0 TO '40*OF
demands a typo of organisation floxiblo in nature and organic
in form: it must start from a small firm nuclous and contain
within itself the principlos and. aims of its future growth,
allowing development to take place naturally end frooly in
Organic
growth
accordance wit3i- a design suggested. by its progress at each phase:
structuro
it must also be aapablo of attaining strictly limitod objectives
at mach stagn. In tho throo stages proposed. balrow, these
intaations aro caprossod:
7.1 FCEMATICP STAa: six months. Tho ostablishmont of a nucloar
FORMATION
STAGE: 6 mouths
organisation comprising a Director of Studios, ecad on Assistant
Director, a Lull-tine Socrotor7, a small °Vico, conducting the
following operations:
Personal
7.2 PEaSONAL CM/TAMS with a selected list of persons in the fields
Contacts
of the Visual Arts and ancillary profossiccas, to socuro their
program.
adhoronoo, support and participation in tho
.A.CTra MEMEMS 7.23. Two main classes of Mcmbors would bo sought: ACTIVE /MEWS,
MIXES
participants in the program of unified studios, and. PAMCVS:
-persons, firms or organisations activoly supporting the Visual Arts.
Loading
7.3 PMSCEZ cczrams with loading personalities in the Visual Arts
Porsonalitios
in Oroada and throat, whoso participation/Und patronage of
C.A.U.S.A. activities would ho sought in activo & passive roles.
Program of
7.4 IEMCZEMII 07 A PRDGRAM of activities, with the collaboration of
Activities
its first a.dheraats, a provisional program would, ho set forth,
initiating the 'Dovolopment I Stage of C.A.U.S..A. operations.
Nblications
7.5 PUBLICATIONS: The first stage) of vork on the proposed. now form
of publication would, be started and. forward, arrangancnts made for
an eapansion of this division of the
program.
Publicity
7.6 PUBLICIST: After the initial formative period, C.A.U.S.A. aims
and purposos wouli ho publicized in every availablo scronor, to
socuro support for its avontual program of work and activity.

Dovolopmaat
Soque:aco for

3337MIPMENT
8.0 IEVELOPIC1T RAM: Six Months. The nuclear organisation would.
STAGE: months
continuo the d.ovolopmont of its program including:
8.3. FIRST .PGBLICATION of the now form of C.A.U.S.A.. publication
1st Publication
(described bora:alder) =dor 'Background Yatorial' •
8.2 PRI:LiBATION of Outline Studios in thci related fields of tho
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8.3 PNOGRAM FM SEMINARS: a dotailod program for tho holding
of Sadness, Vorkshoi sessions, Studio red:oar:hos, ate.
8.4 4WVANC3D- PUBLICIITICW: a program for furthor publications of
. and appointment of porsonnol for, advancoi studios.
8.9 PLANS "CR PE'd•cANENT PBEHLSS
. a dotailod program for tho
acquisition of pormanont promiscs for C.A.U.S.A.
8•0 TEE FINAL STAGES of C.A.U.S.A. organisation would ho coatorod.
into after tho first year of formation ani dovolopment:
this stago its Diroctor cod Assistant Diroctor of Studios
would ho required to work till timo foiiinscssetic C.A.U.S.A.
end a largor control =clans of staff vould bn roczairod.
The program would includo:
9.1 INITIATION OF FELLOWSHIPS: in ordar to carry through its program
of nadvreaccd ant unified studios* fin:metal support for the
granting of Fellowships to soloctod persons would. ho sought,
and arrangomonts mado for a suitablo placo for such studios.
9.2 PROT= IESEARCMS: a program for the carrying out of project
rosoarchos linkod with spooifio dosign problars in industry,
menufacturo and =more° would ho outlined, end financial aid,
or commissions securod from thoso sourcos for tho advancod
phase of C.A..U.S.A. operations.
9.3 MTIZTIAL ACTIVITES: a start would ho made in tho organisation
of external aetivitios of many kinds, to promote the principles
and results of C.A.U.S.A studios, through films, radio, TV,
public locturos, ctorcgorances,
& spocial publications.

SOMME" OF

10.0 SAIT.ENCE OF C.A.U.S.A. Dcrvolopmont: Summary:

DEVELOPMENT

10.1 Daring tho first six months of its operations, C.A.U.S.A
topuld comploto its formativo phase, proporo for its eventual
program and publish its first roports undo: 'Background
Mal
10.2 Daring tho socond six months, C.A.U.S.A. would enter on
intonsivo dovolormant plias°, and onlargo its fiold of activities
and plans for tho futuro.
10.3 Aftor one yoar, C.A.U.S.A. would sook a pormanont ostablishmont,
oxbord its list of activitios, its mombors,hip, and patrol:ago.

Formation
Davolopmarb
Final phasos

PUBLICATIONS

11.0 Ono of the main objootivos of C.A.U.S.A. is tho publication of

natorial dovolopod from its discussions, scminars, workshop sossions,
and studio roscarchos.
Complexity of 11.1 A major comploxity of tho contaaporary scone is tho vast amount
publishod
of matorial publishod on ovory concoionblo subject matter.
rectorial
11.2 Novae in the history of mankind has so much boon written, said,
r000rdod, in words: we might odd, and so littlo so
to so many.
_
A whirlitird
11.3 Ordirc.ry people aro confused by the plethora of words bandod out
of words
• by ovor-ineroasirg
media of communications they livo in a whirl..
wind of words and wordy ovontst spocialisation has Wean command,
cad the voices of simplo rooson and. tadorstanding aro drowned, by
a multiplicity of 'export opinions' un-rolatod to each other.
11.4 It is the inbo:ation of C.A.U.S.A to ramody this in the actual
publications:
form and content of its proposod publications, ard relating its
a now form &
subjoct matter to the ordirary drama and rout ins of lifo and the
contont
visual scene of our physiall environment.
11.5 It is necessary to doviso a now form of publication which will
Appeal to wido
appeal to the widest possible publics without confusinthom with
public
lords, phrasos and formula° beyond their comprohons
11.6 In the fiold of the Visual Arts this is pa.rtioular1y important:
Scoring &
for, "SEAT CAN BE SAID, CAN IS SAID C1EAHLT: %EAT CA/VOT TZ SAID,
Showing
MUST HE SH016. 01 (von Wittgenstein: Tractatus, pogo 1)
11.7 C.A.U.S.A. PUEiLICATIODS will contain more than the usual amount
Pictorial
of visual material: pictorial roprosontations and visual diagrams
Emphasis
377.
utich at a gloom will soy MOrge ant scar it more directly, than
'." CA
ozy formula of words will allow.
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the thought of
obaub considorations has orison
12.0 From
13.5
anowr kind of publication, which will bo tormoi
OUTLII.IES" of which a gcnorcl doscriptionfollows:
12.1 KEW: OUTLIMS will bo printod onlottor-sizo shoots (114.M*")
in a cloar, simples and oonciso dosign and layout of tort,
diagrams, plans, photos and othor pictorial roprosontations,
in most cases in two or moro colours.
12.2 SIZE: most ouranss will compriso no moro than two sidos of
the lottor-sizo shoot: 2 pages. Othors would bo composed of
two foldod shoots: 4 pages. In cortain cases additional shoots
in a given Scrios might contain additioral visml material,
folded in with provious shoots,
12.3 BMW: all Shouts of ounms would bo pravidod with aputent
form of odgo-fixing so dosignod on to emblo adjacent or rolatod
mctorial to bo linkod togothor in folder-form: tho same strip •
would provido for vortical filing in standard cabinets, and would
rocolvo key-symbol roforcnco indications. (Soto: Fermat and Warl=ag
copyright and patontod by tho writer of this Mamorandum.)
12.4 CROSS NEFEREVMS: each OUTLINE would bo providedwith a notation
allowing, for osnmplo, for broad general statomonts in tho first
of a Sorios to bo cross-roforrod to futuro issues dovoloping in
'
greater dotail and with cmplifiod illustrations, the subjoct
matter initially introduced.
12.5 All OUTLINES wotad contain bibliographical roforoncos and
acknowlodgemonts, crodits, oto.
12.6 CONTLIT: OUTLINES would take vorious forms in accordanco with
rolatod subjoet mattors in a given Series.
12.7 Spocifio OUTLINES would contain 'background material' for the
closer understanding of other OUTLINES in which opinions, critical
views, variant viewpoints, ore amprossod.
12.8 A givonsorios might start with =historical background: tho
growth of forms and Jams: GENIE'S.
12.9 totailod °samples anA criticisms would bo notod as ANALYSIS.
12.10 Viewpoints and opinions, roviows and oritiquos, sometimes in tho
form of lively dialigums would compriso afurthor sub-division of
treatmont, tormod MIMESIS.
.12.11 Tho first OUTLLNE in any sorbs would bo composed ontho broadost
gonorc:4 baso, but would form, in itself, a 'complete story', taking
the suijoct matter of its osntont and rolating all olemonts to oach
othor, putting thom into connection, and roforring than to the
normal world of omporionco.
12.12 Suc000ding OUTLIIITS in the sass Sorios would pravido further
dotailod material, until tho final issuos in the Sorios would
bo composed of l advnnood and unifioi l studios in the field. under
discussion.
TO PURPOg OF OUTLINES is to provido a systematic and con-soquont
alignment of information, omporionco and opinion within tho :pro.scribod field, in a form most oasiky accessible to, and apprehensible
In its audience.
13.1 cum= will form a continually incroasin3 storo of relatod
information and opinion.
13.2 curums will mot bo o.magazino, nor yat a book: of rofercnco moray:
they will form a continuously growing and instantly availablo sourco
of guidon= and roforanco an all the subject matters of its field.
13.3 ANCILLARY MAIM:UAL rolatod to tho printod OUTLIMS would bo
availcblo for soloctod Sorios in the form of colourod slides,
tape-recordings and. films for "Injection and distribution through
radio and TV channels, for use in schools, colleges and universities and for public lectures.
13.42:01IBIT1M7 PANELS: Selected OUTLINES would be available in
photo-anlargement form, enhanced by the addition of special
syMboior extra colours, for Exhibitions and displays.
13.5 Each OUTLINE Series would have apical:oat:lath developing sequence 378.
in the seloction of material euZi-its treatment: ea& Series would
become an
in itselffiahout roference to other Series.
13.0

p.6
14.0 TEE PPM= SEQUZIM OF NAM= for CUTLINZS is
hero sot out in rolation to the throo stages of C.AX.S.A
am=
dovolapsont, as follows:
Formation
14.1 FCGMATION STAGE: daring this period the nucloar staff of
Stage
C.AAT.S.A. would be socking adherents and participants for
its activities and its futuro program.
Bakkground
14.11, Aa 'ha round Mtorial' for its discussions and lista= work,
Material
it is proposod to securo intorviews with loading personalities
in tho fiold of tho Visual Arts and record thoso in dialogue form.
Quostiors
14.12 A series of 'burning questions' would be addrossed to those
livo intorviows
parsons firstly by corrospondenco, and ovontually through livo
interviews, tape-recorded. It is possiblo to securo a dialoguo
between throe or more persons without tho necessity for thoso to
bo present in tho samo placo at tho same timo, by 'editing'.
Scrios
14.2 Tho first Series of cumms would compriso such talks, and •
of OUTLINES
tho following program is proposed, tho names givonboing a
soloction from many othors: all aro personally known to tho writer.
The nstor's
14.21 TEM MASTEES. It is fortunate that in the fields of tho Visual
Voice
Arts, most of tho personalities chiefly rosponsiblo for tho radical
Architocts:
changoswhichhavo taken placo in the last fifty years, are still
Section I
activo and working. Tho three stars in this Section will all ho
Wright
architects: workers in tho IMothor Art': Frank Lloyd Wright,
Crop bus
Walter Gropius, Lo Corbusier. It is wellknownthat their views
Lo Corbusior
do not necessarily co-incido: eqively discussion is guaranteed.
14.22 TEE PICN2SESs A.fUrthor list of loading pioneer designers, in
Pionoor
the fiolds of archibocturo, painting and sculpturo, and in indus
Losignors
trial dosign, would then ho sought out: they would bo askod to
Section 2
discuss the outcome of the first Scotian: the Misters' Wires.
van der Rohe
Those names occur: Mies van der Polio, Diehard Neutra, Ernosto Rogers,
Noutra; Rogers
Albini, Joso Luis Sort, Cscar Viemoyor amongst thoardhitects;
Plomeyor
Brancusi, Homy Moro, sculptors; Picasso, Braga°, Boa Nicholson,
Sort; Nicholson
Iawren Barris, Bert Binning and mamy othor-painters; Waltor rarwin
Picasso; Harris
Taegu°, BCymond Ioowy, Sir Gordon Russell, industrial designers,
Teague; Pussoll
and maw others.
14.23
TEE SPECIALISTS: To mind up this Series I, interviews will
.§1221221.1
Specialists,
bo hold. with a seloctod list of critics andwritors and othors.
writors & critics: ongagod is the promotion of tho Visual Arts: Sir Herbert Road,
Maori, Mood,
Lewis Munford, Dr Pronowski, Dr Panavsky, JX.2ichards, Osbert
Wicmor, Jarvis,
Lancaster, Clive Bell, Sir Alan Herbert, Sir Kenneth Clark,
Buchanan
Narbort Wiener, DosenstoinrEndaa; Alan Jarvis, Lbnald Ba0Fmnfl.a,otc.
meuzscz
mum=

liDE

Series II
ounams

'Poodback
Information'
Section 1
Architocturo
Painting
Sculpture,
Soction2
Planning &
Iondscapo
Architocturo
Section 3
Urban Dosign

Spocialists
in this field

14.3 IEVI7.013101T MAG: during this stage the preparation of basic
'background material' for tho advancod and unified studios of
the CaU.S.A. program will continuo in a Second Series of OUTLIVES,
to provido 'feedback information' and each Soctionof this Series
• may be divided into tho GENESIS - ANALYSIS - SYMMS'S treatment
and soquonco:
14.31 ARCEITECTUEE PAINTING SCULPTURE: Ancient, Mndiacval, Honaissanco,
Baroque, 19th and 20th century: a synoptic soquaaco of space and
• form conceptions rolatod to lifo of the poriods according to the
methods adoPted by Dr Siegfried. Gideon, for Which Section his
oollooguo Dr Eduard Solder, of Viacom and Harvard, has consented
to provide a steady soquenco of material.
14.32 FLAMM & LANDSCAPE ARM:PICTURE: the development of plan forms
for cities through to contomporary concepts and future trends: for
this sorios Prof. jaquolino TyrWhitt of London and Harvard, will ho
the general editor
14.33 MEAN DESIGN: the physical anprossion of p 1nr1 1irg concepts,
the urban stago of architectural design: ideas and forms for tho
urban scone; now conceptions of the 'street'; the problam of modern
traffic; signs and street furnituro, oto. Bar this Section, the
services of Dr Solder and Miss Tyrwhitt will ho availablo under the
gemaral editorship of the writer in the preparation of matorial for
this comparatively recent spocia/isation inarchitocturo &pm-ening. 379.

Spocialist engineers and others will ho invitato participate.
a

:4;51

14.34 INIUSTRIAL TECENCEOGT: the dovolopmont of modem
P*7
industrial tochnisuos and its o—ff ad on th s urban and
Industrial
rural scone: the design of products; the now industrial revolution
brought about by atomic physics, oloctronics, automation. For
Tochnology
this section the writer will ho gonorol oditor ant will sock
the collaboration of specialists in tho various fields.
SOCt kin 5
14.35 ITtECEECIVS DI =Ian a sequence of 'first cases', with studios
and examplos of design throughout the ages, and in all related.
Propodonts in
fiolds of the Visual Arts: a cnsizioac of IESIGN. Too advico of
DaSign: a
Gideon will ho sought in the dovolopmont of this Section,
Casebook
and Dr Sold.= and. the writer will ho rosponsiblo as editors,
to comploto Sorios II as t ba.ckground material' for C.A.U.S.A.
Secfion 4

SERMS III

ouirmirs

Body of
Critisism &
a Critical
Mothod: for
Canada
No roal
criticism of
Visual Arts
anywhoro:
Task for

14.4 lam STAGES Cr CarmA PROGRAM at this stag° C.A.U.S.A.
operations will hem brought fomward a. largo body of =Aerial
for critical analysis and. assessment: through a series of
Sominars, workshop discussions and Studio researches, the
bogirmtr1/47 of a BOW OF C2ITICIT-1 will ho made and dovolopod into
a CRITICAL MEIROD foz the proper assessmort of current pleas end
projects in the Visual Arts, with direct roforonco to tho Ctundian
scone, in all its variations of climate, race, geographical
and historical charactoristios.
14.41 It should ho strossod hero that not merely inCanada but e.lmost
ovorywhoro in the world, there is at present vory littlo real
criticism in the field, of the Visual Arts such as exists currently
in the arts of litoraturo, dramo., ballot or the fine arts.
14.42, Too stimulation of critical thought end of a critical atmosphere,
in those fields is one of the objectives of C.A.U.S.A. operations

mrs 17
14.5 am= mars for OUTLINES: will compriso tlaoresults of
OUTLINM
spocific rosoo.rch projocts, seminars and. discussions carried.
Advancocl
out in a comprohonsivo future program for C.A.B.S.A. applicable
c-wifimm-t Subjects ontiroly to the Ourut ian sceno.
14.51 It may bo notod that it is the custom of institutions and ossoUnroodability
ciations orgagod in this kind of roscarch to publish voluminous
of currant
reports of thoir findings, largoly unroadablo oxeopt by oxports,
findirgs in this and costa& y loft unread by tho public: to which they should. ho
Field.
e.ddrossod.
14.52 C.A.U.S.A. OUTLINES will not ho of this kind.: tho work of a
teen on a givon subject over a year might wall bo comprossed, into
OUTLECS
a. singlo 4-pogo OUTLINE, followed. by amplifications as dosirod,
will ho
for thoso who dosiro to encompass tho d °tails. Such CUISINES
succinct
will gain by cross-roforoncos to previous t tackgrotaxl , Sorios.
SERIES V
CUTLIZES

14.6 A.DTANCED SS CF =LINES: will be proparod during the final
phasos of C.A.U.S.A activities, on specific rosoarch projects
of a highly complex and advoncod charactor, und.or the direction
of soloctod specialists from all parts of the world..
Continuation 14.7 BRAD= TIP TO DMZ PREVICUS OUTLIMS: as now information, or
of provious
no-appraisals, of previously troatod matorial in CUISINES format,
Series
oomo to light, thoso Series will bo omplifiod and cross-roforoncos
cum=
mado, so that CUTLINES will be constantly brought up to date with
the latest opinion and. research findings..
Distribution 14.8 DISTRIBUTION ar OMTINE9 publications will take place in a
of =SINES
variety of vays. For the SIR= I (Yastors, Pionoors,Spocialists)
the writor has mado advanced. arrangomonts with tho oditor of
Advance
ranmssre ARCEITECTURE for their publication ant circulation
arrangomonts
as inserts' in that wollknown US journal: 40,000 copies. This,'
for publication and other similar orrangomonts will sorvo to cover the initial
as 'Inserts' in
costs of C..A..U.S.A. publications end. at the same timo socuro wido
existing journals publicity for its future issues. =LEM will bo froo to subscribing =tabors of C.A.U.S.A and, also ho circulated through
To mashers,
bookshops, librarios, oollogos mki
universities. Special material
oducatioral
380.
arising from OCTLINES publications will, be progloctod through
institutions oto. radio and TT chcomols, public locturos, oztdbitiorus °toe The
Salo Price of omans
will ho 100, 150 and 250 desponding on format. 39

CRGOISATION
& YMEGERSREP

15.0 During tho first poor of its dovolopment, C.A.U.S.A.
would onlist tho support of individuals, firms tared. groups
in its purposos and activitios. The following categories of
• maraborship and, of acocutivo oontroliwould bo suggostod.:

15.1 LIFE GOVMNGRS (Itoundor /4anbars): distinguished Canadian
porsoralitios in fincnco, industry and commorco would be
cskod to sport the institution of C.A.U.S.A. through don-aims
from $5000 and act as Lifo Govornors of the association, & Patrons.
Life Members: 15.2 LIFE MIMS: drawn from similar fields, this category would
Pe.trons
be patrons of C.A.U.S.A.. with a subscription of $1000 or over.
15.3 camanr, BOARD: A selection of Life Governors and. Life Members
consenting thereto would. be asked to become the =amp BOARD of
Board of
Governors
C.A.U.S.A., who would select an
15.4 =MOE COUNCIL with powers to co-opt for specific purposes,
Execut ive
which would generally administor the activities and funds of 0.44/S.A.
15.5 ADVISORI CCUITCIE would be formed. from a selected list of d,isAdvisory
tinviished persons in the Visual 11.1.t S and ancillary professions,
Council
one or more of which would. act on the Meocutive Council from time to
time, for specific issues.
Members
15.6 /4:113ERS: full mombership in C.A.U.S.A. would. be open to all persons
engaged in the visual arts professions, with special privileges.
Fellows
15.7
would. be soloatoi for spocific Rosearch Projects, sponsored.
in
by firms, individuals or associations for specific objectives ancl
Research
would be frosident i workors in tho ovontual permanent pranisos of
C..&.U.S.A. for such poriods as their Fenowship grants would. dotorraino.
Associato
15.8 4SS0CIA1TE MIIEMIS would ho drawn froar all walks of life, on payments
Mombors
of entrance foos and yearly subscriptions allowing than active participation in C.A.U.S.A. activities.
Junior Membors 15.9 JUNIOR AliMECRS: would bo sought from tho ranks of schools, or
from young persons working in the fiold of the Visual Arts, at
reduce/. foos.
Executive
15.10 =cams STAFF: would be compose" initially of the Director of
Staff
Studios, an Assistant Director of Studios, -and a Socrotary for the
first yoar, with an expanding staff list as C.A.U.S.A activities
and support increased during succooding yoars. Tho Director of
Studios would. bo a Mcmbor of the Executive Co=ittoo.
Trust Auld
15.11 A TETJST MED for C.A.U.S.A. operations would ho sot up and
administorod by a firm of chartered accountants appointed. by the
Lifo Governors and Ibundors: disbursements boing mado against a
specific and. abn-ood Budgot of Expcndituros. All subscriptions and
capital donations, Debentures or Loans would bo deposited in this
Trust Burl. The accountant would ho a Member of tho Exocutivo Council.
Done.t ions
15.12 =TIS: would. bo sought from individuals, firms aial associations, foundations ert the liko, allocated to specific purposes as
might ho desired. Thus Resegrch Fellowships, preceded by the name
Research
of the Donor, could be set up for specific purposes, and the single
Fellowships
condition of such Fellowships would be that the results of work
would be available to C.A..U.S.A. for publication through its
Building hoods
GUTLESS series of publications. Donations could be allocated, to
such other purposes as specific Building Pnol, or allied. uses.
Legal Advice
15.13 Legal advice is new being sought regarding the technical
formation of C.A.U.S.b. as probably a non-profit making entity,
so that donations to its Trust Fax" would be free of Tax. It mear
be that its publications division, which would be organised to
make a profit, would be a separate entity linked with C.A.U.S.A.
and oporated within its orgcusisation.
Specific
15.14 Specific Problems relating to organisation, program developlroblems of
ment, financos and permanent premises, will be examined during
Organisation
the formation and &Ivo:lop:lent stages of C.J.I.U.S.A. Some rotes
on the location of C.A.U.S.A.. are included herenxler.
Budgot
15.15 A provinteral Budgot of Exponditures for the first stages of
Provisional
C.A.U.S.A. operations is include" in APPENDIX I horst°. Some 381.
Estisretes of
notes on future financial needs are added therein, for further
Lifo
Govornors
de Boundors
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16.0 The activities proposed. in the C.A.U.S.A. program
LOCATICS
demand careful consideration of its location as a Centro.
OF C.A.U.S.A.
Its initial requirements call for a small office of say
three rooms and. during the 'Formation Age' its Director
Initially
a small
of Studies would. be doing some travelling to secure interviews for Series I of '0U1LIMS 1 and generally to promote
office
the idea of C.A.U.S.A.
16.1 In the second stage of 'Development' plans for a future
Plans for
future
location and more permanent premises would. be explored..
premises
The selection of a site for C.A.U.S.A. activities must be
& location
directly related to the kind. of activities and perhaps more
importantly to the kind ofpe_.ople involved, in its studios.
Accessibility 16.2 A Centre of this kind should., it is submitted., be losatod
for foreign
in or near a metropolitan centre with suitable amenities:
participants
an International Airport with world-connoctions; a place to
which participants in C.A.U.S.A. operations from abroad. would.
ho glad. to come.
Climate:
16.3 A location for C.A.U.S.A. should have rogard to climatic
geographical
conditions: on equable temperature through all the seasons,
setting
particularly spring and suer. Its geographical setting
should possess the qualitios of a 'resort' place.
Seclusion
16.4 Finally C.A.U.S.A. should. be located. in a restful and. secluded
and rest
place, set apart from the rush and hurry of a city, but close to
it and. to all the amenities of a metropolitan Center.
The claims
16.5 The claims of Vancouver, British Columbia, are here advanced
of
as a splendid location for C.A.U.S.A.. because it possesses all
Vo.ncouvor BC
the requirements sot out above.
16.6 Vancouver's International Airport is fast becoming the busiest
Airport
in Canada: already more world-routes are centred. upon it than any
facilities:
other in this couabry. In the now trans-Polar air-age, Vancouver
world. routos
is oqui-distant from sore world-capitals cad. contres than any other
Canadian city: flight-times will soon be roiucod by up to one-half
as turbo-jot and prop-jet aircraft come into regular service.
North over the Polo to Europe; East and South to the Araoricas, and.
Northwest and Wost to the Par East and Australasia: Vancouver's claims from a transportation aspect are likely to mako this city
one of the most important of world-co:intros of population.
lb.tural
16.7 Vancouver is surrounded by the splondours of no.turo: mountains,
setting
sea, primeval parks and. rocreatioral spaces lie at its backdoor;
Sporting
yachting, bathing, fishing, ski-ing, boating — all the outdoor
facilitios
pleasuros aro immediately at hand..
16.8 A sito in Wost Vancouver's outermost boundary, now Horseshoe Bay
A site in
is suggested as a suitable location for C.A.U.S.A. as a permanent
West Vancouvor entity: it comprises some 70 acres of virgin high-land accessible
is
within the next year from the Upper Loyola Highway (an extension of
proposed.
Trans-Carada. Highway) and thus bringing it within 20 rain:Ito:0 drive
from tho centre of the City of 4b.ncouvor. It commands magnificent
views over How Sound and across the Bay to Vancouver Island arid.
the Straits of Juan do 711Ca.
•
Leasehold
16.9 This site is owned by the Municipality of Vest Vancouver and
property
could be secured on leasehold at a roasonablo grourd rent which
would. incroaso as a comprehensive scheme of development took place:
it will shortly be sumo& by the necessary utilities. Part of tho
proposed. development would produce an income from sub-lenses of
lots for private use.
Precedents
16.10 There aro a. number of precedents for-such a situ for a cultural
Centro: one of the best known is Aspen, Colorado, whoro yearly
international conforcatcos and seminars Woo place in a fine geographical sotting.
PREMISES
17.0 In keeping with the principle of starting C.A.U.S.A. from small
FOR CLU.S.A.
beginnirgs and fooling its way towards its ovontual goals, the 382 .
question of premises would follow a soquonco of the kinda
Format ion
17.1 raring the formation and. dovolopmont phases, a small office
• Stage
of three rooms in the City of Vancouver would suffico.

Bev°lopsont Stag°, consideration would have p.10
to be givon to planning the first sorios of Seminars and
discussions, for which, in tho absanco of a portraicalt location
end. premises at that timo, would. roquiro tho rontal of suitcblo
accommodation in Vancouver.
17.3 If ca.u.s.A. could start its operations by March 1957, it
First
would ho possible to orgataiso the first Sominar &arias the summon
Semincrs in
1958 of 1958, which is British Columbia's Caatconial yoor, with a full
program of cultural events including a Festival of tho Arts. YanY
notabilitios will be visiting Vancouver that summer, and would ho
ablo to participato in a C.A.U.S.A. program.
Advancad
17.4 It is suggestod that if nava:leo arratagoisonts for the securing of
arrangomonts
the proposed. sito in Yost Vancouver could. be made, it might bo
possible to have temporary accommodation for C.A.U.S.A. oven by
for a sito
the summer of 1958, as noted below. a
Prolirmlary
17.5 It would be necessary first to buildf,suitablo access road. to.
Ibrk rcquired the sito from the per Lovas Highway (negotiations needed with
Provincial Highway Authority) and to provide essential services.
Access Boa&
& utilities
17.6 A portion of tho site would ho clearod and the first building t
a Hostel, with mooting rooms and. restaurant facilitios, could. ho
constructed. by the surimor of 1958. In accordance with a progrossivo
A hostel
Cabins .
ani comprohonsivo dovo3.opmant schamo for the site, a further portion
and chalets
of it could. ho cloarod for the construction of cabins end chalots
which, in off-season periods, could. be rented.
Hotel
17.7 Awing the next two years, the comprohensivo sch.emo would be
with all
advanced.: a Petal, loosed on concession, of a do luxo character,
facilities
open all year round, would. be trin...ilablo during C.A.UkS.A. extort:al
activities for patrons and participants, and. suitable turenitios
would be o.d.ded to he this one of tho finest 'resort hotels' in
the Pacific, Coast.
Private
17.8 As tho schomo davolopod, lots would be leased to privato owners
Rows
for the construction of homos, and o. permanent incomo from this
Studios
davolopactat would accrue to ca.u.s..4. Some of these homes would
be rented to artists, and would be provided with suitable studio
facilities, etc. in a restful and occluded atmosphere.
Rirthor 17.9 The ovaatual construction of Studios, workshops, offices end.
accommodations other facilities for C.A.U.S.A. rot .alroad,y included in the Hotel
for C.A.U.S.A. scheme), would. bo entertained at some later stage.
17.10 The whole of the LOCATION AND PREM.= aspect of C.A.U.S.A.
Self-liquidating is dosigned to be a self-liquidating venture from tho financial
Venturo
aspect t a I compreheasivo devolopment' of the kith outlined will •
moot the roquiraments of the Yost Vancouver nuaicipality t s Town
Playming rogulationst indood this is just the kind. of development
they most need, as their principal endeavour is to socuro incomoSubmission of
bearing developments, bbth from a leasehold and a tax aspoct.
development
The submission of proposals for such a development at an early
Proposals
date is advisablo, in viow of the longth of negotiations flooded.
17.2 At tho

Pr:sagas
continued

swim

18.0 In this Momorandum the main outlines for the formation of a

or PROPOSALS CONTE rat lava= AND unrixo mums la WAFTS -

have boon sot out, together with a parallel formation for its
publications l'OUTLIES n . The ideas and proposals contained
heroin aro the result of some past experiance in the formation
of Groups and Associations within the fiold, of the Visual Arts
on the part of the present writer, as outlined in APPENDIX II.
Canada noods 18.3. It is submittod that such a. formation is flooded in Canada
such a .
at this stage of its developing culture. Those proposals fall
formation
into lino with the rocommeniations of the Hassey Report of 1951,
and ore also in alignmont with the aims of the now aunda. Council.
Pin:moos
18.2 A provisional statement of financial needs to sot up the
see Appendix II nuclear organisation for c..A..u.s.A. is contained. in APPENDIX I
hereto, with some notes on ptur re
ts & possibilities. 383
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.APPENDIX.

(1)

..v

(CAUSAB STUDIES :.

Inter-relation of the Visual Arts:
(a) In conceptual relationships.

(b) Relationships - individual building
projects.
(c) Outward scenes; landscape, parks,
playgrounds, spaces.
(d) Community Planning.
(e) Urban design - redevelopment - street
scenes, signs, furniture.
(1) Shape of Cities for B.C.
Alberta - ppairies.
Ontario - Quebec - Maritimes The North.
ArchiteCture - Urban Design - Planning Engineering - Sociology:

•

(a) Conceptual relationships between
these.specialisations.
(b) Relation to shape of citi es.
(c) ' Transportation - traffic - parking
(d) Electronic - atomic age - automation
problems - relationships.
(e) Leisure - 3.5 day week - problems.
•

384.

III Visual Arts and Mass-Communication Media:
(a)

Conceptual relatiohships - problems
and solutions.

(b)
(c)

Standards of design.

(d)

Standards for projection of visual
ideas.

(e)

Communication to children - new

Standards of criticism.

generation.
IV Visual Arts and Writing - Criticism:

V

(a)

Conceptual - standards

(b)

Painting

(c)

Sculpture

(d)

Architecture and Urban Design

(e)

Graphics - commercial art - signs

(f)
(g)

T.V. films

(h)

Industrial Design

(i)

Design for children

Dramatic Arts - visual aspects

Visual Arts and Economics:
(a)

Conceptual - meaning of arts in
technical-economic society.

(b)

Specific applications.
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APPENDIX VII
LAWN ROAD FLATS, HAMPSTEAD, LONDON: (1934-1940)
Flat:

1934

1935

Edgar
Lovensteen

1 Manageress

2 Mr.& Mrs.
H.N.Carr
3 Miss M.L.
Hooper

5

6

7

A.G.Lewis
Gayle

1937

1936

A.S.Kremer

A.Deutsch
Miss Senior Miss Senior
Miss M.L.
Hooper

A-G.Lewis

Miss M.L.
Hooper

Miss M.L.
Hooper

A.G.Lewis
K.B.Drew

Dr.F.Frank
A.G.Lewis
Mr. Osman

Gayle
Talbot
K.B.Drew
Violet M.E. Mr.Kremer
Prof.Dr.
Erich von Luke
Hornbostel Aline M.
Gordon
Dr.& Mrs.
Marshall
Deutsch
Sisson
Mr.& Mks.
Burger
N.Regonigtotner

Talbot

J.K.Winser
NO

K.B.Drew
Office

8
9

B.A.Nixon

Miss Whitehead

Mrs.N.
Bodingtou
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Flat:

1934

1935

10 Dr.Herman H.T.Burt
Deutsch
H.T.Burt

1936
H.T.Burt

11 F.Hilton
Page
Miss Francoise Howard

1937
H.T.Burt

M.A.Young

12 F.W.Lefeuvre Miss K.O. Miss Fox- Miss FoxMiss M.
Bragshaw
Strangeways Strangeways
Bradbury
Miss FoxStrangeways

13 F.W.Lefeuvre A.McZwee
14 R.C.Swinton Prof.S.H.
Frankel
G.Talbot
Dr.Tang
• 15

Paul Reilly
A.M.Queen S.J.Harris
Mr.Rachlis Mr.& Mks.
Kimpton
Mrs.&.Mrs.
Claridge

Prof.& Mrs.
Gropius

16 V.J.Reed

Gilbert
Russell
"Herr"
Breuer
OW

Mrs.T.B.
Bolders
17 Z.F.Herbert S.N.Connor

Miss
Shavelon

Miss
Shavelon

Miss
Shavelon
18 Dr.Sergei
Jacobson

19 Gilbert
Consland

Miss C.J.
Paulen
Gilbert
Cons land

Gilbert
Consland

Gilbert
Consland
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Flat:
1934
- 20 Miss E.E.

1935

1936

1937
Miss E.W.
Watson

Irvine

21

Mr.Regen-,
stainer

22 Francoise
Howard
23 Adrian
Stokes

Norman
Goldsworth
R.A.Brandt A.Taljer

A.Taljer

A.Taljer
E.C.Petter N.Gans
Hugh Slater

24 Herr Arthur
Korn

G.G.Owens
Mr.Barter Mr.Barter Mr.Barter
25 Mr.Barter
26 R.A.Braddt A.Taljer A.Taljer W.J.Brown
27 H.M.Belgion H.M.Belgion H.M.Belgion H.M.Belgion
H.J.J.
C.F.Grent28
Braddick
bach
A-J.Wilson
N.J.T.
29
Monsarrat
30 J.M.
MAchover

J.M*

J.M.

Machover

Machover

Bruno Gans

ANS

S.Kabayada
31
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1940
Flat:
1938
1939
A.S.Kremer A.S.Kremer A.S.Kremer
1
Miss Senior Miss Senior Miss Senior
2
Mrs Jean
Richardson
Dr.F.Frank Dr.F.Frank Dr.F.Frank
3
A.G.Lewis
A.G.Lewis
4 A.G.Lewis
Mrs.M.John
5
Jurgen
6
Kuczynski
7
8

Fléetwood
Pritchard
A.P.R.Cooke

Mrs.Kelby

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16

H.T.Burt
Mr.Pugh
Miss FoxStrangeways

Miss
McMichael
Mm.Pugh

19

McMichael
Mr.Pugh
Mrs .Margaret
Mather

Dr.Fankuchen

Mr.& Mrs.C.
Brunner

Arthur
Roberts

Miss Margaret
Stewart
Miss P.Shurley
Dr. & Mks.
Elyan
Miss D.
Tarbolton

17

18

Miss

miss mac.

Nolan
Miss D.
Tarbolton

Miss D.
Tarbolton
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Flat:
1938
20 M.Rachlis

1939

21
22 Andre
Randall
23 A.Taljer
24
25
26
27
28

A.Taljer

Louis W.
Bondy
Mr.Brown
Mr.Brown
H.M.Belgion H.M.Belgion
H.J.J.
H.J.J.
Braddick
Braddick

;219
29 A.J.Wilson
30 Bruno Gans
31

A.J.Wilson
Bruno Gans

1940
Miss Eva
Reckitt
Mr. & Mrs.
R.H.Morris
Mr.& Mrs.
Kenneth
Robinson
A.Taljer
E.S.Dowdal
Louis E.
Byrde
Mr. Bondi
Mr.Brown
Andrew Boyd
H.J.J.
Braddick
Mr. & Mrs.
K.Rowntree
A.J.Wilson
Lt.Cdr.
Mandeville
Riss
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